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Sole Makers:

" I wish I could
show you ALL the clips

we make at

You'd have a surprise-CLIPS in every possible shape
and size, CLIPS in steel, bronze, stainless, plated, etc.,
CLIPS for every trade under the sun . . . and if you
want a clip made to specification TERRY'S Research
Department is there-ready and willing to give you
the benefit of 96 years' experience.

-Want to know all about springs?
Here's a book packed with spring know-how from cover to
cover-the finest of its kind today. Post free 12/6.

HERBERT TERRY & SONS LTD., REDDITCH 

and here are three
"specials"

Three really popula.
clips. Nos. 80 and 81
come r to r from
stock. No. 300-an
exceptionally good
drawing board clip
-costs 5/- a dozen
(inc. p.t.), from stock.

81 300 BC

LONDON BIRMINGHAM MANCHESTER
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SMALL. TOOLS
w4--GRSTORCH

Aeromatic No. supply
use from noorrm:11

domestic gas
.

Ideal i

typesuloVeacirdtigi
andanicilatleit brazing.

1j:clog tools.
gually 17/0. m- ilo
Post and Pkg. 9.1

drills up to approx. I In All new and 45/.

Precision cut thread.
Tube of I don. lengths

TWILS. Box of 72 carbon and high-speed twist

unused. Post
and Pkg. 1/3. _ -

assorted 0-° BA. PosLund_pko.

CHROME VANADIUM

MASS
STUDDING. BA in 12 -in. lengths.

THE 31"Zyto" Turning & Screwcutting Lathe
"Britain's Finest Lathe Value"

GAP BED BACK
GEARED COMPOUND
REST RACK FEED SET OVER
BETWEEN CENTRES AND TAILSTOCK

THE ZYTO " 3(in. LATHE with many
valuable refinements

CASH PRICE £28/1/0

Height of centres 3'.' in.
Distance between

centres 121 in.
Height from gap ... ... 4( in.
Height from Saddle .., 2 in.
Guide Screw ... ... 8 T.P.I.
Headstock Mandrel Admit Ain.

Tailstock Barrel Admit ... ... t1 in.
Headstock Pulley, 3 -speed ... ... I in. flat belt
Faceplate, dia.... ... ... ... 6 in.
Overall length of Lathe ... ... 30 in.
Change Wheels: 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65
Back Gear Guards and Change Wheels,
together with Catch Plate and Finished Back

Plate for Chuck are all included.

S. TYZACK & SON LTD
WOODWORKING 8, METALWORKING TOOLS & MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS
341, 343 & 345, OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.1.
Telephone: CLERKENWELL 8301 (10 lines) Telegrams: TYZGAR, LONDON

A few unsolicited testimonials taken at random from
a large number received from satisfied customers :-

" I have used Lathes for many years now, and consider the Zyto Lathe
LS really a first-class Job, and I am very pleased with it."

A. It., Iltiwkhuret, KENT.

" I must say, with great satisfaction, that the Zyto Lathe had from
you Is ideal for model work and it performs well in every way. I am
more than satisfied with the machine." J. C., Axminster, DEVON.

" am greatly surprised at the quality of the Zyto 31 in. Lathe. I
am perfectly satisfied and consider I have obtained the maximum value
for my money. it will be a pleasure to recommend you to my M.E,
friends." C. K. D., Console, Cum ERMA F D.

" I am more than pleased with the Zyto Back -geared Lathe and with
the way it turns the work out. I shall be only too pleased to recom-
mend it to any person who should require a Lathe for small engineering
work." W. D., Eittitottlelds, Los Ws.

'Re Zyto Lathe, I cannot tell you how pleased I am with the whole
outfit. It has won great praise from all my associates."

C. 0 HA TERRE D.

" I must say I am highly satisfied with my Zyto B.G.S.C. Lathe. One
or two friends show a definite interest and may be future purchasers."

V. s., Burnley, LANOts
" I am very pleased with the Lathe, the performance is good."

G. B., Workington, Ores.
" With reference to the 31I in. Zyto Lathe you supplied me with, all I

can say is, I am a very satisfied customer." W. b., neene.ter. KENT.
" I consider my Zyto Lathe an excellent tool."

J. T., NIEOTFUONIFT, Wt LT N.

" Delighted with the general excellence of the 31 is. Zyto Lathe. A
N. 5., sacs MOUT.very creditable product."

SPECIAL NOTICE
All " Zyto" lathes ore now supplied with calibrated index plates,

and screw -cutting indicator at no extra cost.

COSATNSD

ONLY £28/1/0
IF IT IS MORE CONVENIENT FOR YOU TO PURCHASE ON
DEFERRED TERMS, PLEASE SEND US A POSTCARD AND WE
SHALL HAVE MUCH PLEASURE IN SENDING YOU DETAILS
BY RETURN.

DAMAGES

SPANNERS

O.NON.11 11.1m.

I

FAMOUS MAKES

j ELECTRIC
1 MOTORS 1

! at Reduced Prices I.
L= set of 4, double -ended. I 1 1i. . G.E.C. 200/210 and i

3 y- B.T.H. 230/290 volt.
I Split phase induction types.
1 A.C. single phase,
1 ball bearings 0.151
2 Carr. and Pkg. 6,- England 2

iand Wales. Scotland 8 9. I
1 h . HOOVER Capac- 2

iMon motor (as illustrated).
2 .1.1. tor start induc- I
220;230 volt c7
A.C.

r"
IdefulltiltowrIt

u e 10
Post and Pkg. 9d,

MOTORISED 4 in.
DOUBLE BENCH

GRINDERS
Exceptionally_ well made
and finished.
For 220/250 v. A.C. only,
50 cycles. Guaranteed 12 ! TOOL AND MOTOR.
Months: trsualiF 16/1410. ! CAR ACCESSORIES.

GAMAGES R 'BARGAIN /1ST FREE1
Carr. and

PRICE
g. 310. 91/6: ON REQUEST

Pk

.17.6
. Carr. and Pkg. 61- England

and Wales. Scotland 0/9.

f1 h .TILL NC:.STEVE111
480 volpt A.C.3-plaaN se,I/IV
Carr. and Pkp. 7/3 .
Eng. rt, Wales. Scotland 10,- I
.11NA P.N.S 4

HEAVY DUTY GENERATORS
At Far Below Normal Price

Output 12-15 volt, 35 amp. at 2,300 r.p.m. Requires I h.p.
motor to drive. Ideal for battery charging, low voltage
lighting. Simple modification will increase output to

EiARGAIN
PRICE

Carr. and Pkg., outside van delivery area, 61- England and
Wales. Scotland 8/9.

60 amps.

GAMAGES. HOLBORN. LONDON. E.C.1 HOLBORN 8484

Lay Your Own Floors
Oak Flooring Blocks Free of Licence

PRICE

PER

SQ. YD.

CARRIAGE
EXTRA

FULL
DETAILS,
SAMPLE

AND
LAYING

INSTRUC-
TIONS

ON
APPLICA-

TION

Hardwood floors are not difficult to lay on concrete
or old wooden sub -floors. We supply kiln dried
flooring blocks accurately manufactured from Prime
quality Scandinavian Oak ready for laying with full
instructions. At a modest cost you can transform
concrete or old wooden surfaces into a beautiful
polished Oak Parquet floor that will last a lifetime,
and add to the value of your property.

THE SURREYBOARD CO. LTD.
(CAPT. P.M.),

72, HIGH STREET, CROYDON, SURREY
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INDISPENSABLE
IN THE WORKSHOP
HANDY IN THE HOME

THE RAWLPLUG POPULAR OUTFIT
Larger sizes are obtainable.
Whatever your fixing problems, there's
a Rawlplug Device that will solve it
for you-easily and quickly. Rawlplugs
make neat and absolutely firm fixings
in any material from brick or tile to
stone or slate, with a size for every

screw from No. 3 up to sin. coach screws.
Rawlplug Tools are easy to use and ensure a
perfect hole without damage to surrounding

surfaces. Other Rawlplug Devices include Rawlbolts for heavy
duty fixings, Rawlanchors and Toggle Bolts for thin or hollow
materials and Rawlclips for instant fixing of conduits and cables to
girders-a device in fact for every need.

DUROFIX
The indispensable adhesive, for
instant use on crockery, glass,
wood, metal, celluloid and the
thousand and one things hand-
led by the hobbies enthusiast.
Instant drying, insulating, water-
proof and heatproof. Durofix

is grand for repairs to
electrical, sports and leather
goods. Durofix Thinner
and Remover is sold in
handy 2 oz. bottles.

DUROGLUE UNDILUTED ANIMAL GLUE
OF INCOMPARABLE STRENGTH

Ready for instant use for the many purposes
for which an extra strong glue is needed.
Wood, cloth, fabric, felt, leather and any
greaseless surface can be stuck with Duroglue

DUROLASTIC ELASTIC SEALING COMPOUND

Forms permanently elastic waterproof joints
with great adhesive qualities to any dry
surface. Resists vibration or shock and
will not break away with expansion or
contraction. Non -crumbling, non -staining,
does not exude oil. Can be, painted after a
few hours. Ideal for boatbuilders. In
easy -to -use tubes.
B4100

PLASTIC WOOD
APPLIED LIKE PUTTY, DRIES LIKE WOOD
Can he cut, planed, polished and painted
like wood. 'Will take nails and screws
like wood. It does not blister, crack or

decay. Rawlplug Plastic Wood is
actually the best quality product of
its kind on the market. Plastic
Wood Softener and Remover is
sold in handy 2 oz. bottles.

A NEW Microphone
by Rothermel

for TAPE RECORDING
AMATEUR RADIO
PUBLIC ADDRESS

Although the 2AD56 CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
made by Rothermel gives a better all-round per-
formance than most Microphones, we are able to
offer this unit at less than half the price of any

SPECIFICATION comparable Microphone of other makes.:

SENSITIVITY- minus 55 db. relative to I v./-dyne/-cm2.

RESPONSE_ essentially fiat from 35-9,000 cps., recommended
load resistance 5 megohms for flat response at low
frequencies.

DIMENSIONS- overall length 5in. Width 20n. at widest part of
Ball Top, tapering to gin. at base of housing.

The Microphone is unaffected by mechanical vibrations and low frequency
wind noises. An attractive black all -metal housing provides complete
screening and protection for the crystal insert. The crystal is virtually
unbreakable and specially treated to' minimise the effect of humidity.
The modern design of the Unit enables it to be used.as a Hand Micro-
phone, with a Base as a Desk Microphone, or fixed to a Pedestal Floor
Stand. Screw fitting for any standard British type stand.

PRICE £2  19 6 post free.

ESPECIALLY RECOMMENDED for use with
the new BURGOYNE MAGNETIC
TAPE RECORDER, now being demon-

strated at The Radio Centre.
Specialists in Tape Recording

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO., The Radio Centre,
33,Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.I.

HANDYMEN-HERE'S THE SOLDER

For reliable, econo-
mical home repairs,
Ersin Multicore is
the solder to use. It
cuts costs by avoiding
wastage-the 3 cores
of exclusive Ersin Flux
ensure that there are
no solder lengths
without flux. It saves
time because the
3 - core construction
means thinner solder
walls, quicker melting
and speedier solder-
ing. It can be used for every
soldering job, replacing stick
solder, fluid and paste fluxes.

SIZE I CARTON
PRICE 5;'- EACH

THIS SIZE 2 (HANDYMAN'S)

CARTON COSTS (P/4 66e,
Contains approximately 3 ft. of
16 S.W.G. Ersin Multicore Solder,
sufficient for 200 average joints.

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MULTICORE WORKS, MAYLANDS AVENUE, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS.

EOXMOOR 3636 (3 lines)
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SURPLUS AIRCRAFT MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES FOR MODEL ENGINEERS.
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RIVETS, SCREWS, BOLTS, WASHERS, NUTS, ETC.
Per Item Per . ItemItem Per Item

GrossNo. Gross No.Gross No. No.
1 1132' x 116' RH rivet copper ... 1/- 245 4 BA x .1- stud S ... _. 3"- 693 1/16' x 7/16" taper pin S ... 2/6 3059, carbon brushes, 0.110- dia. x 1" with
2 1/32" x 316' RH rivet steel ... 10d. 252 4 BA x 1" mush screw S 3 - 692 13132" x E split taper pin S ... 3/- spring, 28 doz.
3 1/32' x V csk. rivet steel ... gd. 275 5 BA x I- RH screw S -. 2 6 694 1/16' x ir taper pin S ... ... 2/. 3065, 12 v. accumulators, 14 amp. hrs.
4 1/32' x I' csk. rivet steel ... 10d. 279 V Whit x f" RH screw B 3 - 695 1/16' x 5:16" taper pin S ... 2!- Wt. 20 lb.. 39/- each.
5 3/64' x 3/16' RH rivet copper ... 1/- 282 6 BA x 1 RH screw S ... 2 6 696 5/32' x 1' taper pin stainless . 41- 3067, heater, 12 v. 1 A.. 1/3 each.
6 3/64' x 3/16' RH rivet steel ... 104. 283 6 BA x 1C RH screw S ... 4 - 704 E x 1' split pin monel .. 3/6 3071, extra strong crocodile clips, nickel
7 3/64' x 3/16" RH rivet brass ... 31- 303 6 BA x 1" CH screw S ... 2- 46 8 BA full nut NP B ... ... 3/6 plated, 3/8 doz.
8 1/32" x 3116" RH rivet brass ... 1/- 308 6 BA x I' CH screw S ... ::: 3/- 50 512" Whit nuts NP B ... ... 2/6 3072, same again. lead plated, 3/3 doz.
9 3/64" x 5/16" RH rivet copper ... - 1/2 314 6 BA x 1" csk. screw S ... 2'6 51 6 BA hank bush S ... ... 3/- 3076, solenoid 1' dia. x 1', 24 v.. 9d. each.

10 3/64" x 5/16' RH rivet steel ... 11- 335 7 BA x 1" RH screw S _. 2 6 143 3 BA full nut B ... ... ... 5/- 3077, solenoid valve, 24 v. I A., i' gas
11 3/64" x 5/18' RH rivet brass ... 112 354 8 BA x 3;32' CH screw S ... 2 - 146 5 BA full nut B ... ... fittings. 2/6 each.
12 3/64' x 3116' csk. rivet steel ... 10d. 386 9 BA x 1" CH screw S ... ... 4- 152 2 BA self lock nut S ... ... 31 4001, Easy Flo No. 1 silver solder, 1/16'
13 3164" x 5/16' csk. rivet steel ... 1/- 387 9 BA x V CH screw S ... ... 3 - 160 1' BSF self lock nut S dia., 1.11 ft.
14 1/16' x V RH rivet steel ... 1/- No. 2 x 1" csk. wood screw S... 60. 313 2 BA castle nut S ... ... 3,- 4003, Easy Flo No. 2 silver solder. 1/16'
18 1/16' x 1" RH rivet steel ... 1/2 10 BA x mush screw S ... 3 - 379 1" BSF full nut S ... dia.. 1/3 ft.
22 1/16" x i" RH rivet steel . 1/4 No. 6 x L' csk. self tap'screw ... 4 - 413 6 BA self lock nut S ... ... 2/6 4004, Stlbralloy silver solder, E dia.,
23 1/16" x 3/16" RH rivet copper . .... 1/6

... 1.0d.
No. 6 x r csk. self tap screw ... 4 - 524 6 BA full nut S ... ... ... 2/6

dNo. 4 x r csk. self tap screw ... 559 7 BA full nut B ... ... ... 41- 401111,e ft424 1/16" x r csk. rivet steel silver solder. 1116" dia.. 9d. ft.
25 1/16" x f' rivet steel ... ... 1!- 8 BA x r csk. screw S ... ... 2 - 596 1" Whit sq. nut S ... 21- 1" dia.. 210 ft.
26 1/16" x r csk. rivet steel ... 1/2 8 BA x 7/32' csk. screw B .. 2 - 602 1" BSF castle nut S ... ...- 5/. 4005, Easy Flo flux, 6d. tin.

The above are the famous 8 BA x 7,32" csk. screw S ... 2 - 612 2 BA full nut B ... ... ... 5/- 4006. Easy Flo stainless steel flux, 60. tin.
" WHISTON " M.E. rivets. V BSF x I" mush screw S ... 4 6 614 2 BA half nut B ... ... ... 4/- 4007, Tenacity No. 4A flux, 6d. tin.

65 5/64" x i" flat contact rivet 2 BA x 11/16' mush screw T I S 2 6 616 2 BA self lock nut B ... ... 5/- 4009. Easy Flo aluminium bronze flux,

9' x 1' RH rivet steel ... ... 7d. 6 BA x r CH screw T 5116" S ... 2 - 622 4 BA full nut B ... ... ... 4/6 40619d..6tBinA screwed rod, steel, 2/8 doz. ft.
silver plated copper ... ... 2/6 6 BA x E CH screw T 546' S ... 2 - 618 2 BA knurled nut S ..

9' x 4' RH rivet copper ... 4/- 4 BA x 1" mush screw T 1" S ... 2i- 623 4 BA self lock nut B ... ... 4/6 4033, paxolin 21' s 21' x 1'. 7/6 doz.
3/16' x 1" RH rivet steel ... 1/9 4' Whit x 1" RH screw B 2/6 624 4 BA half nut B ... ... ... 4/- 4038, ebonite war dia.. 3/8 doz. ft.
3/16" x 11" RH rivet steel ... 3/9 i Whit x 1 csk. screw B ... 2/6 625 4 BA self lock nut S ... ... 3/8 40500,.

doz,pla ft.
plastic sleeving 2 mm, x 1 mm.,

3/16' x 11" RH rivet dural ... 4/- 6 BA x I" csk. screw B ... . 642 6 BA full nut B ... ...
V whit x 1" grub screw S ... 31- 7 BA x 9/32" CH screw S " 644 6 BA half nut B ... ... ... 3/8 403.5 1.bsy ent3hetic resin adhesive, sealed tins,
6 BA x 9/32" CH screw 5 ... 2/- 8 BA x 7/16' RH screw S 652 8 BA full nut B ... ... ... 4/6
2 BA x it- RH screw S ... ...

4/- 2 BA x 1
5/- 5 BA x I' RH screw B ... . 1 6 654 8 BA half nut B ... ... ... 4/- 4066, copper sheet, 0.001' thick, 6' wide,

5/32" Whit x 316' mush screw S 2!- 5 BA x r CH screw NP B ... 3 - 663 10 BA full nut B ... ... ... 5/6 40618-,
ft.,

gauze, 100 mesh, 2/6 sq. ft.
No. 4 a V RH self tap screw ._ mush screw S ... 3 - 662 9 BA full nut B ... ... ... 5/-

3 BA x 7/16- csk. screw stainless EV- 5 BA x 1' RH screw NP B ... 3 - 1001, pressure gauge. 0-150 lb./sq. in., Square silver steel. 13', 1./16", 60.. 3/32'
r BSF x 1" stud S ... ... 6/- 6 BA x E RH screw NP B ... 2 - with capillary tube. 6/6 each. 7d.. I" 10d., 5/32" 113, 3/16" 1/7, 7/32' 2/-,
6 BA x 1" csk. screw NP B - 5/16" 3/9.

68
76
91
99

100
41
43
48
53
55
60

109
116
125
149
150
153
154
162
164
165
171
175
181 2 BA x 11 stud S ... 4/-
192 4 BA x 516' CH screw stainless 4/-
194 2 BA x 3/16' grub screw S 3'-
197 No. 4 x 1" RH self tap screw ... 4'-
214 4 BA x RH screw S 3/-
220 4 BA x l' RH screw S . ... 4/-
222 4 BA x V CH screw NP S 2/-
224 4 BA x f' CH screw stainless ... 5/-
234 4 BA x 1" csk. screw B 6/-
236 4 BA x 1" csk. screw S ... 2/6

4 BA x r csk. screw T 1' LA 8 BA x 15/32" CH screw S ... 2 6 1003, pressure gauge, 2" 0-2,000 lb./sq. in.. No. sizes, round. 13', 1 and 2 9d., 3, 4 and

7 BA x 1" RH screw S ... ... 1011,4

each.spiri

level, V x I' x 5/16", fit one 50., 28 to 41 40., 42 to 52 30., 53 to 80 2d.
No. 4 x 1" RH self tap screw ...5, 80.. 6 to 17 70.. 18 to 21 64..22 to 27
6 BA x 5'16' csk. screw 2 ... to your electric hand drill. 2/4 each. Fractional sizes to V in stock.
6 BA x 1" csk. screw B ... ... 1012, spirit level blob. 21", 1/1 each. 5067, flexible steel rules 12" mm. and
4 BA x 1.- RH screw S ... ... inches, 4 edges. 3!- each.
2 BA x 4- csk. screw S ... ...

2001, shock absorbers, 1' dia. x 1". threaded 7002, ball race radial -thrust, 51' x 7 i' x
6 BA x 116'csk. screw S ... 4 BA, 1/6 for 4. 4/, doz. 9/16" (53 1" balls). 2/6 each.
6 BA x 3/ Inst. H screw S ... 2020. 8 mm. chain sprocket. 30T, 1/7 each. 7006, ball race 1" x 1" x 3/16', 1/9 each.
5 BA x 5/16" CH screw S ... 2021, 8 mm. chain sprocket. 12T, 1/2 each. 70012 ball race, 7 mm. x 22 mm. x 7 mm.,

K63w2 'a'swashers, d2'. 1 b .

2050, 8 mm. chain, 3 ft. 2 In. long. 4/9 each.
2022, bevel gears, 1 to 1. V. 2,6 pair.

r nuts, bolts, screws and

2047, skew gears. 61 to 1, 216 pair. 8004, mixed 2. 4. and 6 BA nuts, bolts.
screws and washers, 3/6 lb., over 3003010. spring flex, 1 ft. 10 in. to 13 ft., 3 way,

3041, A.C. ammeters, 2" 0-5 amp., 10/- each.
3044, electric motors, 24 v 21 A., 4,000

2 - each.

8015, mixed springs, all types over 100

cloth and/or 'sand-

.,
691 1'16' x I' split taper pin S ... 3 - °for'

MODEL ENGINEERS TIE IN WINE AND GOLD, 8/9 Tax Paid. HUNDREDS OF OTHER INTERESTING ITEMS IN MY FREE LIST SEND NOW. CASH WITH ORDER
ON 28 DAYS' APPROVAL. OVER 10/- POST FREE (INLAND). PLEASE SEND PLENTY OF' POST WITH ORDERS UNDER 10/-: SURPLUS WILL BE REFUNDED

WITH ORDER.

K. R. WH ISTON, NEW MILLS, STOCKPORT.

4/-
1/-
4/-
3/-
2'6
216
3:6
21-
4/6
2/6
3!-

388
389
392
393
394
458
461
462
521
545
549
554
569
672
573
638
646
649
655
661
667
668
671
672
675
169 BA x ex. bolt
170 4 BA x 1' hex. bolt high tensile 6 -
347 2 BA x 11" hex. bolt T S ... 3 6
408 6 BA x 1" hex. bolt T S ... 2 -
425 2 BA x I' hex. bolt T 716' S ... 3 -
541 4 BA x 11" hex. bolt T 5 1.6" S 3 -
659 8 BA x 9/16" slot hex. bolt S ... 2'-

85 4 BA x 5/16" washer, Tufnol 1/-
497 I" x thin washer S . 60.
498 8' x 13/16" thin hard washer S 1'-
190 2 BA x 1" washer dural 6d.
511 r spring washer ... ... 116
513 2 BA spring washer ... ... 1/6
515 4 BA spring washer ... 1/8
531 2 BA shakeproof washer S 3/-
2, 4, 5, 6. 7. 8, and 10 BA washers, brass or
steel, 1/6 gross of one kind (not mixed).
104 1/16' x split pin monel 3t- r.p.m., 13/3.

PLEASE MENTION " PRACTICAL MECHANICS."

Come to Classic for All
Your Tape Recording

Requirements
Cxtettb tbe 6eatioiffs (Orating to alt
Aeaberfs of " Vrattital Aletbaltit5 "

Cberptubere.

TAPE DECKS, TAPE EQUIPMENT. COMPONENTS, AND
COMPLETE TAPE RECORDERS, AVAILABLE FROM STOCK.
Agents for

s. d. s. d.
Wearite Tape Decks 35 0 0 Bradmatic Plate Coil ... 9 0
Bradmatic Tape Desk 42 0 0 Bradmatic M/U Screens 4 0
Truvox Tape Desk... 23 2 0 Bradmatic Guide Pillars 5 0

Lane Tape Desk ... 16 10 0 Bradmatic 6 RP Heads... 75 0

Simon 2B ... 60 0 0 Bradmatic 5 RP Heads 65 0

Scophony 65 0 0 Bradmatic 5E Erase Head 65 0

Ferrograph ... 79 10 0 Spare Spools (600ft.) ... 4 6

C.J.R. Portable ... 119 10 0 Spare Spools (1,200ft.)... 6 6

Qualtape Recorder... 16 16 0 Tapes, G.E.C. 35 0

Bradmatic Circuits... 5 0 Tapes, Scotch Boy ... 35 0
Bradmatic Osc. Coil 9 0 Tapes, E.M.I. ... 35 0

Hire Purchase and Credit Sales Facilities Available

CLASSIC ELECTRICAL Co., Ltd.
" The Hi-Fi Television Specialists "

364, Lower Addiscombe Road,
Croydon, Surrey ADD. 6061-6052

=RULES
have been used by the

Engineers and Surveyors
responsible for the world's

most famous constructions.
The more important your work

the greater the necessity for
Reliable and Accurate Instruments.

Insist on using only Thornton's for
complete satisfaction. Illustrated cata-

logue sent post free on request.

A. Q THOUITON LTD
£PLawy..n.g 972,>3Vuumetzt Specuzitig3

WYT44E.N.THAWE. MANCHETTER..
Tel: WYThenshawe 2277 (4 lines)
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' HANDY  UTILITY
lb: DRILL 16.19.6

WER

It's a joy to possess, a
pleasure to use, this
compact, superbly

powered 1/4" Drill. Drills holes up to 1/4"
diameter in steel (double in hardwood)...
drills cast iron, plastics, brick and tile ...
and with accessories . . . buffs, burnishes,
grinds, etc. Can be quickly assembled with
the Handy -Utility Bench Stand as a very
useful drill press or with the Horizontal
Stand it becomes a Bench power unit.

See them all at
your dealer's-they
are part of the
famous 'Handy -
Utility' range of
electric tools.

onedwg... P
044 4 A11Aolo:NTY

Other- ' HANDY -UTILITY' tools include:

6" HEAVY DUTY 'LECTRO-SAW'E 11.5.0
'HANDY -UTILITY' IV DRILL E12.7.6 V

5" SANDER -POLISHER E9.I7.6
and a wide range of useful accessories

Made by BLACK & DECKER LTD Harmondsworth Middlesex

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL IRONMONGER. TOOL

SHOP, ELECTRICAL DEALER OR BUILDERS MERCHANT
Smee's KU.39

tffsadite" Branches
are ready to deal with your

elni:ewil on the spot

Every Halden branch is
fully equipped and ready
to produce photo copies
of plans, deeds, documents,
etc., by any of the usual
processes. To the larger
users, Haldens offer a range
of the most modern
equipment for the pro-
duction of their o w n
photo copies. In con-
nection with the pro-
duction of maps,
Haldens are licensed by
the Controller of H.M.
Stationery Office to
reproduce Ordnance

Survey Maps
in one
colour.

'03> OF MANCHESTEP

J. HALDEN & Co., 8, Albert Square, MANCHESTER, 2
Brooches at : London, Newcastle -on -Tyne, Birmingham, Glasgow, Leeds and Bristol

allie-adt &ate?)
jot a ifulf6eA hatioveit"

An old joke...
. becomes a fact;

To -day, the rubber hammer is an
important tool in the majority of
engineering workshops and its usefulness
is regarded with respect. As with all
THOR Soft -faced Hammers, it never
damages the article struck.
Obtainable from all reputable Too/ Dealers.

THOR HAMMER CO.
SALOP STREET. BIRMINGHAM

TELEPHONE VICTORIA 0 987 -8

LTD

11 Whitworth Street, Manchester, 1. Tel: Cen. 7081-2 end Cen. 1f00

BRITAIN'S LEADING STOCKISTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
" PERSPEX " (Acrylic) sheet, rod and tube.
" CRINOTHENE."
B.X. ACRYLIC ROD.
P.V.C. SHEETING (Admiralty Specification).
" CASEIN " Rod, Sheet and Tube.
CELLULOSE ACETATE Film and Sheet.
Official Stockists for :
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD., ERINOID, LTD.,
B.X. PLASTICS LTD., UTILEX LTD.
Catering especially for Industry, The Hobbyist and the Model Maker.
Contractors to the Admiralty, most Government Departments, Schools,

Institutions, etc.
Trade and Technical enquiries solicited.

Fabrication, Engraving, Moulding, Cutting to Size, Shape, Contour a speciality.
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126.  G' CRAMP

*41!1

189.
WOODWORKERS' VICE

186. E
FITTERS' VICE

104.

186. B.
MECHANICS' VICE

No workshop or handyman's bench s

complete without a quality vice. When
seeing your dealer, ask for WODEN Tools
by name. He will be pleased to sell you
"WODEN '' because, in his experience, he
knows that they
are second to none
for accuracy and
perfect finish

STEEL SASH C RAMP

THE STEEL NUT & JOSEPH HAMPTON LIMITED
WODEN WORKS WEONESBURY PHONE DARLASTON 331

Hundreds of ML7 3i" Lathe owners
have earned the cost of their
machines over and over by taking
on modelling commissions, repeti-
tion jobs, prototype work, etc.
You can bring profit to your work-
shop with this accurate, quality lathe,
built for a lifetime of reliable service.

The
ML7

Lathe

aLlik*-
floatewarkers

%Vauted
Zkaeriencecl

dZklathe-Wers
Ming

ta uactert:ske
intervsting

tight

ktox /Vo.

These People are
Making MONEY

For all details of this
famous lathe get the ML7
illustrated folder today
from your Tool Merchant,
or send to:

MYFOILD
ENGINEERING CO. LIMITED
'WESTON, NOTTINGHAM

THE IDEAL XMAS GIFT
For the close
scrutiny of
fractures or de-
fects on sur-
faces, cutting
edges, faults
in tools,
cracks in
castings, the
Ultra Lens
is invaluable. I.11,11 114.
Revealing every detail with startling
exactness, highly magnified and bril-
liantly illuminated in natural colourings, it
presents in many instances hitherto unsuspected
data which can be used to advantage. Price C5.I5.0
complete in cardboard case with spare bulb, battery and
transparent measuring scale. Packed in luxury velvet Full particulars
lined case. 10/. extra. Postage and Packing 1/6. on request

TILE ULTRA LENS COMPANT
75, Finsbury Court, Finsbury, Pavement, London, E.C.2

The Ultra Lens is an illuminated magnifier. It is a re-
vealing eye of six actual diametrical magnifications.

When your friends and colleagues are seeking
a really worthwhile and useful Xmas

Gift, suggest to them the I LIMA
Act LENS. There is no finer gift

isb. for an engineer or anyone/size
6 engaged in mechanics,

.1/47$8 ether for a
living or as
a hobby.

ds kW(
/Ill/` a Awe,

ONE PLASTIC MODELLING MATERIAL
From rough, rugged stone to smooth animal muscles-
any surface, any shape can be easily modelled, moulded
or cut from plastic, ready -to -use PYRUMA. Baked or air-dried
to stone -hardness, your Pyruma models can be painted or
enamelled in realistic colours, as instructed in the Illustrated
Book offered below. Send for it today and learn how
to make model-
HOUSES, BUILDINGS FOR MODEL RAILWAYS, DOCKS
AND AIRPORTS, SHIPS, MODEL FURNITURE, ANIMALS,
FIGURES, RELIEF MAPS, Etc., as well as utility objects
such as ASHTRAYS, BOOKENDS, MENU HOLDERS,
PAPER WEIGHTS. ORNAMENTS AND DECORATIVE
OBJECTS.

NO SKILL OR SPECIAL TOOLS REQUIRED.

Inexpensive, PYRUMA is obtainable
from Ironmongers, Art -material Shops
and Hobbies Stores.

Enclosed 4d.
INSTRUCTION

NAME

411. brings
this book !

COUPON

TO DEPT. P.M.

J.H. SAN KEY & SON,L!?
ILFORD ESSEX

in stamps for PYRUMA MODELLING
BOOK addressed

ADDRESS

Post in unsealed envelope (lid. STAMP)
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EXTENSION SPEAKERS
New type baffle stand with
metal fret. 5 in. Price 19,19.
Post 1/9. Other types and
sizes in stock, including fully
enclosed cabinet types of our
own design to stand or hang,
25'9. P. and p. 19.

SALVAGE MAINS
TRANSFORMERS

Guaranteed for three months.
260-0-260, 6.3 v., 3 a., 12/9. Post
2/-. Also Standard O.P. Trans-
formers. Salvage, unused, tested.
Will match all normal O.P. valves
with 2-5 ohm Speech Coils, 2/9.
Post 1/6.

SALVAGE RADIO -GRAM CHASSIS
End Drive 67717;6

Front Drive f9,17/6.
5 Valve S'her. 1952 Model. Made to
sell at three times this price. Latest
pin -type midget valves (B8A series)
reconditioned, tested and guaranteed.
Write for details without obligation.
Record changer units also available.
single and three speed. £5/17/6 and
ES/17/6.

GRAMOPHONE
MOTORS. Unused. Made
by E.M.I. (H.M.V./Marconi).
Complete, but no winder
handle and need cleaning.
Price 13/9. Post 23.

VALVES.-Large stocks of
surplus and salvage valves.

All tested. New and obsolete types. At
11/9: EY51, ECL80, 35Z4, 35Z5, GTIC ;
at 10/9: 5U4, 5Y3, 6G6, 6V6, 6X5, EF4I,
EF80, EL41 ; at 8/9 : IA3, IT4, 154,

3A4, 306; 354, 6F6, 6F7, 6FI5, 6K7,
5Z4, 6Q7, 10FI, 12SG7, EF36, EF39,

EF91, EK32, EL2, EL9I, SP4, W17 ;
at 6/9 : 6C9, 6N7, 77, 766, 787, I2A6,
12SG7, ARP12, W142, Etc.

PERSONAL RADIOS.-Price £61716, 4 v. T.R.F. receiver with choice of walnut
brown or ivory plastic cabinet. Complete instructions for building this popular set,
including point to point wiring instructions, are supplied with the kit of parts. There
is no other comparable set available to -day at this price. When ordering, please state
whether you require A.C. model or A.C./D.C. model. Postage and packing 3/6 extra.
Assembled ready for use, 35/. extra.
BOXES, STEEL. Locking Lids. 10Iin. x 8lin. x 5.Iin. 2/- each. Post It-.
CONDENSERS. -2 -gang, .0005 mfd. Tuning Condensers, 2/9. Salvage. Also brand
new Plessey Standard and small size, 3/9. P. and p. 9d. each.
ELECTROLYTICS.-Daly Condensers. Salvage. Unused. 30-30 mfd. 450 v. D.C., 3/9.
INSULATING TAPE. In din. rolls (11b.). Unopened, 1/6.
SOLDER.-Ersin multi -core. 4d. yard. Salvage stocks.
DUNLOPILLO SEATS.-Ex-coach, 34in. long, 4in. thick, 37/6, plus carriage.
AIRCRAFT PASSENGER SEATS.-Kapok filled upholstery, on iron frame. Folding.
Soiled but sound. 19:9. Carriage extra.
ALUMINIUM SHEETS. -2 metres x I metre. 24 S.W.G. New. 27/6.

Stamp for complete lists of many other bargains.
C.W.

Or
0 DUKE'S 621, ROMFORD ROAD,

LONDON, E.I2.
MONEY
BACK

C.O.D. (GRANGEWOOD 6677). GUARANTEE

ode s art

S . G i3por
?RECISIONsA PPII/Rzl
NEEDLZ
ftyi eveky

ovy

No. I. " Miniature " Jewel - tipped
needle for Light -weight pick-ups.

No. 2. " Straight " jewel -tipped needle
for Crystal pick-ups.

No. 3. " Trailer " jewel -tipped needle
for Medium -weight pick-ups.

No. 4. " Knee Bend Trailer " jewel -
tipped needle for older Heavy-
weight pick-ups.

No. 5. " Miniature Solid Sapphire "
needle for Light -weight pick-ups.

All S. G. Brown Precision Sapphire Needles are protectively mounted on a useful double-sidec
stroboscope (78 & 33-113 r.p.m.). An instructive and interesting Brochure with many usefu,

hints en obtaining better reproduction gladly sent on request. Write to Dept. P.M.

PRICES
Nos. 1-4, 7/, plus 311 P.T. Post 6d.
No. 5, 93, plus 4,1 P.T. Post 6d

1.`7t,

ft S H Ah RoE Se T., vWv, A tTfF H, 4E T .

14

AIR COMPRESSORS. Combined
pressure and vacuum pump, by General
Motors, coupled to 24 volt motor.
resilient base, complete with Schwein
valve, regulators, couplers. etc. New.
In sealed cartons. Worth £20. our price
£5. Suitable spraying, tyre inflation.
Carriage 5'6.
TRANSFORMERS. HEAVY DUTy.
0-084 K.V.A. 230 volts. Tapped primary.
290-215-200-180 volts. Output 14 and 17.5
volts at 20 amps. Would make good
heavy duty charger. Weight approx.
26 lbs. Price 55;-. carriage 5/6.
REDUCTION GEARED A.C.
MOTORS. Rating 10 watts, final speed
120 RPM. fitted shaft at right angles,
removable sleeve for flexible drive
mounting. could be removed and pulley
used. The whole assembly mounted on
die cast base, 12in. x bin. Very powerful
at geared end. 230 volt capacitor run.
The unit -tits into special transit case.
Price £3.10.0. carriage 5,6.
TOGGLE SWITCHES. TYPE 501531.
Single pole change over, new, 2 amp.
rating. 9d. each sample. 72'- gross,
post 1,9. 10,000 available, reduction for
quantity.
VACUUM FLASKS. Complete in
metal container. Flask size 21in.
deep x Bin. diameter. Capacity 3
gallons, Swiss or German manufacture.
Suitable holding liquid oxygen and
similar chemicals. Useful research
labs. etc. 50' -each, fraction original
Price. Carriage by arrangement.
DRAWING COMPASSES. EX
R.A.F. SCHOOL. All good condition,
suitable students, technicians, etc.,
price 3;6 each, post 6d.: 36/- doz..
post 2,'-. An opportunity to obtain a
quality instrument at low price.
TELEPHONE HAND GENER-
ATORS. P.O. Pattern. Suitable bell
ringing, shocking coil. Will light flash
lamp bulbs, etc. Price MS each, post
9d.
SLYDLOK FUSES. 15 amp., side or
panel mounting. New in cartons.
Sample. 3/6. 36'- doz.. post 1/9.
TRADESMEN'S BICYCLES. Small
front wheel, large carrier, heavy duty.
Used. good condition. New Price 928.
Our price to clear. 55'- each. Carriage
will be estimated for each purchaser.

L. C. NORTHALL,
16, HOLLY ROAD, QUINTON,

BIRMINGHAM. 32
Phone : WOO 3166.

Send S.A.E. for List.
Retail branch : 416. High Street.

SmethwIck.

6 MARLCO
KNURLING TOOL

Range 0-4in. All steel, case-hardened.
Can be assembled to operate in front or
behind work. Will exert great pressure
without strain to light lathe. Floating
jaws will follow workpiece and enable

knurling to be started in its
middle. Diamond and
straight cut knurls available.
Full particulars on request.

W. H. MARLEY & CO., LTD.,
Eng. T Dept., New Southgate
Works,105 High Rd., London,
N.I I. Telephone: ENTerprise 5234

EVERYTHING FOR THE HANDYMAN
SHEET PLASTIC

Timber, Wood Mouldings, Dowelling, Table and Chair Legs,
Lamp Standards, Coffee Tables, Foot Stools, Sea -grass, Plywood,
Hardboard, Veneer, Marquetry Veneers, Balsa Wood, Stains and
Polishes, Wheels, Cabinet Handles and Knobs, Cabinet Fittings,
Sheet Strip and Tubular Metal, Hinges, Screws, Transfers, Dolls'
House Fittings, Electrical Accessories, Saws, Planes, Viccs, Drills,
etc., and Hundreds of Other Lines.
Picture Frames and Cabinets made to order. Call or send Draw-
ings for Quotation. Please mention this advertisement when calling.

B. KOSKIE
72-76, LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN, E.C.I
Open 8.30-5.30. Closed 1 o'clock Saturday. Phone: Holborn 4777

always keep
6 Plasticine'

AI OD.

handy on the
bench

' Plasticine' is the
world's most famous
modelling material-
one of those things
for which there is
always a new use
especially in the
field of practical
mechanics. ' Plasti-
cine' makes excellent
mock-ups and proto-
types ; it is hygienic,
long lasting and avail-
able in 16 attractive

colours.

*
HARBUTT'S PLASTICINE

LTD.
Bathampten, Bath, Somerset.
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CLYDESDALE-1
Bargains in Ex -Service Radio and Electronic Equipment

VENT AXIA. 6in. FAN REF. 5A/2905.
Input 24 v. D.C. or 40 v. A.C. Moulded Plastic
Fan housing assembly 71in. dia. (Max.), 8in. long,
made in two interlocking sections suitable for
mounting in a circular aperture and completely
self-contained, mounted on metal frame 17,1 x
Bain. With suppressor unit 5C/870 Input through
2 p. Chassis Plug.

IN TRANSIT CASE.
ASK FOR CARRIAGE
No. A H869 £311914 Each. PAID

AS ABOVE USED CONDITION
ASK FOR CARRIAGE
No. A H869A. £2/19/6 Each. PAID

STARTER MOTOR Type CA4750
Heavy Duty 24 Volts Starter Motor, as used in
Aircraft, with recessed splined spindle and
mounting by 6 Bolts, Dim.: 83in. long, 43in. dia.
ASK FOR CARRIAGE
No. A, H870. 21/- Each. PAID

192 page CATALOGUE
NEW LIST No. ED

Giving details and illustrations
of ex -service items. Now in the
press and available when ready.

PRICE 1/6
Price credited on first purchase
of 10J- or over.

WIRELESS
REMOTE CONTROL UNIT D
No. 2, Mk. -2. -Consists of a wooden
box 7 x 61 x 53in. with hinged
lid, containing three relays of I of
1 make with 500 ohms coil, 1 of I

make with 20 ohms coil, and heavy
duty contacts, I of double coil type,
1,750 ohms coil makes, 200 ohms
coil breaks with QMB switch and 8
brass terminals. Post
Ask for No. A/H803. 14/0 Paid

Order direct from: -

CLYDESDALE S&P Puy:
GLASGOW

ST. REE5

A.C. MAINS SHADED POLE
INDUCTION MOTOR. -I20/240
volts. Ideal for models, recorders,
etc. 4 -hole fixing (with fixing screws).
Spindle dia. -lin., length 13 in. Speed
approx. 2,800 r.p.m.
Ask for Post
No. A!H798 27/6 Each Paid

METAL (MINE) DETECTOR No. 3
In Original Transit Case Ref. ZA.22755/I.
Of British design and construction.
Comprises: A 3 -valve AF Amplifier (ARP.12's=
VP.23 Mazda), with space for dry batteries (not
supplied) in metal box dim.: 10) x 10k x 3) in.,
with leads terminating in 7 -way cable socket,
contained in a carrying satchel, with high resist-
ance headphones.
Search Coil, ZA.22I75 or Equivalent, surface
area 134 sq. ins. Dim. 141 x 10ins.
Search Coil Pole, comprising : Control Box
Pole and pivot -eye assembly. Pole (rear section)
and Counter -weight assy.

Small Probe, Surface area 35 sq. ins. Dim. 9 x 5)ins.
The whole contained in original fitted transit case,
dim. : 524 x 14 x 10) in. Gross Wgt. 721b. approx.
ASK FOR No. A/H856 C CARRIAGE

a(01.1 U.13 Each PAID
Power Requirements, Dry batteries. L.T. 6 Type
" S " 13 volt cells. H.T. 60-90 volts.

Phone South 270619 Branches in Scotland, England and Northern Ireland

NEW " PRINCIPLE
TAPE RECORDER KIT

OF PARTS - By QUALTAPE

A e

Twin Track. High or Low Impedance Head. Supersonic
Erase. Two Speed. Brake fitted. Rewind at turn of

switch.
Post Card brings brochure covering all details, or ask

your dealer. Demonstrations by appointment.
Price £13 13s. Od.

DEPT. P.W.
ELECTRONIC SERVICE

(Hallamshire) LTD.
BUTTON LANE SHEFFIELD

Tel. No : 21690

NUTS, BOLTS, SCREWS
AND WASHERS

811A to in I' B.S.F.
.All Cadmium Plated

SET 305 (Size 210A). Assorted
screws and bolts from 5,I6in.
to UM. long, with plain, hex.
nuts, Pinnacle nuts, double
anchor nuts, lock washers and
plain washers. All rust proof.
Average Contents, 450 Pieces,
7/6, plus 6d. post.

SET 308 (Size 4BA). Assorted
screws and bolts from itn. to
Wm long, with plain hex.
nuts, Simmonds nuts, and
plain washers. All rust proof.
Average Contents, 600
Pieces. 7/6. plus 6d. post.

SET 307 (Size 6BA). Assorted
screws from lin. to llin. long,
with plain hex. nuts. Simmonds
nuts, shakeproof washers, and
plain washers. All rust proof.
Average Contents, 750
Pieces, 7/6, plus 6d. post.

THE B.S.F. SETS
Set No. 171C. The Junior B.S.F.

Kit. I gross assorted H.T. bolts
and set screws, lin. by lin. up
to Hu. by 31n., with nuts,
Simmonds nuts and washers,
and a dozen pieces of screwed
rod 6in, long in lin. and 5/161n.
Every part cadmium plated.
Approximate contents 240
pieces. 16, each, post 1/9,

Set No. 174C. The Small B.S.F.
Kit. 1 gross assorted as above,
plus screwed rods. Every part
cadmium plated. Approximate
contents, 480 pieces. 30,- each,
post 2/-.

Set No. 1750. The ILS-F. Set.
2 gross assorted as above, plus
screwed rods. Every part
cadmium plated. Approximate
contents, 960 pieces. 56/- each.
post 3/9.

By post, air -freight or ship, any-
where in the world. All sets well
packed in compartmsnted boxes.

Overseas postage extra.

BERNARD F. WADE LTD.
2, WELLINGTON RD., ILKLEY. YORKS.

Tel. : Ilkley 1767

AN INVITATION . . .
to introduce yourself to the

COMPLETE SERVICE FOR MODEL SHIP BUILDERS

Send off to -day !' 1/6 for our 32 -page handbook, packed with
illustrations of everything the marine model -maker requires.
Or 2c1. stamp for illustrated folder of the range of over thirty
SCOMOD modern working ship model plan sets and kits. (These
amounts refunded with first orders over £1.)

SCOTTISH MODELCRAFT (P.M.), DUMFRIES
SCOTLAND

who offer these additional benefits: -
ADVICE BUREAU. WORKSHOPS SERVICE.

DRAWING OFFICE SERVICE. NEWSLETTER SERVICE.
PERSONAL PART -PAYMENT SCHEME.

SILK SCREEN PRINTER
with ALL SUPPLIES

& FREE COURSE!

PRINTS IN SIX COLOURS This isnewthe
great

printing and colouring process for amateurs or
professionals alike and all handicraft workers. Its
versatility is enormous. It will print a few copies, or
hundreds, to a Professional standard, In solid colours
or intricate designs, on cloth, paper, wood, etc. Print
notices, greeting cards, drawings, paintings In
full colour, photographs, type -script. Fluorescent
colours. suede flock and novelty finishes, transfer papers
for printing your own transfers also available. Can also
be used as first-rate duplicator with any typewriter.
Nowhere else is such a large and comprehensive outfit
offered for so little money. Hundreds of customers
testify to the quality and amazing, value. Do not miss
this opportunity.
-ON PAPER, WOOD, CLOTH, PLASTICS, etc.
AMERICAN PUBLISHERS SERVICE

(Graphic Arts Div.),
DOCKING ROAD, SEDGEFORD, NORFOLK

This IS the

BARGAIN OF THE YEAR
COMPARE THE VALUE

SEE WHAT YOU GET!
Large 161n. .x 12in. PRINT-
ING FRAME. Stout Lamin-

ated WOODEN BASE.
Patented ADJUSTABLE
HINGES (for printing on

material up to lin. thick)
Fine Quality SQUEEGEESIX CONTAINERS

COLOURS - Red, Blue.
Yellow, Green, Black, White.
STENCIL FILM (design
traced and applied with hot

iron).
STENCIL CUTTERS and
HOLDER. Register Guides.

Masking Tape. etc., etc.
And FREE 10/- COURSE
giving step by step pro-
cedure for every applica-
tion of process, Including
PHOTO STENCILS, DAY-
GLO. FLOCK finishes, etc.

for 47/6 postPaid
REFUND GUARANTEED

IF NOT APPROVED.

UNUSED EX-W.D. BARGAINS

FRACTIONAL H.P. EX-R.A.F.
BPS H.P. BRAND

3) NEW ELECTRIC
MOTOR

Male by Hoover,

ONLY 37/6
Carr. 216

Not to be confused with smaller, cheaper
types. Size ilin. x 5f In. x &lin., weight
18 lbs., volts 200-230. State A..C. or D.C.
2.000 r.p.m. Ideal for Polishing, Grinders.
Washing Machines, etc. Existing spindle

diam., lin. long. All-purpose extn.
spindles to screw on, 7/6 pair extra.
11A19'ERIES, unused, vehicle type. Size
10in. x 7m. x 6in. depth, 6 volt 90 amp..
75/- plus 0,- corr. ; 6 volt i.ao incl.:
6 volt 77 amp. storage tyPe. 90, incl.
WATERPROOF LEGG INC.S, green.
quality oilskin, snip, 5'- pair Incl.
OING IEY MASTS taper telescopic 151n. to
Oft. 01n.. 8/8 Incl.: ditto with additional
4001. taper extension to suit, 10/ -
LAMPS, brass ships hanging lamps, 8'-
incl. Bulbs to suit, 1'- extra. (State 6 v..
12 v. or 24 volt.)

HEADPHONES, Boxed
Ideal Crystal or Valve Sets.
Hospitals, etc., 7/6 pair incl.
TRANSFORMERS.Input 230
volts ; output 6.75 -0 - 6.75
volts. 19 amps., 40/- incl.
SCREWDRIVERS, 91u. Three for 5/8 Incl.
METERS, Six asstd. Meters and Instru-
ments, 25'- per parcel incl.
BARGAIN PARCELS, " Lucky Dip,"
12/6, 17,6, 30/-. Guaranteed value.
BLOW LAMPS. new, 2pt. 'size. Petrol
Burning with Pressure Pump, 30/. incl.
LISTS
Hundreds of other bargains available
send large S.A.E. for full lour Lists.

AUTO CORECTIONS LTD.
15, LAWRENCE STREET,

NORTHAMPTON.
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

Have you had your copy of "Engineering Opportunities"?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who are anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES " should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
" NO PASS - NO FEE "

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion, and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT
MECHANICAL

ENGINEERING
Gen. Mech. Eng.-Main-
tenance - Draughtsman-
ship-Heavy Diesel-Die
& Press Tool Work-Weld-
ing-Production Eng.-
fig & Tool Design-Sheet
Metal Work-Works Man-
agement - Mining - Re-
frigeration-Metallurgy.

AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEERING

Gen. Automobile Eng.-
Motor Maintenance &
Repairs - High Speed
Diesel-Garage Mngment.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Efec. Eng.-Elemen-
tary & Advanced Elec.
Technology - Installations
Draughtsmanship-Supply
-Maintenance - Design
-Electrical Traction -
Mining Electrical Eng.-
Power Station Equipment.
etc.

CIVIL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Civil Eng.-Sanitary
Eng.-Structural Eng.-
Road Eng. - Reinforced
Concrete-Geology.

RADIO
ENGINEERING

Gen. Radio Eng.-Radio
Servicing, Maintenance &
Repairs-Sound Film Pro-
jection - Telegraphy -
Telephony - Television -
C. & G. Telecommunica-
tions.

BUILDING
Gen. Building-Heating &
Ventilation-Architectural
Draughtsmanship - Sur-
veying -Clerk of Works
-Carpentry and Joinery
-Quantities -Valuations.

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF AERONAUTICAL COURSES AND
COURSES IN FORESTRY, TIMBER TECHNOLOGY, PLASTICS,

G.P.O. ENG., TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, ETC., ETC.
One of these qualifications would increase your earning power '

WHICH ONE?
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.P.E., B.Sc., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.M.I., L.I.O.B., A.R.I.B.A., A.M.I.H. & V.E.,
M.R.San.I., F.R.I.C.S., A.M.I.E.D., CITY & GUILDS,
COMMON PRELIM.. GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

WHAT THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

lir HOW to get a better paid, more
- interesting job.

HOW to qualify for rapid pro-
motion.

4, HOW to put some valuable
^ letters after your name and

become a " key -man " . . .

quickly and easily.
.1 HOW to benefit from our free
o'N Advisory and Appointments Depts.

WHERE today's real opportunities" are . . . and HOW you can take
advantage of the chances you
ore now missing.

HOW, irrespective of your age,
 education, or experience, YOU

can succeed in any branch of
Engineering that appeals to you.
144 PAGES OF EXPERT

CAREER -GUIDANCE

You are bound to benefit from
reading "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," and if you are earning
less than Ds a week you should send
for your copy of this enlightening
book now-FREE and without obli-
gation.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, SHAKESPEARE HSE.,

17-19, STRATFORD PLACE,

LONDON, W.1.

Phone : MAYfair 0812 I

I

To: B.I.E.T. 410A, SHAKESPEARE

HOUSE, 17-19, STRATFORD PLC.,

LONDON, W.1.

Please send me FREE and without
obligation, a copy of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in
(state subject, exam., or career)

NAME

ADDRESS

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE
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PRACTICAL EDITOR

MECHANICS " CAMM
Owing to the paper shortage "The Cyclist," "Practical Motorist," and "Home Movies" are temporarily incorporated.

FAIR COMMENT By The Editor

NEW FEATURE-READERS'
" SALES AND WANTS "

OUR invitation to readers in the
October issue to suggest articles
has met with an immediate and

ready response. Many of those sugges-
tions have been acted upon. A large
number of readers suggested that we
should devote space to a " Readers' Sales
and Wants " feature ; indeed, the
number of suggestions along these lines
is so large that we are prepared to give
sympathetic consideration to it, and
early in the New Year we shall introduce
such a feature. Obviously, however, the
amount of space which can be given to it
will be limited, and readers who wish to
take advantage of it must submit copy as
soon as possible. We propose to introduce
the feature in the February 1953 issue.
Advertisements in this section must be
prepaid at a cost of sixpence per word
with a minimum of 6s., and box numbers
is. 6d. extra. Advertisements, together
with remittances, must be sent to The
Advertisement Manager, PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2, not later than
December 19th.

This feature is being introduced as
part of our reader service for an experi-
mental period. If it is found that it is
well supported by readers it will be
continued as a permanent service.

INSIGNIA AWARD IN
TECHNOLOGY

THE City and Guilds of London
Institute has, through its Depart-

ment of Technology, hitherto discharged
the duty laid upon it by Royal Charter to
promote the advancement of technical
education as an aid to industry through
the medium of its certificates and awards
at three levels. These are the well-known
Intermediate, Final and Full Techno-
logical Certificates respectively.

The Institute considers that in certain
branches of industry the time has now
arrived when additional encouragement
and recognition could usefully be given
at a higher level than that represented by
its Full Technological Certificates to those
engaged in industry who continue to
pursue their studies and to broaden their
knowledge. In furtherance of this
objective the Institute proposes to estab-
lish under its Royal Charter an Insignia

Award in Technology which will lay
emphasis upon technical training based
primarily upon practical experience,
supplemented by theoretical study, as
distinct from the more academic approach
to training for which many educational
facilities and inducements already exist.
This new Award is intended to be a mark
of distinction for those who have com-
bined with a sound practical training an
adequate knowledge of the fundamental
scientific principles of their industry, and
who possess a capacity for leadership and
administration.

The institution of this Award has two
further objects. In the first place, it will
encourage those who have completed a
course of training in some branch of
industry to extend their studies to its
broader problems, and to widen their
knowledge of the scientific principles
upon which their industry is based. In
this way they will become better able to
apply new methods to their work, and to
know when to seek the assistance of those
with more advanced and specialised
knowledge.

PLYWOOD BOATS

THE late John Cobb's Crusader was
largely built of plywood. This

fact is not generally known, and although
plywood was used during the war for
motor torpedo boats, their speeds were
nothing like that which Crusader
attained. The fact that the boat came
to disaster under such tragic circum-
stances is not a criticism of plywood
construction, for that did not fail. Rather
did the disaster occur because of our
lack of knowledge of high speeds on

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
including postage for one year

Inland - - - - I4s. per annum.
Abroad - - - - I4s. per annum.
Canada - - - - 13s. per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office : " Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
articles published in " Practical Mechanics " is
specially reserved throughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and the
U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of

these are therefore expressly forbidden.

water, and the nature of the bow waves
built up.

Timber, considered purely on its
tensile properties, can equal most of the
aluminium alloys on the basis of strength
to weight ratio, and because panels can
be thicker, weight for weight, there is
less tendency to buckle.

"THE PRACTICAL MOTORIST'S
ENCYCLOP/EDIA"

A NEW edition of this standard work,
which has been out of print for

some time, has just been published at
17s. 6d. It contains 378 pages and nearly
Soo illustrations. The contents are
arranged in alphabetical order and there
are sections on every aspect of the
motor -car, even including car radio.

OUR NEW ROCKET WEAPON
THE announcement of the new British

guided -rocket capable of a speed
of 2,000 miles an hour is but a foretaste
of what is going to happen in the world
of space travel during the next half
century. By that time it is confidently
expected that we shall have visited the
moon or some other near planet.

There is no scientific or practical
reason why this should not be done.
The only difficulty at present is one of
finance. In America, however, a large
sum of money has been donated for
experimental work, and in this country
the Interplanetary Society is developing
plans. Although, at present, this country
is applying its knowledge of rockets
to the construction of guided missiles,
a vast amount of valuable scientific
data will be obtained without risk to
human life. No doubt when the moment
is propitious this knowledge will form
the basis of the design of the first rocket
ship.

This journal has always encouraged
the science of astronautics and has
published more about it than any other
technical journal in this country. As
information is released we shall continue
to record it.

Astronautics was laughed at when it
was first mooted some years ago, but
then so was the aeroplane, radio and
television. Undoubtedly high-speed
travel through the stratosphere will
come and dwarf even the highest speed
known to-day.-F. J. C.
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A fable which will Provide Manny Exciting
Gam es Can Easily be Constructed by Anyone

with a Slight Knowledge of Woodwork
BAGATELLE is an ideal game for win-

ter evenings and even if readers have
little knowledge of woodworking they

need not have doubts of their ability to carry
out the construction of a table on which this
interesting game may be played.

The table is made with a plywood top
fixed to a strong frame. The top, in which
there are nine holes, is covered with rails,
while the semi -circular end is formed by
fitting two shaped pieces inside the rails.

Cushion slips and rubber cushions are fitted
around the rails and the semi -circular end,
and pegging or scoring holes for too up
are drilled in the upper edges of the rails.

The Top
For this it is advisable to use a piece

of Sin. plywood exactly 5ft. long by if t. 8in.
wide. The holes, which are ruin. diameter
are set as shown in Figs. t and 2. First
mark the centre line, then measure iolin.
from the top end to mark the position of
the centre hole, set out the other holes as
indicated and mark them with a compass.
A fret or key -hole saw should be used to cut
the holes.

The Frame
The frame to which, the plywood top is

fixed is shown in Fig. 3. It is made with two
side rails 4ft. to/in. long and four cross
rails 'ft. 51in. long by tin. wide by Sin.
thick. Deal will be quite suitable, but a
better wood such as mahogany or oak could
be used if desired. Grooves Sin. deep are
cut in the side rails to receive the cross rails,
which are fitted in and fixed with glue and
nails. Care should be taken in making the
frame to get it perfectly true, and after
it has been allowed to stand on one side
for the glue to dry, the edges to which
the plywood will be fixed should be planed
quite straight and true, a straight edge being
used for testing. The top is fixed down
to the frame with fine pins allowing a Sin.

overhang all round ; the heads of the pins
should be punched in and the holes stopped.

Glue is used to fix the baize or West of
England cloth covering to the top. It should
be cut slightly larger than the plywood ;
the latter is quickly coated with glue and
the cloth is stretched tight. Place it down
in the middle first and work towards the

The completed bagatelle
table ready for use.

Spot
°line

rig. i.-The top of the
table. holes.

edges, taking care that there are no creases
and that it is pressed down firmly, especially
around the holes. A few short tacks could
be used to hold it around the edges, as
they will be covered by the side rails. It
is advisable to have assistance in this opera-
tion as the quicker it is done the better,
or the glue will begin to set before the
cloth has been pressed down all over. When
the glue is dry the cloth should be trimmed
off level with the plywood and holes.

Rails and Semi -circular End
The side and top rails surrounding the

board may be from slin. to in. high by
Sin. thick, rebated Sin. wide by Sin. deep
to fit over the edges of the plywood, but it
will be more convenient if the rail at the
bottom or playing end is only tin. high.
Two of the rails are shown fitted to the
board at Fig. 4, and sections are shown at
Fig. 5, that of A being of a plain rail
and at B a moulded rail 2in. wide. The
side and top rails are mitred together ; the
bottom rail fits between the side rails, and
all are screwed up through the plywood.

The semi -circular end is formed with two

fr

I

Fig. 2.-Details of the Fig. 3.-The frame to which
the plywood top is attached.
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Fig. 4.-Showing how
the rails are .fixed.

Rail Rai/

(d)

Side rail

(6)

5.-Sections of the side rails.

pieces of mahogany or oak tin. thick joined
in the middle, and cut with the grain run-
ning in the direction shown in Fig. 1. The
end is Sin. wide in the middle where the
two pieces join, and it should be set out
with a pair of compasses set at 91in. Screw
driven through the plywood are used to fix
the end.

Cushion Slips and Cushion
The cushion slips are made with plywood.

There are inner and outer slips, and for con-
venience in fitting each may be in three pieces.
Reference to the plan, Fig. a, will show
the slips in place, and they may be joined
in the positions indicated, while Fig. 7 shows
sections of the slips and cushions. Plywood
3/16in. thick is used for the slips, and the
outer or wider one it fitted first. Cut three
strips of plywood roughly 3ft. long by
exactly sin. wide and preferably across the

3,

00
00

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

/l2 ///2

8.-Details of the cups and pegging board.

grain to enable them to be bent easily. Start
at the top and fit one strip around the semi-
circular end, fixing it temporarily with a
few screws driven near the bottom edge.
Then fit a strip to each side rail and cut
their ends level with the bulk line shown
in the plan. Next prepare three inner strips
Bin. wide and fit them inside the wider strips
level at the top edges, arranging the joints in
slightly different positions from those between
the wider strips, as indicated in Fig. a, and
bore a number of screw holes for fixing.
The rubber cushions should be of strip
rubber sin. wide by 3/16in. thick in section
cemented inside the narrow strips level with
the top edges. The strips could be removed
for this, and the rubber held under pressure

while the cement dries. At this stage the
slips and cushions should be fixed in place,
the meeting ends are carefully fitted, and
cleaned off level. The cushions should now
be covered with baize. The ideal method is
to use one strip of cloth, but if it has to
be joined once then it will be best to arrange
it in the middle of the end, or if twice, then
at the side near the joints in the slips
and cushions. The joints should be well
pressed to get them as flat as possible. One
edge of the baize is first placed between
the two plywood slips and the inner slip is
screwed to the outer, as shown at A, Fig. 7.
The baize is then brought up over the
cushion, the screws which fix the outer slip
to the rails and semi -circular end are
loosened, the baize is tucked in under this
slip, shown at B, Fig. 7, and the screws
are tightened to hold it and the cushions
firm.

Cups and Pegging Holes
Cups for the balls should be fitted under

the holes in the board, as shown in Fig. 6,
and they may be easily made, as shown in
Fig 8. Pieces of wood sin. by Sin. by Sin.
thick are cut to octagonal or circular shapes,
and holes twin. diameter are cut in them. A
fretsaw will be useful for cutting the shape
and the holes. Then plywood bases are pre-
pared to cover the holes in the cups, and
the numbers to correspond with those shown
in Fig. a are painted on the bases to show
through the holes in the cups. The bases are
glued to the cups, and the latter are glued
under the plywood board.

Details of the pegging holes which should
be drilled in the top edges of the side rails
are shown at Figs. a and 9. Lines should
be incised or painted on the rails, and the

holes drilled with a bradawl or drill to a

depth of zin.
Nine alin. balls will be needed, one being

red and eight white. The baulk line and
spots are marked on the cloth, as shown in
Fig. a, and a cue from 3ft. to 4ft. long
by sin. diameter at one end tapering to gin.
at the other must be provided. The table
should be polished or varnished on comple-
tion, and if thought desirable the base could
be covered in with another piece of plywood.

."'""1111111311nne
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Outer slip

Fig. 6.-The cups for the balls.

Outer slip
Cushion
moor

Rai/

Fig. 7.-Sections of slips and cushions.

The World's Largest Helicopter4

The United States Air Force'sXH-17, the largest known helicopter in the world, made its
first flight at Culver City, recently. Built by the Howard Hughes Company as a ground
test model, it has been converted into a flight model following satisfactory tests of the jet -
powered rotor mechanism. It is an experimental heavy -lift machine and is expected to be
the forerunner of powerful cargo -carrying helicopters designed to lift and deliver such equip-
ment as artillery bridge sections and trucks in areas inaccessible to conventional aircraft.
The XH-17's rotor blades extend over 125ft. from tip to tip. The machine is Soft. high
and is powered by two modified turbo jets, built and developed by General Electric.
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MAKING A
Constructional Details of a Useful Appliance

for the Amateur Photographer

By J. R. TYLDESLEY

PHOTOGRAPHY by artificial light is a
very interesting and absorbing hobby
but, at the same time, is expensive,

because of the extra equipment necessary.
Many luxury accessories can be dispensed
with, but floodlights are an absolute necessity.
A floodlight on a stand costs about £2 los.
minimum, and at least two are necessary for
successful results. I have, however, con-
structed a complete floodlight unit, as shown
in Fig. t, quite cheaply, and have proved its
efficiency. The construction is easy and
quickly done, and the finished article is sturdy
and is adaptable for different uses.

Reflector and Lampholder
The two main items to construct are the

reflector and stand. For the stand I used an
ex-R.A.F. telescopic dinghy mast, strong but
light and costing only 5s. A reflector must
give a soft diffused light in the form of a
beam, and it was found that an ordinary
aluminium basin proved ideal, giving excel-
lent reflection, being correct in size, and
costing only 2s. (Fig. 2). The dimensions
of the basin were 3Iin. diameter of the base,
51in. diameter across the top, and depth
31in. These dimensions produced the desired
45 degrees beam.

A good quality bakelite bayonet lamp -

Fig. t.-The complete floodlight unit.

Fl 001)1 1GHT

Fig. 3. (Right)-Using the
floodlight suspended from a

picture rail.

Fig. 2. (Below)-Showing
the central hole made in

the aluminium basin.

holder with conical or H.O. type hood can
be purchased from an electrical dealer and
fastened to the basin (Fig. 3). The quality
must be of the hest since it will have to resist
the high temperatures from the photographic
lamps. A circular hole was cut in the base
of the basin-a hole slightly less in diameter
than the end of the conical hood. This hood
was fastened to the basin, using Durofix glue
which made a strong and heatproof joint.

Stand and Base
The base was constructed from a 9in.

square piece of softwood, about tin, thick.
(See Fig. I.) A Sin. hole made in the centre
was carefully filed a close fit for the dinghy
mast. Four rubber stops were fitted to the
bottom 3f the base to prevent slipping. A
5 amp. 230 -volt switch was fastened to the
base board with holes bored suitable for the
wiring.

A hole was cut in a piece of Sin. plastic
Sin. by tin. and of such a diameter to suit
the lampholder and this was fitted between
the hood and the lampholder. A rough
hinge was constructed, using drilled metal
strip from a toy construction kit, one section
bolted to the 2B.A. thread on the top of
the dinghy mast, and the other to the strip
of plastic, as shown in Fig. 4. The hinge can
be locked in any position, by means of a handle
and a threaded 2B.A. rod. The lampholder
and switch were wired in good quality flex-
ible cord and a plug for attachment to the
mains was fitted, and the lamp was ready for
use.

intensity, 2ft. from a too -watt bulb, is 22ft.
candles without the reflector and approxi-
mately Sift. candles with it. This is an
increase of 13o per cent., which enables lamps
of lower wattage to be used and is therefore
economical.

As well as a stand lamp, the unit may be
used as a " boom floodlight " using a chain
or wire fastened about rain, up the column,
with a picture hook at the end for hooking
on to the picture rail (Fig. 3). The rubber
feet prevent slipping, and this horizontal posi-
tion is ideal for photography needing over-
head lamps.

The lamp will tilt through a vertical angle
of about 13o degrees, and its height can be
adjusted from ift. to 7ft., giving a wide
range of positions.

It has clean lines and can be used for
many domestic purposes such as reading,
television, etc. It is easily and quickly made
and it will be a welcome addition to any
home, whether the owner is photographically
minded or not.

Features - Fig. 4.-Detail of hinge fitment and plastic
The reflector is very efficient, and the light support for the lampholder.
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Some Suggestions for Using the Standard Wireless Receiver
as an Accessory to Various Games

THERE are dozens of interesting party
games in which the wireless receiver
may be introduced. No doubt many

readers have already devised ideas of their
own, and the following notes give some of
the lines which may be followed during the
festive season in adding to the enjoyment of
your guests. First, it should be emphasised
that any receiver, other than a simple crystal
or one-valver which will not operate a loud-
speaker, may be used. Secondly, if the
following notes are followed there is no risk
of damage to any part of the apparatus and
no risk of electric shocks, even although a
mains receiver is employed.

As a first essential in the employment of

N.T.

Fig. t. How to arrange the output circuit for
radio games.

the ordinary receiver an output filter circuit
must be used. This is standardised in
receivers, and many home constructors, too,
have fitted this in order to feed extension
listening points.

Completing the Circuit
As a basis for the majority of the games

in which the receiver is used, the completion
of the speaker circuit may be taken as
standard. Instead of two leads from the
speaker point a multiplicity of leads must be
fitted as shown in Fig. t. In some cases
all of the leads on the earth side will be
required, whilst in others only a single lead
from this point will be employed. The
simplest of games calling for no additional
apparatu3 is a form of " Blind Man's Buff,"

'where the players stand in a circle holding
the leads from the point marked A in the
diagram.

Interspersed in these leads are a number
of blanks or dummies. These may be any
odd pieces of wire, and it is obvious that
the numbers of " live " and " dead " leads
may be varied according to the requirements
of the game. A single lead from point B
(the earth side) is then held by another
player who stands in the centre of the ring
and proceeds from one player to another
touching the bared end of the wire he carries

against the bared end of one of the wires
being held by the player. The receiver is
switched on and tuned to a station, or if
there is no broadcasting available a gramo-
phone record may be played through the
pick-up. Failing the use of a pick-up, the
aerial may be disconnected and the reaction
control tuned up until the set howls, the
removal of the aerial acting as a safeguard
in the prevention of interference with other
listeners who may be attempting to receive
some distant station. It is true that some
circuits will not radiate such oscillations
into the aerial system, but the simple pre-
caution of removing the aerial avoids the
necessity of studying the circuit in order to
find out whether or not it is of a suitable
type. If there is a self-contained speaker in
the anode circuit of the valve this should
be silenced by means of an appropriate
switch, whilst if no switch is fitted the
speaker should be replaced by an iron -core
choke.

Other Schemes
It will now be obvious that when the

single player completes the speaker circuit
by touching the wire he carried against a
" live " wire (from the point A) the signal
being received by the receiver, or the
reaction howl or gramophone record, will
immediately be heard through the speaker.
A time limit may be set upon the game,
and the player finding the greatest number
of " live " points in that time may be
declared the winner. Alternatives will
suggest themselves to the reader.

a
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An alternative arrangement employing the
same system may be built up upon a piece
of plywood, covered by a piece of American
cloth such as may be obtained from the
popular stores at a very nominal figure.
That marked in squares and used for shelves
is preferable and the size of the square
should be just larger than a penny. The
cloth may be pinned to the board by
ordinary drawing pins at the edges, and
then drawing pins should be inserted at all
the square centres. Now, going round the
board, holes should be pierced at various
adjacent pins, and through these holes the
bared ends of the leads from the extension
point already referred to should be threaded.
A single loop should then be placed beneath
the head of the drawing -pin and it should
be pressed firmly home. In Fig. 2 it will be
noted that various pins are left blank, but
as the wire will no doubt show and indicate
to the players the correct point, short
lengths of wire should be placed beneath the
remaining pins to act as a misdirection. The
game is played with pennies or discs of metal
of a similar size, and the board should be
laid upon a table at a distance of about 3ft.
from the player. The receiver is set into
operation as already mentioned and the
players throw the pennies on to the board.
When a coin rests upon two adjacent draw.
ing pins and these are connected respectively
to the output terminals, the speaker will be
brought into action. The game may be
played with borrowed money or the banker
may take all the coins which fail to operate

3ply board

\>'

Chequered cloth/

Drawing pins

Enlarged section of board
showing interconnections

undersideon

Wire brought through from
underside of board makes
contact with drawing pin

Fig. 2. An easily made electrical board which can be used with the wireless set to provide
entertainment and amusement.
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the speaker. Alternatively, the squares may
be marked in ink on white cloth and
numbered to indicate the number of coins
which are paid out in the event of a
successful throw.

Adding to the Fun
The interest of these two games and

others in which the circuit to the speaker
is completed is increased when a talk is
being received, as the completion of the
circuit results in a few words being heard
from the speaker, and these disjointed sayings
very often sound most incongruous, or may
have some direct bearing upon something

that has just happened or been said by the
players. With musical items, of course, this
additional fun does not enter into the game.
Other modifications of these schemes will be
obvious to the handyman, but there are
other ides which may now be mentioned
in brief.

Fault Finding
For the gathering where a number of

keen wireless fans are present, fault finding
may he arranged. Here one player goes to
the receiver and in a given time has to
introduce some fault to prevent the receiver
functioning. The other players then enter

December, 1952

one at a time and are given a time period
to locate the fault. The winner is the one
who locates it in the shortest time. Alterna-
tively, all the players may enter together and
a scramble then ensues to endeavour to be
the first to find the fault. In this case, of
course, it should be some fairly obvious
defect and not an obscure fault. For
instance, a valve pulled out of the holder,
or a wire removed from a component, but
in the latter case care must be taken not to
disconnect some point which may result in
damage, such as the anode circuit of an
output valve.

A Wool-windin
Constructional Details

THE simple machine shown in Fig. t,
is for winding wool as purchased in
hanks into a suitable form for knit-

ting from. This is a necessary task dis-
liked by all home knitters as it is such a
lengthy operation.

The advantages of this machine after a
trial for a period of a few months are:-

(t) Winding time cut by 8o per cent.
(2) Much easier to wind, only necessary

to turn the handle after setting up.
(3) No possibility of stretching the wool

as all tension is released when removed from
the machine.

(4) For delicate shades the complete pack-
age can be wrapped in soft paper after
winding and the wool withdrawn from the
centre thus ensuring cleanliness during knit-
ting.

(5) As the package remains stationary all
the time wool is withdrawn there is
no danger of it rolling about and getting into
a tangle, as is often the case when wound
on to a ball.

Description of Machine
The essentials are to gear the winding

spindle up from the turning handle and
down for the traverse mechanism. Any
means can be adopted for this as the ratios
are not critical, but the aim is to have as
large a ratio between hand wheel and spindle
as possible for speed of operation.

The basis of my machine centred round
the hand grinder, obtainable at most cheap
stores (price 5s. 6d.). This is ideal for the
purpose, the rest of the parts being found in
the junk box.

Constructional Details
The spindle consists of a length of copper

tube 6in. x fin. with a piece of brass sin.
long and a tight fit into the copper tube.
Solder this in one end, and bore a hole
down the centre of this brass 2BA tapping
size. Follow this hole with a 2BA clear-
ance drill for half the length of the brass
and run a 2BA tap through the remaining
lin. This spindle will now screw on to the
spindle where the emery wheel was removed
on the grinder. (Fig. t will make this clear.)

Traverser
The brackets for this are made from brass

valance rail, bent and secured as shown
in Fig. 2. Another piece of valance rail is
cut and bent to hold the traverser itself
(Fig. 3). A piece of rail is bent at right -
angles, bored and tapped 2BA and soldered
as shown. The cam is made from a zin.
length of tube, tin. diameter. Starting at
tin. from one end saw the tube in two, to

Machine
of a Useful Appliance

By W. BROOK

tin. from the other end, that is a diagonal
cut through the tube. The edges must now
be made perfectly smooth and free from
sharp edges, etc. (Fig. 4.)

Two discs are now made to fit tight into
the round ends one in each of the two halves
of the cam and soldered in position. In
the centre of each of the discs a 2BA clear-
ance hole is drilled.

A distance piece is made from a piece of
tube, the bore being large enough for a
length of 2BA rod to go through, having
an outside diameter of not more than lin.
The length of this tube is adjusted so that
when inserted between the two halves of the
cam there is a gap of *in. all round.

A 5in. length of 2BA screwed rod is in-
serted through the two halves of the cam
with the distance piece between. A nut
at each side will hold the whole together.

Wool Traverse Guide
I found that an old toothbrush handle,

about 6in. long, was ideal for this purpose.
At one end a 2BA clearance hole is bored,
the other end having a kin. slot cut down the
centre for a distance of 4in. It will be found

Cutoff here
and secure
base throug
feet

Bracket A -.-

Fig_ a
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for Domestic Use
that if two blades be placed together into
an ordinary hacksaw frame, the desired width
of cut will be obtained. This cut must now
be made perfectly smooth with sand -paper.

At a position Limn, from the hole in this
guide a t/t6in. hole is drilled and a panel
pin of a suitable thickness to be a tight fit
is inserted. This is best done by warming
the guide over a gas flame, thus softening
the material so that the pin may be easily
forced in. On cooling it will be found that
the pin is held quite firmly. The pin is now
cut off leaving lin, protruding at one side
(Fig. 5).

Driving Pulley
A pulley is now made from any suitable

material ; the diameter is not critical but
should be as large as possible. This pulley
has a centre hole bored and tapped 2BA
and is grooved round the circumference for
a round belt. All these parts can now be
assembled, as in Fig 4.

Driving Belt
This is the drive for the traverse from the

driving spindle and is made from a piece
of spring curtain rod, just long enough to
have a slight tension.

The last turn on each end is bent in

Fig. a

Illprazau

Hand grinder

Fig. 2

Distance piece tube

- 711'i e -
72'

die copper tube Tap 2 5.4

Bracket

2 B.A clearance
IIPholes

Bore for
wood screws

;Driving pu//qy

Light spring
attached to base board

Fig . 3

Lock nut

2"

Details of the operating handle, traverser and bracket..

0E9-
,28 A screw
into bracket A.

Fig. 5
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THIS idea for an ash and cinder sifter is
to separate the ashes from the cinders
without making a mess. The device

is to be made of wood (deal) with a covering
of tin-plate on the inside of the lid and all

1
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Fig. 6.-Plan of the complete machine.

line with the spring and hooked into each
other.

Baseboard
For this a piece of wood 4in. x 6in. x 6in.

approximately, is used, planed and polished
if required, on which all the parts may now
be assembled, as in Fig. 6, to complete the
machine.

Swift for Holding Hank
This is made from 3/16in. rod, two parts

being required exactly alike and bent as
shown in Fig. 7.

Two pieces of hard wood are cut Sin. x
4in. x tin., a 4in. clearance hole being drilled
in the centre of each and two grooves cut
down their length (see Fig. 8). These grooves
are to hold the 3/16in. rod in position when
clamped by a wing nut.

It will be apparent that any size of hank
can be used by loosing the wing nut and
adjusting the two holders in or out.

Operation
The hank swift is attached to a con-

venient chair or table and adjusted to hold
the hank of wool firmly but not too tight,
noting that the swift revolves evenly and not
out of centre. It is an advantage to open
the wool out to ensure that during wind-
ing the wool has not to pull from under-
neath the layers.

Next, break the knot joining start of hank
to the finishing end. Take one of these ends,
for preference the one coming from the top
of the swift, and thread it through the guide
on the machine, leaving a few inches of wool
off the end of the winding spindle. Make a
few turns round the spindle with the end
coming from the hank in order to give the
spindle a grip. Now turn the handle and
see that the wool is being withdrawn from
the swift and that the traverse is working
back and forth. Continue turning to the

Fig. 8

1. 4%.{
Fig. 7

135

Details of the complete
swift and table clamp.

end of the hank. It is an advantage to have
as great a distance as possible between the
hank and winder.

When all the wool is wound on the spin-
dle a piece of paper may, if necessary, be
wrapped round the wool and secured with
a rubber band.

To remove wool from spindle place a finger
at each side of the spindle (driving end)
and pull off. When the " package " is pulled
off, the centre will collapse, thus relieving
any undue tension which may have been put
on during winding.

An Ash and Cinder Sifter
An Inexpensive Tahoe, and Labour,saving Appliance

By D. V. PENDLETON

parts on the inside of the drawer or tray.
This tin-plate can be screwed on and can be
bought very cheaply; it costs about as. per
sq. ft. To separate the ashes from the
cinders a sieve or small riddle can be used,

/0" Two hinges
Dowel

'10
A Thickness rlong

die of sievek

ewer runners
/"square

._.-Thrckness of box
"- throughout
1,2

MINIM

Vi,
i

I 1

1

: 0
..... 49

4:44.v. .., t.:::::.

4. 82)4.* t +.1*.
44,444,1PLAN V/EW es kt v

WITHOUT LID 1.4"

:$44.

g-1
5P8

7
7

Sides of
drawer

4 Posts to keep sieve
in position

Front eleratio i, section and plan of the
comp ete cinder sifter.

and these can be bought for about 5s. each.
The woodwork can be painted on the outside.
The four posts keep the sieve in position,
while the sieve sits in the tray. The lid of
the box is made to lay flush with the top of
the sieve.

Method of Operation
The ashes and cinders are placed in the

sieve and the lid of the box is fastened down
with the use of a small dowel which is glued
into the lid and is a tight fit in a hole in the
front of the casing. By the use of the round
knob at the front, the device is rocked to and
fro, so that the contents hit against the inside
of the lid, making the ashes fall through the
gauze and leaving the cinders in the sieve.
The sieve is then taken out of the box and
the cinders used again : the tray, or drawer,
is taken out and the ashes thrown away.

The device can be housed in the kitchen
and the operation can he done in the house.
For old people who cannot go out in all
weathers, this is a great advantage, and the
ashes can be put in a sand bin. In these
days of high coal prices, the device is a big
money saver and is, at the same time, easy
to work. The complete appliance can be
made for a total cost of about 15s., accord
ing to the materials used in its construction.

THE MODEL AEHOPLANE HANDBOOK
An Important New Work : 312 Pages, 303 Illustrations, 1216, by post 13/ -

By F. J. CAMM
petition Cups : A Lightweight Duration Model ;
A Wakefield Model ; A Farman Type Model Mono-
plane ; A composite Model ; Ornithopters-or
Wing -flapping Models : A loaf -wing Petrol Mono-
plane : A Duration Glider ; Winch -launching -
Model Gliders ; A streamlined Wakefield Model
A Model Autogiro : A Super Duration Biplane
Flying Model Aeroplane : A Flash Steam Plant

Adjusting Model Petrol Engines ; Compressed Model Diesel Engines ; Weights of Wood ; Piano
Air Engines; flow to Form and Run a Model Aero Wire:Sizes Areas and Weights: Schedule of British
Club ; F.A.I. and S.M.A.E. Rules ; S.M.A.E. Com- Records.

GEO. NEWNES LTD., TOWER HOUSE. SOUTHAMPTON ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.Q.

A Short History of Model Aeronautics ; Principles
of Design ; Alrscrews ; Wings ; Undercarriages ;
Folding Alrscrews-Retractable Undercarriages ;
Fuselages ; The Elastic Motor : Gearing and
Special Mechanisms : Making Model Wheels :
Geared Winding Devices ; Model Aeroplane Sta-
bility Downthrust Model Petrol Engines
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The finished kaleido-
scope and examples
of patterns produced.

THE kaleidoscope is a most attractive
little toy, and the variety and number
of charming coloured designs obtain-

able from one is really remarkable. The
heading sketch shows a completed kaleido-
scope with examples of the kind of designs
that can be made.

Construction-
First procure a piece of ordinary card-

board tubing, 6in. long and tin. in diameter

Fig. z (left).-The cardboard cylinder. Fig. 2. -
The glass fitted into the cylinder.

(see Fig. t), and into this slide three pieces
of glass about 5iin. long by tin. wide to
form a triangle, as shown in Fig. 2. One
surface of each piece of glass must be
painted over with black poster or other paint,
and care must be taken when inserting them

a A  A- A.. A

KALEIDOSCOPE
Constructional Details of

into the tube that the painted sides are
innermost. Over cne end of the tube lay a
stout cardboard disc, in the centre of which
is cut a fin. diameter hole through which
to look. To hold this disc to the tubing, cut
a strip of stout brown paper about gin. long
and fin. in width, and at one side of this
form a series of niches, as Fig. 3, so that
when the  paper is glued round the tube,
the tabs so formed will turn down on to the
card disc and hold it firmly in place.

Inserting the Glass
Now turn your attention to the other end

of the tube. The three pieces of glass hav-
ing been inserted rest on the card disc just
referred to, and leave a fin. or so clearance
between the glasses and the top of the tube.
Procure a circular clear glass, . the same
diameter as the inside of the tube, and lay

Taos Bend
here

7" -04,
Fig. 3.-How the paper is cut to hold the disc
in position. Fig. 4.-The flat ring of card placed

on one end of the cylinder.

this on the three glasses. Cut a ring of stout
card about fin. wide with an outside
diameter the same as that of the glass disc
and lay it on top of the clear glass. Now
insert a piece of frosted glass of the same
diameter as the clear piece, and see that this

This Ever -popular Novelty

lies flush with the top of the tube. Remove
this top (frosted) piece of glass and insert
a number of pieces of coloured glass or clear
coloured celluloid of any odd shape and size,
afterwards replacing the top glass. Next
cut a flat ring of card, lay this on top of
the glass, and securely fix it to the tube in
Tab Gloss D E

Hole

Card)

Fig. 5.- The posi-
tion of all the parts.

Fig. 6.-How each piece is inserted.
a manner similar to the opposite end, as
shown in Fig. 4. The section Fig. 5 shows
clearly the position of all parts, while Fig. 6
illustrates the manner of inserting each piece.

To use the kaleidoscope, hold it up to the
light, look through the spy hole and then
gently turn it.

Seen at the Model Encineer Exhibition
THIS year's exhibition was open from Monday,

October loth, to Wednesday, 29th, and the
official opening ceremony was performed by H.R.H.
The Duke of Edinburgh. It was held, as in previous
years, in the New Hall of the Royal Horticultural
Society, Westminster, London, S.W. Every phase of
model -making was well represented, but the section
with the largest number of exhibits was the maritime
section ; radio control was also to the fore.

The usual high standard of craftsmanship was
found in the locomotive section and exhibits were in

many different scales, ranging from a tolin. gauge model
of the Royal Scot " down to the well-known oo gauge.
The left-hand photograph shows a working model of the
zoo -year -old goods tender engine " Crewe," made by
Mr. D. H. Harris, of West Wickham, Kent.

Model car exhibits, this year, included both working
and non -working models, and scale replicas of many well-
known makes, including the B.R.M. and a 1/I2th scale
Jaguar XI< 12o, were on show. The model illustrated in
our photograph on the right is a non -working free-lance
saloon touring car, built by Mr. L. W. Harrison, of
Fulham, S.W.6, to a scale of 2 3/16in. to eft.
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Alftp -SWITCH
"e/e

Some Changing Colour and Flashing Circuits Mechanically Operated

THOUGH decorative lighting is most
frequently used in the home at
Christmas and the early part of the

New Year, other occasions for it arise.
Children's parties are an obvious example,
and small " fairy lights " can
often be used even if there is
no Christmas Tree upon* which
to place them. The attractiveness
of such lighting is vastly in-
creased if some form of auto-
matic switching is added, and it
is, therefore, proposed to describe
some of the circuits which can
be employed.

The clockwork switching unit
used was that known as a
" Master Contactor," and sold by
numerous ex -service stores. How-
ever, it is possible to adapt
almost any clock, as will be seen.
Any cheap movement, in working
order, would be satisfactory,
though very small clocks are best
avoided.
Changing Colour Circuit

Some of the most effective
arrangements are obtained when
a relay is used. The clockwork
contactor units, which will be
described, open and close con-
tacts at regular intervals. By
employing these contacts alone,

To Supply

By F. G. RAYER

change -over switching being effected by the
relay armature. For most effective results,
none of the colours present in one string

mains voltages, and it is for this purpose that
a transformer is necessary. This also applies
to the contacts in the clock itself. It should
be noted that transformers may only be used
with A.C. mains.

The Clockwork Mechanism
The unit mentioned already

has contacts which open and
close at short intervals, suitable
1* -..r flashing lights. It is desir-
able to fit contacts which are
operated at a longer interval, if
only to enable more variety to
be achieved, and this is easily
done as in Fig. 3. A similar
method could be employed with
any clock.

The clock spring should be
allowed to run down, and one
end plate then removed. With
the unit mentioned, a small cam
can conveniently be fitted to the
" seconds hand " spindle. This
is done by drilling a hole in the
paxolin which is a tight fit on
the spindle, and pressing it into
position. An ordinary clock
could also be treated in this way.

If a flashing
frequency is required with the
clock, a similar cam should be
fitted to one of the axles which

Second -Hand spindle

Battery

1.-Relay circuit for changing colours.

a string of bulbs may be switched on and
off. If a relay is used in a circuit such as
that in Fig. 1, a further string of bulbs
can be switched on when the first string
is switched off. Here, red and green lights
are shown. These would continually be
illuminated and switched off in sequence,

Transformer

Mains
switch

To Mains

To
Lamps

To I-
contector

Fig. 2.-A simple circuit including transformer.

Contact mechanism Leith relay fitted.

of bulbs should be repeated in the other, and
the two strings may be close together so
that the bulbs occupy near positions. A
very pleasing result can then be obtained.

A further advantage arises in using a relay,
since the contacts can be used with higher
currents and voltages than can the contacts
in the clock itself. There is accordingly
no need to keep the number of bulbs down.

The relay itself can be almost any small
type, and will usually require to be operated
from its own small dry battery. With the
normal type of relay which has a resistance
of about too to 500 ohms, a 1.5 to 6 volt
dry battery is satisfactory. The current
drain is small.

Powering the Bulbs
Fairly large dry batteries can be used

with success for fairly short periods, with
a limited number of bulbs. Here, .06 amp
bulbs are most suitable. Ten or a dozen of
these can be operated.

If more bulbs are required and no other
source of power exists, a 6 or 12 volt
accumulator may be pressed into service.
Such an accumulator will run a large number
of bulbs for many hours. The bulbs may
be wired in parallel, or in series -parallel
in twos or threes, to make up a suitable
voltage. A number of 3.5 volt bulbs, wired
in twos, could be used with a 6 volt accumu-
lator, as example.

A small mains transformer forms the most
suitable source of current, and is wired as
illustrated in Fig. 2. A 6.3 volt receiver
heater transformer would be suitable, or one
may be to hand. The ordinary type of
relay is not suitable for dealing with

'or tact bracket

Pamdlin

Thin strip secured
to insulated bracket

lb /amps or
relay

Fig. 3.-Hozu the contacts are actuated.
To Suppy

1' t

Relay

ToT To
contacts contacts

No.1 No.,2

Fig. 4.-Change-over and flashing circuit.

Red /amps

1114

Green lamps
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rotate more rapidly. (With the Master Con-
tactor Unit, this is not necessary.) The
cams should be small (approx. kin. by kin.)
and be filed smooth at the edges.

The contacts consist of springy strips of
thin brass or similar material, each being
screwed to a bracket which is insulated from
the clock frame by fibre or other suitable
washers. As the axle rotates, the strip is
lifted clear of the contact bracket, as will
become clear from Fig. 3. It is necessary to

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

use a strip of thin material so that the
mechanism is not halted.
A Change -over and Flashing Circuit

Many novel and attractive arrangements
may be wired up when a number of contacts
opening and closing at different speeds are
present. In that shown in Fig. 4, contacts
No. r open and close at approximately r5 -
second intervals, while contacts No. 2 open
and close each second. Accordingly, the red
lamps are on for 15 seconds, then replaced

December, 1952

by the green lamps, which flash at second
intervals until the red lamps are again
illuminated, and so on. Other circuit
arrangements can readily be devised.

Fig. 4 also shows the bulbs wired in series.
When this is done, the operating voltage
should be approximately the same as that
obtained by adding together the voltage of
all the bulbs in any one string. For example,
ten to twelve 2.5 volt bulbs, in series,
could be operated from a 25 volt transformer.

Flex Holder for Domestic Iron
This Device, Submitted by Mr. H. P. May, Won a Third Prize in Our Recent £200 Competition

THE purpose of the device shown in
Fig. r is twofold. By virtue of its
construction and operation it keeps

the flex clear of the area of operation when
ironing and thus prevents rucking of the
material and ironing cloth by the flex. In
addition, it holds the flex away from the
table edge, thereby preventing chafing and
consequent wear of the flex outer casing.

When in use it permits the free, un-

Fig. 1.-Showing how the
flex holder is clamped to
the ironing board or

table top.

hampered use of the iron over the whole of
the table area, following the movement of
the iron in all directions, and gathering back
the flex when the iron is returned to its
stand position.

Construction
The device is simple in design and can

be speedily attached to a table or ironing -
board at any convenient point, operating
equally well wherever fixed. It consists of
a vertical rod or flex carrier with a double
clip at its upper end in which the flex is
held. The lower end of the rod is fitted
into a socket on the main body of the
attachment. The body itself is constructed
in the form of a knuckle joint, which allows
the rod to move forward as the iron flex is
pulled. With the pull on the flex relaxed, a
tension spring, fitted behind the body,

restores the rod to its normal vertical posi-
tion, further backward movement of the
rod being prevented by
a rubber buffer stop.
The lower portion of the --
body terminates in a
pointed spigot which fits
loosely into a vertical
hole drilled in a cylin-
drical -shaped base block,
and permits the body to
swivel about a vertical
axis.

The combined func-
tions of the spigot and
the knuckle joint there-
fore ensure positive con-
trol of the flex at any
position the iron may be
in on the ironing -board
or table.

The buffer bar,
attached to the rear of
the upper portion of the
knuckle joint, is extended
beyond the buffer rubber
to terminate in a clip
which thus holds the flex
away from the table edge.
The whole assembly is
mounted on a simple,
lightweight " G " clamp
for fixing to the table,
and if desired for the
purpose of storage, by
pulling the rod from its
socket and lifting the
body from the base block,
can be reduced to three
small, compact compon-
ents. Further construc-
tional details will be clear
from the drawing, Fig. 2.

I4'CRS

Knuckle jollb

MS hinge pm

,
4,8 d,a

A prototype has already been constructed
and is in constant use.

Note : In addition
to the knuckle joint,
the base can rotate
on its axis, thus
giving a universal
movement to the

holder.

_Spr,ng steel oltp
to grip Rea

546" daa rod \
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ension spring
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Fig. 2.-Sectional dia-
gram giving dimensions
and constructional details
of the component parts of
the flex holder. The
dotted line indicates

position of flex.

A CHRISTMAS GIFT PROBLEM SOLVED.
If you are still undecided what to give your friends for Christmas and they share

your interest in the subjects covered by PRACTICAL MECHANICS, why not use
this novel yet practical way of solving your difficulties ?

A year's subscription to PRACTICAL MECHANICS is so easy to arrange !
Just write to The Subscription Manager, (G.2) PRACTICAL MECHANICS,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, enclosing the names
and addresses of your friends, with remittance to cover, and we will do the rest.
We can send the magazine to any address at home or abroad at the annual rate of
14/- (Canada 13/-). An attractive greetings card will be sent in your name with the
first Gift Copy.

Remember a Christmas Subscription for PRACTICAL MECHANICS is a gift
which will give pleasure and is a reminder of your good wishes the whole year through.
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Metal Forming by Electro-
deposition

READERS who prefer to construct
their own enlargers, projectors and
apparatus of all kinds, are often dis-

appointed that they are unable to reproduce
the rounded shapes and curves which add to
the artistic appeal of the manufactured pro-
duct. Model makers, too, have often to
produce awkward shapes which are difficult
to fabricate by the usual means. Electro-
forming is a process which enables these com-
plicated shapes to be formed without the
aid of expensive equipment, and it is one
which can be carried out with the limited
resources of the home constructor, and also
has the advantage that it is inexpensive.

Principles of Electroforming
Briefly, the term electroforming describes

a process whereby thick deposits of a metal
are built up by electrodeposition. The pro-
cess is not new, the basic principles having
been used for many years in the production
of gramophone records. It was not until
the late war, however, that the process really
came into being when it was used in forming
complex wave guides for radar. Since then,
the use of electroforming has greatly in-
creased, especially in America, where the
process is used not only for electroforming
parts, but is frequently used in producing
moulds for plastics, which play such a large
part in the construction of the modern air-
craf t.

The process of electroforming requires
the preparation of a master pattern having
an external form similar to the internal shape
of the required article. The pattern may be

Forming Parts

Fig. 1.-An electro-
formed film - projector
housing shown as re-
moved from the plating
bath. The former was
made of paraffin wax,

hand carved.

made of any suitable material, such as metal,
wood, wax or plastics. The preparation of
metal patterns is only justified where a large
number of the same article is required. Also,
the shape must be such that easy withdrawal
from the master is possible. Obviously, an

D.C.
supp/).

Cathode
(Object bemg plated

t "'NNW N WX\\S\SNNWNWNW .7k.N WM. &V  .\\NN.V. X  

Fig. 3.-Diagram of connections
bath.

to plating

object having large undercuts cannot be pro-
duced from a metal former. This also applies
to patterns of wood or plastic. Where the
shape does not permit easy withdrawal of
the finished article from its former, the
pattern can be made of wax which may be
easily melted out when the forming process
is complete.

Producing the Master Pattern
Wax, then, is the most suitable material

for making the master from the point of

Fig. 2.-Copper spheres for high voltage measurements. Electroformed
in copper on wax masters, produced in plaster of Paris moulds.

by Electroplating
By E. R. H.

view of the amateur, as it can .easily be
worked and may be melted down and used
again. Any type of wax would do, but the
cheapest and most readily obtainable is
ordinary paraffin wax. This should be
shaped to the required form, which may be
done with the aid of a knife or chisel. This
was the method used in producing the master
for the projector housing shown in Fig. a.

Alternatively, the wax may be poured in
a molten state into previously prepared plas-
ter of paris moulds. This was how the
spheres shown in Fig. 2 were produced. A
rubber ball, having the required external
diameter, was obtained and a female mould
in two halves was made from this with
plaster of paris. A hole was left to enable
the wax to .be poured in. Before doing this,
the plaster mould was soaked in water until
saturated. This prevented any tendency for
the molten wax to soak into the plaster.
When sufficient time had elapsed to enable
the wax to solidify, the mould was separated
and the wax spheres removed.

Treatment of the Master
When the master is completed, and in

the required form, it is necessary to form
a conducting coating on the surface before
proceeding with the plating. This is, of
course, not necessary where the master is
of metal, but in this case to enable easy
removal of the finished article the metal
former is usually coated with a thin film of
graphite. When the master is of wax or
plastic (see Figs. 4 and 5), a conducting
coating can be formed by several means, but
the best way of doing this is by coating the
surface with graphite. An easily obtainable
graphite for this purpose is grate polish. The
graphite should be applied all over the sur-
face as evenly as possible, making sure that
there are no missed patches. Where the
master is of wax it may be difficult to wet
the surface with the graphite. In this case
the addition of a little wetting agent, such
as photographers use, will enable this to be
carried out with greater ease. In exceptional
cases it may be necessary to coat the wax
with spirit varnish such as shellac before
applying the graphite. When the graphite is
dry, an electrical connection has to be made

Fig. 4.-Stages in producing cups for viscosity measurements. From
left to right : plastic former, electroformed shell, finished product.
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to its surface. This should be carried out
with copper wire preferably in a place where
the wire marks will not show.

Electrodeposition
Metals are deposited by passing an elec-

tric current -at low voltage through an elec-
trolyts.consisting of salts of the metal being
plated. The positive side of the supply is
connected to the anode which is usually,
although not always, made of the metal be-
ing deposited ; the negative is connected to
the work being plated, as shown in Fig. 3,

Practically all metals may be electro-
deposited, but those used in electroforming
are usually copper, nickel and iron Of
these, copper is the most satisfactory for the
borne constructor, as a copper -plating bath is
the simplest to make up, requires no atten-
tion, and the ingredients as well as being
easily obtained are quite cheap. Copper,
when deposited, is in a hard condition, and
even in thin sections is quite rigid. It may,
of course, be annealed by the usual means if
so desired.

Composition of Bath
The composition of a copper bath used

for electroforming is the same as that nor-
mally employed for plating metal objects.
The following bath gives quite good
results:-

Copper sulphate crystals, 2.4oz.
Pure concentrated sulphuric acid, 4 fluid

ounces.
Water, t gallon.
Copper sulphate crystals may be obtained

d from most chemists and seedsmen under the
name of Blue Vitrol. If concentrated
sulphuric acid cannot be obtained, to fluid
ounces of battery acid at a S.G. of 1.25
may be used instead. When made up, the
solution should be filtered to remove par-
ticles of foreign matter which are usually
present in ordinary commercial copper
sulphate crystals.

Anodes
The anodes must be of copper and there

should be at least two, one on either side
of the object being formed. The metal may
be in any shape or form, copper sheet, rod,
bar, or even copper wire. A good plan is
to mesh a basket with copper wire and place
in it any pieces of scrap copper. The shape
of the anodes is immaterial and the size is
not important, but for the best results the
anodes should have a surface area similar to
the object being plated.

Containers
The copper -plating solution must be kept

in non-metallic containers such as glass,
earthenware, or may be plastic composition.
Enamelled vessels may be used provided the
enamelling is in perfect condition and not
chipped in any way. It should be large
enough to ensure that at least 6in. clearance
exists between the object being plated and
the anodes.

Current Supplies
The normal plating current for the type

of copper bath described is 12 amps per
sq. ft. of plated surface. At this current
the copper is deposited at the rate of
o.0007in. per hour from which the time of
plating to produce a given thickness of
deposit may be calculated. Thus 1/32in.
would require a plating time of 45 hours.
The length of time is immaterial, however,
a4 once started no attention has to be given
to the process until the forming is complete.

The actual source of the D.C. supply
depends largely on the facilities available in
the constructor's workshop. The voltage
required is only 1-2 volts, but this must be
supplied for a lengthy period. Where the
article to be formed is small, so that the
current required is not great, this may be
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Fig. 5.-Copper funnel electroformed on plastic master shown

supplied from a battery charger. With
larger articles, however, the current required
may be greater than the capacity of the
charger. In this case the plating current
may either be reduced with a corresponding
increase in plating time or it may be sup-
plied from a car battery. In this case, it
is suggested that one cell at a time be used,
changing to the next when the first has dis-
charged. With a copper -plating bath this
interruption of the current does not matter-

December, 1952

in fact, the article
may be taken from the
bath, inspected, and
replaced without harm.
Electroplating

Technique
When plating on

graphite film it is
necessary to slightly
modify normal plating
procedure. When
plating a metal article,
due to the fact that
its resistance is low,
immediate covering
takes place when in-
serted in the plating
bath. With graphite
films, however, the
resistance is compara-
tively high and imme-
diate covering does
not take place. The
metal instead creeps
slowly over the sur-
face of the article from
the point of contact.

Where possible, a number of contact points
should be used so as to reduce this time to a
minimum. Once this initial coating is com-
pleted, and there are no missed patches, the
plating may be safely left to continue for the
required time.

When the desired thickness has been
obtained the wax may be melted out and,
after washing with white spirit or turpentine,
the article is ready for painting, etc.

above.

Canadian Mechanical Brain

Canada's first mechanical brain is nearing completion at the University of Toronto. Here,
with a section representing about one -fiftieth of the thinking robot, is Dr. C. C. Gottlieb
(left), director of the University Computation Centre, and Brian Pollard, chief engineer of

the computing section of Ferranti's in England from where the machine was brought.
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An example of German etching work. The glass
mug illustrated is over 8o years old.

THE etching of patterns on glass can
provide a fascinating hobby, especially
for those who have an artistic bent

and are able to execute their own designs.
Furthermore, there is nothing complicated
about the job, but it is strongly emphasised
that the liquids for etching are both dangerous
to the skin. and to the lungs. Adequate
precautions must therefore be taken to avoid
slopping the liquids about or against inhaling
their vapours. Lock away your etching fluids
as if they were as valuable-and dangerous-
as radium, if you have children about. They
are great experimenters and will try anything
once.

Etching at home is no more dangerous than
lighting fireworks on Guy Fawkes Day if you
take the elementary precautions. If you know
how to do something methodically and with
common sense you will find glass etching
interesting and, maybe, profitable.

The Nature of Glass
Glass is made from silica, a colourless crys-

talline material which is abundant in nature,
known as quartz. There are many varieties of
silica, usually coloured with impurities, sand
being one form. When fused with potassium
or sodium carbonate and lime, silica forms what
we know as glass, a colourless material, when
free from colouring impurities. Glass is, in
effect, a mixture of potassium and sodium
silicates. When it contains a maximum amount
of sodium silicate, or, to be exact, of soda -lime
silicate, the glass is of the soft variety ; that is
to say, it melts at a lower temperature than
the harder variety which results from a high
potassium -lime silicate.

When the glass is composed mainly of
silica it has a high fusing temperature and a
low coefficient of expansion. Pyrex,
Monax and the w e 11 -known Phoenix
glassware are examples of high silica content
materials. They arc heat -resisting and because
of their low coefficient of expansion do not
crack like ordinary glass when brought
from a high temperature to a low one.

Because glass looks crystalline, especially
when fractured, there is a widespread notion
that it is crystalline, but the material is
amorphous ; that is to say, there is no
apparent regularity of atomic structure, as in
real crystal. This is an important point, for
this amorphous state accounts for some of the
properties of glass. Unlike most materials in
nature, the surface of glass is, for all practical
purposes, smooth and free from porosity.
That is why it can be used to hold gases and
most liquids, which can neither penetrate the

e4fethods (91 gtchiny On .9tass
What Glass Etching is and How to Carry it Out Safely

By " TECHNICUS "

surface nor react with the atoms of silica. The
inertness of glass is so obvious, indeed, that
one need hardly mention the fact ; but it is not
completely inert, which leads us to the subject
of etching.

There is a sister element to silicon called
fluorine, which is one of the very few sub-
stances that will attack the former. Fluorine
is an element, and when combined with
hydrogen forms hydrofluoric acid, It is this
hydrofluoric acid which forms the basis for
etching fluids. For those who like their
explanations in chemical terms, the action of
hydrofluoric acid on glass can be expressed
thus :

SiO2 + 2E1,F, = SiF, + 211,0
(Glass) (Hydrofluoric (Silicon (Water)

acid) fluoride)
SiFa H,F, = HaSiF

(hydrofluosilicic acid)
Hydrofluosilicic acid is a soluble substance

/NU ftt(t,M

Fig. L-Some
pleasing effects can
obtained with

simple designs.

t r \kqt i'Y()\
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which can be washed off the glass surface,
taking with it glass in combined form. Hence
the etching action.

Practice
As liquids containing hydrofluoric acid

will attack any glass surface with which they
come into contact, it is necessary to mask
those areas which are not to be etched.
The glass is first of all covered with a thin
layer of a wax or acid -resisting composition
called the " resist." There arc two ways of
applying the resist to the glass : painting on

or by printing. As the amateur will be
concerned mainly with the application by
painting, the following composition is given
as a suitable resist :

Parts
Ingredients Thin Paint Thick Paint

Asphalt 500 500
Tallow too
Resin 200 300
Turpentine (venetian) 200 too
Turpentine (rectified) 1,200 800
Beeswax ... 15o

The solid ingredients are mixed together
and melted, carefully, for they are inflammable,
during which the turpentine is added slowly,
until a homogeneous liquid is obtained.
This is then cooled and stored in a suitable
container, like varnish. To apply it to the glass
a soft brush of good quality is used, care being
taken to see that no hairs are left on the glass.

For shallow etching, a coating of beeswax
in turpentine or white spirit, or hot wax
alone, will sometimes suffice, but this does
not offer the same adherence and strength
for scribing as the composition given above.
When the coating is quite dry and hard the
design is scribed out, so that the glass under-
neath is exposed. Ensure that no small bits
of resist are left in the scribed marks. The
latter should be quite clean and have a well-
defined edge. Good advice to the beginner
who has never attempted this thing before is
to keep your designs simple, at least when you
are beginning. Too much etching on a glass
can be as lacking in taste as
wallpaper or picture.

Etching Solutions
The composition of the solution will vary

to a certain extent, according to the type of
glass, but those given below will generally
cover all glasses met with in everyday life.
Here are two which should deal effectively,
with soda -lime glass, the commonest of all,
and with lead glass used for table -ware. The
lead content of the latter, incidentally, gives
the glass its lustre, making it popular for cut
glassware.

Soda -Lime Lead
Glass Glass

Hydrofluoric acid (con-
centrated)... ...

Water ... ...
Nitric acid (technical)

I part
4-5 parts

Nil

r part
3-10 parts

1 part

The above solutions are for bath treatment
and the glass to be etched is lowered into the
bath. During etching it is advisable to keep
the liquid stirred gently, so that the reaction
products are carried away from the etched
area. If this is not done, etching may be
uneven. As to the time required for the glass
to be in the bath, it is perhaps best to decide
this by trial with an experimental piece of the
glass to be etched. The depth of etch and
the type of glass will, of course, determine the
time, which can usually be reckoned in
minutes.

The above procedure will generally yield
a clear etch, but if a matt etch is required a
fluoride should be added to the etching liquid.
The following is one mixture which can be
used :

Hydrofluoric acid ... ... 2 parts
Ammonium fluoride ... 5 parts
Water ... 5 parts
When the glass is removed from the bath

and washed with water, a precaution which
must he adopted after all etching operations,
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it will be found that a coarse matt etch has
been obtained in a few minutes. Such an
etch can be as attractive as the smooth type
of etch and resembles sandblasted cuts.
Stamp Etching

One can, as it were, print a design on to
glass, instead of scribing the design. An
ordinary rubber stamp can be employed,
the stamp carrying the design required. The
etching ink is poured on to an inking pad
and then transferred to the rubber stamp as
would an ordinary ink. The following is one
composition for such an etching ink :

Ammonium fluoride, 5 parts.
Sulphuric acid (concentrated), part.
Gelatinous silica, sufficient to form paste.
The gelatinous silica is formed when some

sulphuric acid is stirred carefully into water -
glass. The resulting etching paste formed
from the above is then stamped on to the
glass to be etched and left to stand for 24
hours in a warm atmosphere, after which it
is washed with water. Some artistic results
can be obtained by this method, which lends
itself to the treatment of many items.
Needle Etching

Mention has been made above of an
adherent resist, but for many types of work
simpler materials can be employed, as, for
example, beeswax, resin, or pitch, these being
melted and the glass dipped into the molten
substance. When the coating has hardened
the glass is placed on a revolving table, held
in a chuck, and a square -tipped needle held
against the glass, so that the coating is
removed in a particular design. It is not
necessary to have a mechanical table, and
provided the glass article is held firmly a good
design can be executed, the glass being turned
by hand as required.

The above etching fluids can be applied
with a brush, if a light etch is desired, or the
article is immersed for to minutes or longer if
a deep etch is required.
Plate Etching

This form of etching is recommended for
the advanced student only. It can yield

lovely results, especially if the etcher is an
artist, although it is also a laborious technique.
The design to be transferred to glass is put
on to a steel plate by conventional photo-
engraving methods and the metal between
the proud surface of the plate is acid -etched
to a depth of about t millimetr7. After this
a layer of resist is applied to the plate, which
has been warmed to permit spreading. By
working over the plate with a straight -edged
tool, surplus resist is scraped off, to leave a
flat surface, on to which is pressed thin tissue

Exhauster
fan

Cow/

Lead or vulcanized
rubber

Air flow

Lead sheet

Fig. 2.-Simple equipment for etching. The
/an can be replaced with a chimney stove pipe

if the up -draught is sufficiently strong.

paper, care being taken to see that the whole
sheet adheres at all points to the resist. If
now the paper is stripped off carefully it will
bring the resist with it, the latter carrying
the imprint of the design on the plate.

The layer of resist, backed with paper, is
laid on to the glass on which the design is to
be etched, again making sure that it lies
against the whole surface of the glass. By
working over the resist gently with cotton -
wool wetted with water or alcohol, the tissue
paper can be removed. There is left the

resist carrying the design, and etching is
carried out after covering the rest of the glass
with hot resist by means of a brush.

Precautions
Hydrofluoric and nitric acids are highly

corrosive on the skin and also harmful when
breathed in, so that the etcher must take
adequate precautions. Rubber gloves should
be worn, and work carried out either in a
good draught or under a cowl which is
exhausted with an electric fan or a chimney
of good height. As hydrofluoric acid corrodes
most metals it must be kept in a gutta percha
bottle with a tight stopper. Lead is also
resistant to the acid, so that one can use a
bowl of that metal or of vulcanised rubber
for carrying out the etching operation.

As shown in the diagram, Fig. 2, it is
suggested that the bowl for etching is stood
upon a sheet of lead, just in case some of the
acid drips over the edge. After all etching
operations the glass should be washed
thoroughly with warm water to remove traces
of hydrofluoric acid.

Some Applications for Etching
As the time of etching varies from about

one minute to to minutes or more, it is as
well to try out specimen pieces of glass in
the made-up acid, noting the depth of etch
in various times. Window -pane glass lends
itself to treatment, being flat, and if the article
or sheet is too big for a bath of etching fluid
a paste of acid and barium sulphate can be
brushed on to the areas not covered by the
resist. Glasses can be marked with gradua-
tions or designs. Glass plates can be made to
receive, for example, animals in outline, and
as one becomes adept at etching, various
depths of etch can be achieved in the same
area by successive etching.

For occasional use an etching ink can be
prepared by mixing four ounces of ammonium
fluoride with 12 ounces of barium sulphate
(precipitated), to which is added 15 ounces
of water. This is kept in a stoppered bottle
until required, when an equal part of the
solution is added to concentrated sulphuric
acid, the latter liberating hydrofluoric acid.

Bristol Helicopter
A BRISTOL Type 171 helicopter under-

took a new and vitally important
role in the Bristol district recently, when
directors and executives of the Bristol Water-
works Company flew over the area in the
aircraft to make a rapid and up-to-the-minute
survey of work in progress under their
current development progranfme.

The helicopter made two flights from
Filton, each lasting rather less than an hour
and covering some 7o miles over Filton,
Knowle, liarrow, Chew Stoke, Bishop Sutton,
Blagdon, Portishead, Redcliffe Bay and Shire -
ha mpton.

Among those on board when the air-
craft took off from Filton for its first flight
were Mr. C. Cyril Clarke (deputy chairman),
Sir Robert Sinclair (director) and Mr. R. W.
Melvin (general manager). On landing, Mr.
Clarke said : " We were away for only an
hour on a journey which would have taken
us days by road. We had a splendid view
of work in progress-it was like having a
map at our feet-and the flight will provide
information of great value to our technical
experts. Part of the area would have been
difficult to inspect on foot."

In all parts of the area the directors saw
below them a scene of considerable activity.
At Chew Stoke work is in progress on a
£1,5oo,000 reservoir scheme which will be
one of the largest in the country. It will
contain some 4,500- million gallons of water

with a
supply
North
Mare.

in New Role
surface area of 1,200 acres, and will
Bath, South Gloucestershire and
Somerset, including Weston -super -

The flights are considered particularly
significant in that they may foreshadow wide-
spread use of helicopters for this kind of
work within a few years' time. The illustra-
tion shows a view of the Blagdon reservoir
as seen through the side window of the
Bristol Type 171 helicopter.
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A Wheatstone Bridge

)(0 Less than 50000 use internal lSv battery.
Change -over switch towards meter

'X'0 More than 50000 external bat cry l5 -30v
across two outer terminals. SWitch away from

meter

Fig. 8.-Circuit diagram which is stuck on back
of lead box.

WITH unknown resistances up to the
value of about 5,000 ohms the r.5 -
volt internal battery will give

adequate deflections. Where the unknown is
much more than this figure, then an external
battery of greater EMF should be used. In
this case throw the battery switch over
away from the meter and connect the battery
across the right and left black terminals.
Fig. 8 shows the circuit diagram drawn on
a card which is attached to the back of the
lead box.

Always commence the test with the
rheostat at the " off " position. The value
of the unknown in this test will be the value
of resistance included in the resistance -arm
multiplied or divided by the ratio read off at
the position of the slider. The ratio can
be read off directly from the figures shown
and the increase or decrease depends upon
-the position of balance whether in the right -
or left-hand halves of the slide -wire. Multi-
plication and division signs are shown.

(2) To compare two resistances.
Disconnect the resistance -box. Connect

one resistance between the left-hand and.
centre black terminals ; connect the other
resistance between the right-hand and the
centre black terminals. The position of
balance gives the ratio between the two
resistances under test. In this case the left-

hand resistance is replacing the resistance
box and the given ratio is in respect of the
left-hand resistance. As a check upon the
result, the two resistances can be reversed
(interchanging left and right), and the
position of balance should now be at the
corresponding ratio on the opposite half of
the slide -wire.

(3) Loop Tests.
A demonstration set-up can be made to

illustrate the location of a fault in a run of
cable which has failed to earth (Fig. 9).
Two conductors, one good and the other
faulty, are connected together at the far end
and the two near ends are connected to the
outer black terminals on the instrument. . An
earth fault is simulated on one conductor
by " earthing it " with the aid of a metal
spike solidly stuck in the ground and con -

Testing Instrument
Constructional Details

(Concluded from page

nected by a wire to the position of the
supposed fault. The resistance -box arm is
left disconnected, the slider is plunged into
the red socket and the centre black terminal
is solidly connected to earth by a spike stuck
into the ground near the instrument position.

When a balance is obtained, the ratio
shown represents the fractions of the total
length of cable-lead and return included on
each side of the -fault. One length is the
whole of the good conductor plus part of the
vaulty one and the other length is the
remaining part of the faulty conductor. If
both good and faulty conductors are of equal
size and length then the balance gives the
proportions into which twice the length of
run must be divided in order to determine
the position of the fault. This method is
only an approximation to the correct Murray
loop test. It will be noticed that in the
foregoing arrangement the circuit through the
meter was completed via the ground. Errors
are liable to be serious. In the Murray loop
test, however, it is the battery that haS its
circuit completed through the ground. In
this case the galvanometer is connected
direct across the slide -wire ends.

If this is to be shown on the present
instrument some modification must be made
to the connections.

Murray Loop Test
Connect the left-hand blue lead direct into

the red meter socket. The other blue lead is
not used. Connect the centre black terminal
to the right hand black terminal by a short
length of wire. Connect the two near ends

of a Slide -wire Unit
72, November issue.)

of the conductors under test to the outer
black terminals as was done in the previous
case.

The slider is now connected to an external
battery (Fi-. to), and the other battery ter -

Black plug
lead

\ Test leack,

Note The blue leads
are not used ,n
this test, so
they are not
shown in sketch

Fig. i t.-Using the instrument as a D.C.
voltmeter.

minal is solidly connected, via the ground
spike, to earth. A balance is now taken by
moving the slider round the slide -wire and
having reached a balance, the calculation is
made in a similar manner to that in the
previous case.

A fair approximation should be obtained
by this test as compared with the result
got by direct measurement with a tape
measure.

Used as a Voltmeter
The internal resistance of the meter used

is 5 ohms, and a full scale deflection is given

9.-Set-up for loop test experiment.

Fig. to.Set-up for Murray loop test.
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by t/20 volt across the meter terminals.
This gives a sensitivity of too ohms per

volt. If, therefore, a swamping resistance
be added of 95 ohms, a full scale deflection
of t volt would be obtained. There is no
provision for 95 ohms in the resistance box
used, and the nearest value is too ohms -
5 ohms too high. If this be used as the
swamp, the meter will read low on the one
volt range. For higher ranges, the error
becomes less and for ranges above to volts
can be disregarded.

Insert a black lead (Fig. t i) in the black
meter socket and the other end of the black

Makin

lead in any one of the sockets on the resis-
tance box. Insert one testing lead in the
red terminal socket of the meter and the
second testing lead in any one of the avail-
able sockets of the resistance box. The
value of the swamping resistance in use is
the sum of all the resistances included be-
tween the two leads plugged into the resis-
tance box arm. Each too ohms represents
an increment of one volt to the full scale
reading of the meter.

Select, for preference, multiples of too
ohms which will give easy values to the
divisions on the meter scale. Thus t,000

Preparing the Site,
THE construction of a garden pool is

one of the most satisfying of the
major jobs to be undertaken in a

garden, and it is a comparatively simple one,
too. It does, however, call for a little
planning before work is commenced.

To begin with, is the pool to be a formal
one of regular shape, or an informal one
which simulates as far as possible a minia-
ture natural pond? The answer is that it
must agree in character with the nature and

Fig. r. Excavating a formal
pool with a sloping floor and a
step round the outer edge.

O

planning of the garden, or that part of the
garden of which it is to form a feature.
A garden of a regular outline defined by
walls or trimly -clipped hedges needs a
formal pool; one in which there are a
number of trees and in which large areas
are left under rough grass would make a
framework for an informal pool. Generally
speaking, the smaller the garden the more
suitable is the formal pool. Only the garden
owner will be able to assess the suitability
of either type.

Making a Formal Pool
The site having been chosen, the ground

is excavated to a depth and width that will
allow for a wall and floor thickness of six
inches. Therefore the excavation will be
6in. deeper and ift. wider than the internal
dimensions of the finished pool.

It is best, especially if fish are to be kept,
to make provision for varying depths of
water. In the breeding season the fry
will thrive in water of a depth of din. to 6in.

ohms for to volts, 20,000 ohms for a full
scale reading of zoo volts, etc.

Note:-A swamp value of 5 ohms in-
serted in the meter circuit will give a full
scale deflection of t/to volt without error
due to the value of the swamp.

Used as an Ammeter
If suitable shunts are made up and con-

nected direct across the meter socket ter-
minals and test leads taken from either end,
the meter can be used to read higher values of
current.

a Garden Pool
Arranging the Formwork and Mixing the Concrete

By W. P. MATTHEW

In the hot summer days the fish will seek
the deeper parts of the pool.

The shallowest levels are best arranged
by providing a sort of step round the outer
edge of the pool, as is seen in Fig. t, and
the floor of the pool may slope from a
depth of 'ft. 6in. to a depth of 3ft.

The floor is formed first, pegs being driven
into the ground at suitable intervals to

End B 3f.0"aeep
End C t-6 deep

indicate the finished level of the floor. These
pegs are removed as the concreting proceeds.

Concrete Mix
The concrete mix for this kind of work is

the " One -two -three mix," which consists
of one part cement, two parts sand and three
parts shingle; or, alternatively, if-- you have
difficulty in obtaining shingle, one part
cement to four parts mixed ballast. Remove
from the ballast the few stones there may be
which are more than tin. in diameter.

Mix the concrete on clean hoards or a

swept, paved area, laying out the shingle and
sand or the ballast in a flat heap and then
spreading the cement evenly over it. The
whole heap is then turned over with a shovel
until it is thoroughly mixed.  Water is added
from a watering can with a rose nozzle,
stopping frequently to turn over the mix.
This continues until all the materials are
thoroughly incorporated. The concrete
should be of a consistency which will hold
its shape when squeezed in the hand and

Fig. 3.-Alternative method of fixing the cross"
struts.

.J
Fig. 2.-The .formwork
for the walls is supported

by struts as shown.

will become damp on the surface without
actually dripping. It must be placed within
half an hour of being mixed and roughly
levelled with the flat of the shovel. The
outer 6in. at the edge of the floor concrete
should be left rough, indeed, if necessary,
roughened, so that the wall concrete will
form a good bond.

In three or four days the floor will be
sufficiently hard to walk on and the frame-
work for the walls may be erected. This is
made out of in. -thick boards, strongly nailed
to braces of 2in. x Sin. timber at intervals
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of about 2ft. It is set up 6in. from the
sides of the excavation and firmly strutted
in place. Lengths of old quartering bought
at the local secondhand yard do very well
for the strutting, and usually 4in. x zin.
wood is stout enough for the purpose,
although it must be remembered when fixing
the struts that they will have to resist a
considerable pressure.

If the pool is not a large one, the struts
may be arranged to cross the width and
length and be secured to the Sin. x 2in.
braces of the formwork, as shown in Fig. 2.
Where the pool is too long for this the
lengthwise struts may be cut in their
length and fitted tightly between the cross
struts, as shown in Fig. 3.

Before final placing, the inside of the
formwork should be coated with either oil or
whitewash to prevent the concrete from ad-
hering to it. Just before filling in the walls,
the bottom of the space between the forms
should be coated with grout. This is a mix-
ture of equal parts of cement and sand mixed
with water to a thick cream, and it ensures
perfect adhesion and a complete bond be-
tween the wall and floor concrete. These
precautions are necessary to prevent leakages
at this point.

Forming the Walls
The wall concrete is placed in layers,

working all round the formwork. It will be
found convenient to pour it from a bucket,
working along each side and end. After
completing each circuit of the pool take a
length of timber and consolidate the concrete
by vigorous poking up and down. The
formwork should be carefully removed after
four or five days and the pool half-filled
with water. This will prevent the concrete
from drying out too rapidly. There may be
a considerable drop in the water level at this
stage, because a fair amount of water will
be absorbed by the concrete, and also losses
by evaporation must be taken into account
if the weather is hot.

The edges of the pool are best laid in
precast concrete slabs made as described in

the last article, and it is best to allow the
slabs to project over the side of the pool to
hide any irregularities in the walls (Fig. 4).
Alternatively the walls may be built up for
a few inches with thin slabs and the whole
surmounted by a coping, as shown in Fig. 5.

Before plants are introduced into the pool
it should be treated in the following manner.
Fill it and then add potassium permanganate

a' 3"

Fig. 4.-Using concrete slabs to corer the edges
of the pool walls.

Fig. 5.-Method of arranging dwarf walls sur-
mounted by projecting coping slabs.

crystals until the water is a deep pink, and
then leave it for ten days. It is then emptied
and the process repeated. At the end of the
second ten days it is emptied and then finally
filled. Obtain reliable advice before plant-
ing with aquatic plants and stocking with
fish, to avoid losses and disappointment.

The Informal Pool
The informal pool is made irregular both

in plan and depth. In section the hole
should be saucer shaped, with the same flat
sloping sides as has a saucer. The bottom
is left irregular-in fact fish will appreciate
one or two quite deep holes. These, too, will
make convenient planting places for plants
such as water lilies.

No formwork is required for the informal
pool and the concrete is mixed in the propor-
tion of one part cement to three parts sand.
This is merely spread over the excavation
with a trowel to a depth of about Sin. It is
kept from drying out too quickly by frequent
sprinkling with water, or by covering with
wet. sacks. After two or three days it may
be filled with water. It will, of course, need
the same treatment as the formal pool before
planting and stocking.
Using Rocks and Boulders

The edges of the informal pool may be
defined by rocks and boulders between which
may be set moisture -loving plants. These
socks are easily made out of concrete. An
irregular hole is dug in firm soil, in size
and shape equal to those of the rock required.
The bottom and sides of the hole are then
thickly sprinkled with sand, brick dust or
similar material to give the surface of the
rock colour and texture. Concrete is then
mixed in the proportion of one part cement
to four parts sand, mixed with water to a
stiff consistency, and placed in the hole. Take
a number of old tins, jam jars, etc., and
thrust them into the centre of the concrete.'
This gives both lightness and economy of
concrete. Place more concrete on top and
sprinkle with sand. Leave the rock to
harden for four or five days according to the
weather and then remove the'soil around it
and lift it out.
Coloured Concrete

Rocks and boulders made in this way may
also be made of coloured concrete and used
to form rockeries or to support shelving
banks in the garden.

Items of Interest
Record -breaking Canberra

THE Canberra jet bomber recently made
history by crossing the Atlantic twice

in one day. The starting and finishing point
was the Royal Air Force station at
Aldergrove, in County Antrim, Northern
Ireland. The Canberra's flying time was
7 hours 59 minutes, an average speed of 535
miles an hour. To Gander (Newfoundland)
and back from Aldergrove the distance is

4,144 miles. It is interesting to note that
preparations are going forward for the pro-
duction of Canberras at the Belfast factory
of Short Brothers and Harland Ltd.

New Dutch 'Plane

ACCORDING to a recent report from
Holland the Fokker Aircraft factories

hope to start production soon of a twin-
engined turbo -prop commercial 'plane, to
succeed the Douglas Dakota.

The new aeroplane will have Rolls-Royce
Dart turbo -prop engines and carry 28
passengers at a cruising speed of 25o miles
per hour.

Australian Blast Furnace
ANEW blast furnace capable of lindling

1,500 tons of pig -iron daily, and rank-
ing among the biggest production units in
the world, is now operating at Port Kembla.

Gloster Javelin Delta Fighter

The Gloster GA5 all-weather delta fighter which has been designed for speed, high altitude
flying, rapid climbing and manoeuvrability. The machine was seen at the S.B.A.C. Air Display,

at Farnborough.
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THERE is an old saying that " There
is nothing new under the sun," and
this applies as much to magic as to

anything else. Basically, all magical effects
may be brought down to the fundamental of
the apparent disappearance of an object, and
its reappearance unexpectedly. Even the
popular illusion of " sawing a woman in
half " consists in the main of the apparent
disappearance of the woman after she is
placed in a box, the passing of a saw
through it merely being an added operation,
the woman eventually reappearing in the box.
If these facts are borne in mind it is possible
for the would-be magician to produce endless
effects which may be termed " original,"
using merely the basis of old effects and
dressing them up.

Dice Box
As an instance, take the popular dice box,

which is used as a " catch " illusion, either to
get an audience in a good frame of mind,
or for children. For those who do not
know the effect it may be explained as con-
sisting of a box made up in dimensions of
two cubes side by side. Doors are fitted at
the front and rear and a dice is produced
which just fits into either compartment.
This is placed into one compartment, the
doors closed, and the box visibly tipped.
A " thud " is heard as the dice apparently
slides from one side to the other and a
request is soon forthcoming to " Open the

Fig. 1.-The sliding dice box, which lends itself
admirably to modernisation. See Fig. 2.

other side." The box is tipped in the oppo-
site direction and the " upper " door opened.
Notting can be seen, of course, and the door
is closed, the box tipped in the opposite
direction and the other door opened. This
is kept up whilst the audience shout at the
magician, until all four doors are finally
opened to show the box " empty." In this
trick the dice is a shell with a hinged front
and back, and by tipping it appropriately the
front or back opens, with the doors of the
box giving the effect of an empty box. The
trick is sometimes combined with another
cylindrical box into which the dice may be
made to appear or from which it may vanish.
The noise of the apparent sliding compart-
ment is obtained by a piece of lead sliding
inside the lid of the box, which is hollow.
This basic effect lends itself admirably to
adaptation. a form which I used myself for

a long time, having a drop -down floor to
one section of the box, and it was used in
conjunction with a projecting bag at the rear
of the conjuring table. In place of the dice
an egg was used, and it could be made to
appear in either side of the box (in this
case a sliding compartment with no bottom
being fitted), and eventually it disappeared
in the action of placing the box on the
table; the falling bottom permitting the egg
to drop on to the projecting tray. Made on
a large scale, this could be used to cause the
disappearance of a portable radio set, the
latter being made as a hollow shell, with the
dials and control knob painted on the front,
and a real set at the side of the " stage "
could be switched on by a confederate when
the imitation set is apparently switched on,
and at the appropriate moment the set could
be switched off to simulate the apparent
vanishment of the set in the box. Opening
the doors, with the hinged front, as in the
dice effect just mentioned, would show the
set apparently gone. The radio would pre-
ferably be made in sheet tin to avoid the
thickness of the sides of wood being seen,
and the front and back should be hinged
with cloth hinges so that they will fall down
flat with the front and back of the cabinet,
as shown in Fig. 2.

Production Effect
At a Christmas party the production of

sweets or small gifts is an essential wherever
children are present, and one of the simplest
production effects to make up is illustrated
in Fig. 3. A wooden box is made without a
top or front. The size will depend upon
the type of production which is required. A
front for the box is made from thin ply
or hardboard and a cut-out with some suit-
able pattern-a question mark, lightning
flash, etc., is made to occupy as large an
area as possible. In the centre of the box
a tapered cylindrical box is fixed. This may
be made from stout cardboard or tinplate and
is tapered only very slightly towards the
top. The inside of the box and the outer
surface of the cylinder are painted with.
camera black, or covered with black velvet.
A second cylinder is then made which will
fit snugly over the cylinder in the box and
a few inches taller than the box. The out-
side of this is covered with fancy paper or
painted with gold paint, so that it will
show up clearly when placed inside the
square box. The cylinder in the square
box is loaded with the gifts or sweets and a
thin, elastic -mouthed black cap put over the
top. The box may then be picked up and
turned upside down and shown all round, the
inner cylinder being indistinguishable from
the inside of the box, and it thus appears
empty. The hand may be placed behind the

Some Simple Illusions and Hints on
By " PRESTI

cut-out front and moved about to give the
appearance of showing the box empty. The
cylinder is then picked up and shown end on
to prove that it also is empty, and it is
then placed down into the centre of the
square box, fitting over the inner tapered
cylinder. The hands may then be placed
inside the cylinder, the elastic -mouthed cap
removed, and the goods produced as required.

Electrical Effects
There are several effects which can be

carried out by means of electricity, although
in these enlightened days nothing " mystic "
can ordinarily be applied to some every -day
experiences. However, with a little in-
genuity it is possible to - fool the knowing
ones. For instance, an electric light bulb
which lights with no apparent connection
will arouse interest and may be included as

Fig. 2.-The vanishing radio set-a modern
version of the dice box.
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Inventing Your Own Magical Effects
IGITATEUR "

a magical effect with suitable patter. A
sheet of glass about r4in. by loin. is shown
and stood upright in a clip mounted on a
small pedestal. To the top another clip is
affixed carrying a small motor -car lamp
holder. A bulb is inserted in the holder and
immediately lights up. The stand may be
made or adapted from a child's skittle, but
should have a flat, circular top about 3ins.
in diameter. Through the skittle two insu-
lated wires are passed, ordinary silk -covered
3o s.w.g. will be satisfactory. At the under-
side of the foot the ends of the wires are
terminated with two soldered washers, and
the spacing should be set so that two simi-
larly spaced washers may be affixed to the
table top from where they are taken to
a battery fitted to the under side of the
table top. A curved piece of stout wire
should be fitted to the table top and adjusted
so that the foot of the small pedestal may
be placed without apparent effect against
the curved wire and the washers on pedestal

Fig. 4.-The magic lamp-a moder I Christmas
idea.

and table -top accurately registered against
each other. A meter attached to the two
projecting wires will enable the exact posi-
tion to be found and the wire shaped so that
the pedestal may be placed into position
accurately every time.

At the pedestal top a brass clip about
tin. wide and just over aM. high is fixed, the
gauge of brass being such that it will hold
the glass plate upright. Four holes are
drilled in the bottom of the clip, those
marked A and B being sufficiently far apart
to permit the glass sheet to go between them,
and round -headed screws should be used so
that the glass will always go between them.
The wires are terminated inside holes C and
D. Now round the edge of the glass attach
some bare -copper wire, again of 3o s.w.g.,
using a cellulose cement for fixing purposes.
If carried out carefully this will be invisible
from all angles. At the lower edge a gap
of Sin. is left and at the upper edge the
ends are terminated with small blobs of
solder. They must be very small in order
not to show. A metal clip is then made
similar to that at the bottom, but a bulb -
holder is soldered to the end of it, with a
strip of, thin paxolin between the two, and
two wires are fed from the contacts of the
lamp -holder down through the paxolin
sheet and terminated similarly in two small
solder blobs. The finished clip should be tested
with a battery and meter and there should
be no leakage between the wires and the
holder. These instructions are for a bulb
and holder of the two -contact type. If, of
course, a single -contact bulb is employed,
only one lead will be required, the return
circuit being via the metal clip. It will
now be seen that if the glass sheet is inserted
into the lower clip and properly positioned,
the two wire ends will contact the two ends
of the leads coming up from the pedestal

Position of
cylinder

foot. When the upper clip is placed over
the top edge of the glass the wire ends will
again make contact and complete the circuit,
and if the bulb is then inserted it will light
up. The battery underneath the table may,
of course, be switched on and off by a
confederate with a length of thread attached
to a suitable spring contact. In place of
the thin wire round the edge of the glass a
strip of aluminium foil may be used, and
this should be cut exactly the same width as
the thickness of the glass, and after attach-
ment with cellulose or similar cement it
should be polished, when it will bear inspec-
tion at fairly close quarters. No solder
would be necessary at the ends if foil is
used. No attempt should, of course, be made
to adapt this idea to the use of mains lamps
or to use mains power as it would be highly
dangerous.

A Simple Rising Card
Finally, a simple way of performing the

rising card trick may be mentioned. Two
playing -cards are taken and a 'lin, to aM.
length of thin elastic or rubber band is
stuck to the centre of the back of one and
to the centre of the front of the other. A
good cellulose cement should be used. The
two prepared cards are placed in the centre
of the rest of the pack and they may be

Fig. 5.-How to make the glass cap for Fig. 4.
C and D are soldered ends of the contacting

wires.

shuffled and generally handled as a normal
pack of cards. A card is chosen by one of
the audience and the rest of the cards are
fanned out (backs uppermost) whilst the
chosen card is being examined, and the fan
is carefully held with the prepared cards
" split " to form an opening in the centre
of the fan. Carried out carefully the elastic
should not be seen. The fan is held out and
the chosen card inserted at the opening, the
pack closed and gripped and the chosen card
pushed down', level with the rest of the pack.
Squared up and held tightly, with the thumb
at the back and the fingers at the front, the
pack presents a normal appearance, but, as
the pressure of the fingers is gradually
released, the chosen card will slowly rise from
the pack.

- I I
Cr- I

I I
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I

p
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Fi.e. 1.-A production idea which is simple to make and operate.
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Sun Spots and You
How They are Caused and Their Effects on

the Earth's Inhabitants
By Prof. A. M. LOW

THE flying saucers which many people
claim they have seen may be due to
" spots before their eyes," but sun spots

are real enough and have now been observed
for many years. These observations suggest
that the spots, really gigantic tornadoes per-
haps 5o,000 miles across, come and go with
a periodic rhythm. There may be sun spots
in any year, but the spots are more numerous,
and perhaps bigger, in some years than in
others. The intervals between the period of
maximum sun spot activity appears to be
about eleven years, and hence we talk about
the sun spot cycle.

To the naked eye looking through smoked
glass for protection, a sun spot appears only
as an insignificant dark mark on the face of
the sun. It is in fact prdbably larger than
the earth, a sort of continuously exploding
H-bomb representing activity and energy that
make the atom bomb like a pop -gun. It is
fortunate that the activity is taking place
93,000,000 miles away or the effects on the
earth would be very great. As it is, a period
of great sun spot activity is extremely bad for
radio and television and may interrupt long-
distance radio -communication altogether for
hours and even days together. The visible
effects of sun spot activity on the earth may
be unusually brilliant displays of the " north-
ern lights," signs of violent magnetic storms.

Sun spots are a nuisance to radio engineers,
but do they have an effect on the earth more
important than the spoiling of wireless
reception ? There are people who believe
that sun spots profoundly influence every sort
of human activity, either directly or indirectly.
The speculation has been so extensive that it
is difficult to separate the facts for which
there is some evidence over a long period and
the speculations which are logical or plausible,
but are not firmly established by independent
evidence. The subject is a fascinating one
and as evidence is gathered over the course
of decades the people to -day who suggest that
sun spots virtually control the destiny of the
world may be less foolish than they seem.

Affecting Weather Conditions
Sun spots could affect the . earth and its

inhabitants in a numlber of ways. We do
not really understand how " weather "

Enthusiastic statisticians have proved that
sun spots both increase and decrease the
birth rate, improve and ruin the crops,
cause both war and peace and generally
control the moon and ourselves. It seems
unlikely that these tidal waves of flames
and vaporised elements in the sun are

so potent after

originates. We can forecast the way cyclones
and anticyclones develop, but know little of
their time and origin. There is some
evidence that they originate far up in the
earth's atmosphere and if this is the case
they may depend on magnetic forces, the dis-
turbance of which by sun spots is firmly
established. In a nutshell, sun spots may
cause great variations in the amount of rain-
fall, cloud and sunshine. Working on this
thesis many scientists have produced evidence
that the sun spot cycle coincides with the
rainfall cycle. They have shown over a
course of years, for instance, that the rise
and fall in the level of Lake Vittoria Nyanza
can be correlated with sun spot activity. The
variations of plant growth in many different
places have also been stated to coincide with
variations in sun spot activity.

Variations in rainfall, surface temperattire
(averaging about one degree less during
periods of sun spot activity) and cloudiness
can have far-reaching effects on all kinds of
activities and, therefore, sun spots may, in-
directly, affect human beings. For instance,
some years ago an expert in Ceylon said that
he had found a correlation between sun spot
cycles and epidemics of malaria. Sun spots
produce conditions favourable to the breeding
of the malarial mosquito. Malaria saps the
energy and health of hundreds of millions
in the East and, therefore, there may be a

Photograph of the great sun spot group taken by the Mount Wilson Observatory.
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cycle of activity and prosperity based on the
sun spot cycle.

Certainly these weather conditions affect
the breeding and migration of animals and
naturalists have traced all types of cycle in
this connection which might be attributed to
conditions resulting from sun spot activity.
They have measured the numbers of rabbits
in given areas, the number of fur -bearing
animals trapped, the catches of salmon and
many other tests of activity amongst animals
and have built up examples showing there are
cycles which, if they do not coincide exactly
with the sun spot cycle, are dependent upon it.

Ultra -violet Radiation
Others argue that sun spot activity means

very much more than mere difference in the
weather. Sun spots cause variations in the
amount of ultra -violet and other radiation
reaching the surface of the earth. These
variations have been examined spectroscopi-
cally, and may have a far greater effect than
is generally believed. We know the relation-
ship of sunshine with rickets, that fruit can
be ripened more quickly under ultra -violet
rays and that the quality of food, as distinct
from the quantity, is affected by sunshine.
Now it is argued that the effect of variations
in the amount of radiation must have far-
reaching effects on the quality of crops of
every kind even more important than on the
quantity. It is suggested that these varia-
tions cause changes in the moods and
temperaments of human beings, difficult to
trace in a single person, perhaps, but con-
firmed by past events.

187o (the Franco-Prussian War), 1892
(beginning of a world slump), 5903 (Russo-
Japanese War), and other dates allowing
maximum sun spot activity are quoted in
support of this 'theory. It is interesting to
note that a book, published in 1937, said,
almost unbelievingly, that if we considered
sun spots as a cause of wars, then we must
expect trouble in the latter half of 1939!

Others have gone further and have offered
detailed statistics to prove that sun spot
activity produces more trouble from the
incidence of appendicitis to. the number of
suicides. The basis is that meteorological
disturbances, in the widest sense, put an
increased strain on the human body, which
is reflected in an increase in the mortality
and disease rate. This, it is said, does not
mean that death and disease rates reach
a " peak " every I I+ years, but rather that
improvements are temporarily checked. And,
of course, the invention of a drug such as
pencillin might well produce good effects
far outweighing the harmful influence of
sun spot activity. It is the many factors
involved that make it difficult to produce
really acceptable scientific evidence. Mere
coincidence is not sufficient proof. We must
have evidence that the effect not only coin-
cides with the cause, but that it cannot be
attributed to any other cause.
Psychological Aspect

Some scientists have endeavoured to estab-
lish some relationship between business
cycles and sun spot activity. Their argu-
ment is that economics prosperity is ulti-
mately dependent upon crops of many differ-
ent kinds and might be therefore expected
to wax and wane in sympathy with sun
snots. There is also a psychological aspect
-sunshine makes men cheerful and optimis-
tic, dull days and a " heavy electrically "
charged atmosphere depresses them and
influences their business decisions.

Statistics have been produced to show the
world's major trade depressions in the past
coinciding with the sun spot cycle. Unfor-
tunately there are one or two awkward
" slumps " and " booms " that do not fit
neatly into the picture and most people will
accept the conclusions with great reserve.
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SMALL ELECTRIC FURNACES
By A. H. AVERY, A.M.I.E.E.

Every Fitting Bench Should Have a Small Furnace of its Own, Ready for Instant
Use, Similar to Those Described in the Article

THE employment of large electric fur-
naces in the iron and steel industry is
well known and plays an ever-increas-

ing part at the present time in our produc-
tion of munitions. As a supplement or even
a rival to the more or less familiar gas and
oil -fired furnaces used by tool-makers and
many other mechanical trades the small
electric furnace is now becoming much more
popular than formerly. Even in the smallest
establishments more and more uses for this
handy and reliable source of heat production
is beginning to find favour, as well as in the
amateur workshop. Its simplicity, flexibility
and freedom from fire risks makes a strong

Fig. 1.-An end elevation in part section of a
200-Wgtt electric furnace.

appeal, and although its first cost may be
slightly higher as compared with coal gas
and blowpipe methods, it has everything
else in its favour, particularly on the point
of certainty of results, since temperatures
can be controlled to a nicety and regulated
to any predetermined degree.

Hardening Tools
The application of the small electric

furnace to a variety of different industries is
almost unlimited, now that public electric
supply is available so universally, but the
one purpose for which it is pre-eminently
fitted, namely hardening, annealing, or
tempering small tools is alone sufficient to
commend it to the attention of all engineer-
ing and practical mechanics for the variety
of repair jobs which are sure to arise in their
daily work. Turners, fitters, and tool-
makers all know the need for the quick -
repair of " casualities " that occur, even in
the most careful hands, such as drills, taps,
lathe tools, screwdrivers, etc. An urgent
job often gets held up inconveniently await-
ing the issue of replacements from the stores,
many of which are a quite unnecessary
expense when the breakages could be
reconditioned so easily on the spot.

Materials
At a moderate cost it is within the ability

of any mechanic to build up a perfectly
serviceable electric furnace of sufficient size

to deal with the heat treatment of either
carbon or high-speed steels up to jin. dia-
meter rounds, or tin. squares. The necessary
material used in its construction is tabulated
in the following list:
2 pieces of Sindanyo " electric arc and

heat -resisting board, tin. thick for the
ends.

r piece sheet iron 22 S.W.G. for the body.
4 lengths of atin. diameter bright round mild

steel for bolting up studs.
8 hexagon nuts and washers for *in. studs.

fireclay former or muffle, as used in 500 -
watt electric bowl fires, with sin, central
hole 3in. long, grooved externally to
receive the resistor winding.

6oft. of No. 32 S.W.G. nickel -chrome 80/20
per cent, wire for the spiral heating
element or resistor.

I 3 -terminal china connector, 5 amp size.
4ft. of 3 -core 23/.0076 " Varnoflex " flexi-

ble for external connection to plug point.
21b. of " Newtempheit " fibre for heat insu-

lation or lagging.
ilb. " Tringle V " No. 29 Alumina cement

for covering the resistance spiral when
wound.

fib. " Pyruma " putty for sealing any aper-
tures not wanted.
The above materials are suitable for fur-

naces where the maximum temperature
required does not exceed 85o or 90o deg. C.
such as required for hardening carbon steels.
But if special high-speed steels are likely to
be dealth with, the heat treatment is on a
higher scale needing a more refractory
type of muffle and resistor winding. In
such cases the specification for the muffle is
" Sillimanite," a highly resist-
ant form of Alumina, while
the use of " Kanthal " wire is
necessary in place of 80/20
per cent. nickel -chrome. Tern -
per itures up to 1,200 deg. C.
can then be obtained with
safety.

Arrangement of Parts
A general idea of the con-

struction and arrangement of
parts is given in Figs.' t and
2, representing end and side
elevations of the furnace in
part section. The Sindanyo
asbestos cement compound
used for the ends will
no doubt be familiar to
many as a favourite material
for small switchboard panels,
in place of the enamelled slate
and marble formerly in vogue.
It is a material quite easy to
drill, can be cut to shape
with a hacksaw, filed and
turned, and is very resistant to
high temperatures. The sheet -
iron body has an overlapping
seam at the bottom, where it
is riveted or spot-welded according to facili-
ties at hand. The long bolts nutted and
washered at either end call for no comment,
the dimension being taken from the draw-
ing. The holes in the end frames drilled to
receive them are marked out in such position
as to locate the sheet -iron body against which
the end frames butt.

5/,,

So far the work is of a very simple
character. The part requiring considerable
care is the preparation of the wire spiral or
" resistor " which forms the heating element,
and lies embedded in the grooves on the
exterior of the muffle. The gauge and
length of wire used for this depends, of
course, upon the voltage of the circuit upon
which it will be used. In the majority of
cases this will lie somewhere within the
limits of zoo and 25o volts, and separate
specifications to cover this range are given
below. In practice it is found that with
heat insulation of the thickness and material
here adopted a final temperature of 85o to
90o deg. C. results with a loading of 180 to
zoo watts on the resistor coil. This is the
equivalent of a current consumption
between 0.78 and o.87 amperes on the
standard 230 volt service. The final tem-
perature of embedded conductors is a very
difficult matter, either to calculate or to
estimate, as in the furnace the radiation of
heat is determined by the immediate envir-
onment and the nature of the lagging
employed. The figures recommended above,
however, have been obtained from actual
extensive running tests, and can be relied
upon. The results, too, will be unaffected by
the nature of the current, the windings being
" universal " in the sense of being equally
suitable for either alternating or direct
current service, provided the voltage is
similar.

Heating Coil
The special alloy of nickel and chrome

used for the heating coil contains 80 per
cent. of nickel and 20 per cent. of chromium
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Fig. 2.-A side elevation in part section of a 200 -watt
furnace.

electric

which resists to a high degree oxidisation
and scaling at high temperatures. Like most
other resistance materials it possesses a
positive temperature co -efficient, the resis-
tance for a given length increasing as the
temperature rises, so that allowance for this
feature has to be made in the calculations of
length required to result in a definite loading
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in watts. Unfortunately, this rise in resis-
tance is not constant for equal increments of
heat, but follows a rather erratic course
which is indicated by the curve plotted out
in Fig. 3. Here the percentage increase in
resistance between temperatures of zo and
t,000 deg. C. is shown. To apply the curve
in practice the cold resistance is first
obtained from makers' tables for the wire
in use, and this figure added to by the
appropriate percentage -increase as set out in
the curve, for the final working temperature.
For example, to find the resistance of Soft.
of No. 19 S.W.G. 80/2o per cent. nickel -
chrome at a temperature of 900 deg. C. first
ascertain the resistance per ft. cold (i.e., at
20 deg. C.) from tables, and multiply by
the length in feet. Thus, No. 59 S.W.G. has
a cold resistance of 0.387 ohms per foot, so
that Soft. would have a resistance of 0.387
x 50=19.35 ohms at zo deg. C. Reference
to the chart in Fig. 3 now shows that there
is an increase in resistance of 4.15 per cent.
at 900 deg. C., thus the original value of
19.35 ohms when cold becomes 20.15 ohms
when heated to 900 deg. C. since:

59.35 x 4.15
59.35 4. - 20.15 ohms

too
Any other gauges or temperatures can be
dealt with, of course, in the same way making
the necessary correction with the aid of the
percentage increase in resistance shown by
the above curve.

Fireclay Muffle
The form of fireclay muffle employed in

this furnace has an external groove or
thread to receive the spiral heating coil.
This coil is close -wound on a mandrel con-
sisting of an i8in. length of No. 12 S.W.G.
silver steel wire, the overall length of the
spiral being determined by the voltage of
the circuit it is used upon. For circuits of
200 to 210 volts the overall length required
is 14ain.; for 220 to 230 volts I 6i11. long ;
and for 240 to z5o volts 17iin. long. In
each case the gauge of the resistance wire is
the same, namely, No. 32 S.W.G. nickel-
chrome-known in the trade as " Brightray."
When " Kanthal " wire is used for the higher
temperatures one gauge larger will be called
for, namely, No. 31 S.W.G. Winding this
spiral is not a difficult matter when due pre-
cautions are taken. The wire is extremely
hard and springy, so that it will need wind-
ing under considerable and constant tension,
and above all it must be free from any kinks
or other defects. If the tension is varied
during the winding the turns a the spiral
will not be all of the same diameter, so that
the safest plan is to make a spring tension -
head through which the wire passes on its
way to the mandrel. Usually the winding
is done in a lathe, and when the coil has
been completed the two ends on either side
of the cut portion must be held firmly, or a
tangle will result when the wire is divided.
Holding the coil on the mandrel at the free
end, allow it to revolve slowly until it has
relieved its own tendency to unwind, after
which it is slipped off the mandrel with
care, so that the turns are not distorted. It
is next pulled out by stretching the ends
apart until about 3ft. long, ready to wind
in the grooves on the muffle. The end -to -
end length of the groove is rather more than
3ft., so the coils will be still under, a slight
end tension when they are laid down, which
ensures their even and close contact with the
muffle.

Anchoring the Spiral
Provision has now to be made for anchor-

ing the ends of the spiral. Twist up a couple
of nickel -chrome wires of the same gauge
into two pigtails about a foot long, and
secure them with one turn round each end
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of the muffle to make the leads in and out.
Straighten out a foot or so of the heating
spiral at each end, and, giving one of these
a few turns round the twisted pigtail to
anchor it, lay the spiral heating element
carefully in the grooves with even tension,
so that individual turns all lie the same dis-
tance apart. The finishing end of the spiral
is then anchored to the other twisted lead
in the same manner as at the start. Each
double lead with the straightened end of the
spiral attached to it should then form a
3 -strand connection for attachment ulti-
mately to the china connector and flexible
lead-in wire. Be particularly careful to
keep the individual turns of wire in the
heating spiral as evenly spaced as possible,
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Fig. 3.-Curve relating temperature to per-.
centage increase of resistance for 80'20 per cent.

nickel -chrome alloy.

otherwise those closest together will get
hotter than the others.

Cement Coating
Two good coats of the Alumina cement

are then to be given to the whole of the
exterior, after previously closing any holes
in the fireclay former with Pyruma putty.
The cement coating is necessary to prevent
the lagging from coming into actual contact
with the hot resistance wire, which might
otherwise fuse it or set up chemical action.
Mix the dry cement powder into a thin paste
with clean cold water, and work it well in
between the spirals with a bruslf until the
whole is thoroughly covered. It should
stand in a warm place for a day or two and
can then be finally dried out by passing
current through the winding itself until a
red heat is reached. The 3 -strand leads
coming from each end of the winding are
further protected by stringing over them
" Fishspine " or " Ballsok " insulating beads
to the point where their ends are finally
twisted up with the copper flexible from the
outer circuit, the junctions being pinched
by the screws of the china connector. The
joint is made just inside the rear end cover
through which the outer connection passes
to the plug point. Varnoflex or asbestos -
covered heat -resisting flex is better to use for
this purpose than rubber insulated flex as it
will be subject to a certain amount of heat.
Either 2 -core or 3 -core flex can be used, the
latter being necessary if Home Office require-
ments are complied with ; in the latter case
the third strand is attached to the iron body
of the furnace by a small screw and nut.

For the lagging between muffle and outer
body there is choice of several materials, all
of which are serviceable to a certain point.
The risk of fusion at high temperatures must
be guarded against, however, and the electrical
insulating properties of some are not too
good. The material recommended here,
known as " Newtempheit " appears to be as
satisfactory as any and better than most.
No chemical corrosion has been noticeable
noon the, wire resistor windings, a point
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which needs carefully guarding against, hence
the cement covering to the spiral as an addi-
tional precaution. To apply the lagging
mount the front end frame flat on a bench,
having previously inserted the four long studs
and placed the metal body over them. The
open end of the muffle, with its resistor wind-
ing, is then socketed into its recess, the bead -
insulated leads being brought up along the
sides next to the metal body, as far away from
the muffle as possible. The lagging can then
be dropped into the casing a little at a time
and pressed firmly down without disturbing
the position of the muffle or the bolts. When
the casing is nearly full, cut the excess from
the leads and joint them to the outer flexible
by twisting tightly together. The pinch screws
in the china connector will then make a firm
joint. Finish packing with lagging until
level with the end of the metal body, thread
the rear end plate over the studs, and pull
the whole firmly together with the end nuts.
A standard 2 -pin or 3 -pin 5 -ampere plug
enables connection to be made between the
furnace and the service by an appropriate
wall socket. Even a lampholder adapter may
be used if preferred, as the current is so small,
amounting to little more than the require-
ments of three ordinary 6o -watt lamps.

In Use
For the first time or two when put into

use there may be a slight amount of moisture
ooze from the interior, as the lagging is
slightly hygroscopic. This, however, soon
dries out and gives no trouble in practice.
Remember when using the furnace, that
time must be allowed for it to acquire its full
heat, as the temperature rises gradually from
the moment when it is first switched in, until
a point is reached where loss of heat by
radiation balances gain of heat from the coil.
In a furnace of this size full heat is usually
reached in 20 to 25 minutes from first switch-
ing in, after which tools of diameter will
take only about three minutes to bring up to
hardening temperature, or five to six minutes
for tools fin. square.

In carrying out repairs to carbon -steel
tools, such as ordinary taps, drills, or other
sundries the steel must be first softened to a
degree enabling it to be easily shaped up.
It is placed, therefore, in the muffle when
fully hot and current switched off and left
until cold. The gradual cooling -down which
then takes place slowly and steadily, while
protected from draughts of cold air by the
closed end of the muffle, ensures the steel
being reduced to its softest possible condi-
tion. After the necessary work has been
carried out on it the furnace is again heated
up to a bright cherry red, the tool inserted
until the same colour is reached, removed
and immediately plunged vertically into
clean cold water. The condition of the steel
should then be glass hard, but too brittle
for use, and to give it the necessary strength
the temper must be drawn to a point suited
to the duty it is intended for. This temper,
that is ultimate hardness, will be indicated
by the colour of the oxide film formed on the
surface of a portion that has been prepared by
removing scale etc., until the bright metal is
exposed. Clean one side of the tool, therefore,
with perfectly dry emery paper, free from
any trace of oil, and do not even finger the
brightened portion dr the colour effects will
be obscured. After this brightening, the
tool is then inserted into the cold furnace, and
current switched on, watching closely for the
first appearance of any colour effects. In a
few minutes a pale yellow colour will appear,
followed progressively by dark straw, red,
dark blue, light blue, and finally white.
The colours will be an indication of the hard-
ness and, therefore, the suitability of the tool
for the work it is to perform, yellow being
the hardest, and blue the softest.
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You'll be glad you chose one of
the famous IBASSETT-LOINKE models

ra r 11-1113
.;\

'Stfe35113.40,?...X.fir..

The Prince Charles Sets are immensely popular amongst
Gauge 0 ' enthusiasts because of their accuracy and true-to-life
realism which adds interest to any Model Railway System. Sturdily
built they are the best value offered for money.
Clockwork Set.-Locomotive, tender and 2 Bogie coaches
in B.R. blue or green, with oval metal track, 48in. x 78in. Track
is made up of twelve z3lin. curved rails and six straight.

Price £9. 15.0
Electric Set.-Locomotive, tender and two coaches as clockwork
set with scale Permanent Way track 72in. x 126in. Track made up
of twelve i 8in. curved rails, five i 8in. straight and one 18in. terminal
rail. A set with all the advantages of positive speed and direction
control, operating from A.C. house mains. Price £22 . 12 . 6

THE 4.4.0 ENTERPRISE

The Enterprise is ideal for the model engineer with the skill,
means and the leisure to build a powerful live steam locomotive
from a set of parts. All components are supplied finished, ready
for assembly, with no aid more than common sense and simple
tools such as files, screwdriver and soldering iron.
The complete set of finished construction parts, including illustrated
booklet on how to build the model. Price £9 . 3 . 4
For those who prefer it, the Enterprise can be supplied already
assembled. Price £10. 10.3

WRITE

TO-DAV

Here's the most comprehensive and
fully Illustrated Gauge ' 0' Cata-
logue yet published.

Make sure of your copy, write now,
quoting ref.: CO:12. Still only 1/-.

for those more mechanically minded write for
the Model Shipping and Engineering Catalogue.
This is indeed a manual of model engineering
that every amateur engineer will want to possess.
Write quoting ref.: MS;12. Price 2/-.

BASSETT- LOWKE LTD
Head Office and Works N O R T H A M PTO N

London : 112, High Holborn, W.C.I. Manchester : 28, Corporation St.

THE PRINCE CHARLES TRAIN SET

B.R. (L.M.R.) 4. 4 . 0 COMPOUND.-This smart
B.R. locomotive, that will run speedily and does
not require large curves. The compounds
work on all parts of the B.R. system, and this
handsome little model has reproduced to the
full the shapely and characteristic outlines.
Full details in our Gauge ' 0 ' Catalogue.

Price-Clockwork a . 6 . 8. Electric a . 8 . 0

STANDARD 6 COUPLED TANK LOCO.-You
should have at least one of the railways,
" Maid of all work " on your layout. This
handsome 0.6.0 model is now supplied in
the Standard B.R. Livery. It is a powerful model
fitted with first class mechanism, either clock-
work or electric, and the provision of outside
cylinders enhances its external appearance
considerably.

Clockwork-Price E8 . I . 4

Electric Spur Drive, 12 volt-Price C9. 3 .7

NEW GOODS BRAKE VAN.-We have now Intro-
duced an up-to-date long wheel base Goods
Brake Van in the new livery grey. It is fitted with
correct type axle boxes, anti -friction metal
wheels and standard couplings. Price 13/9.

Cast iron wheels can be fitted at an additional
cost of Is. 10d.
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Tools and Machines
for the Handyman

Fretsaws for
wood, metal,

plastic, etc.

Fretwood,
Stripwood,

Beading, Turned
Legs, etc.

TOOLS SETS FROM 11/6
(The outfit illustrated is the National, price 27/6)

'411111017'

Designs and Kits for
Models, Toys, etc.

READ
"HOBBIESWEEKLY"

FOR
PLEASURE
AND PROFIT
(4d. every Wed.)

Fret Machines Ask for details of
from 99/6 (as illustrated) the new Mark II

wood turning
bench lathe at

only L10-10-0.

MOTOR MACHINES
Ll2-2-6 as illustrated

(90/- less motor)

Ask for Hobbies at any Ironmongers, Stores,
etc., or Hobbies own Branches in London,
Glasgow, Manchester, Birmingham, Shef-
field, Leeds, Hull, Southampton and Bristol.
Or carriage paid from Hobbies, Ltd., Dept. 7,
Dereham, Norfolk. Illustrated two-colour

booklet FREE on request.

otslotaloaPW11040f4"1044121sPkWils04101st

VIEIVALASTER TELEVISION for the Coronation ; the Wiewmaster envelope 
contains seven full-size working plans for easy screw -together television. Guide
book gives complete price and shopping lists for the various stages, absolutely
point-to-point wiring details. and trouble spotting guide. All parts always in stock; .

sent cap. or cash with order. State your transmitter area when ordering. The .
VIEWMASTER envelope. 7s. 6d. NO RADIO KNOWLEDGE NECESSARY.

MODEL BOATS, CARS and AEROPLANES. Send Ss. for full working plans
of transmitters and receivers for controlling your models at a distance ; no radio
knowledge necessary. Range. 1 -mile for boats and cars, over 1 mile for aeroplanes.
All parts in stock for immediate delivery. Send 21d. for list.

MAKE YOUR OWN RECORDS on plastic tape, using your gramophone for drive ;
records will playback thousands of times without loss of quality, or they can be
erased and the tape used over and over again ; tape will last for years. All parts
In stock for immediate delivery, list 21d., data 1.s.

ELECTRIC BLANKETS for the winter months can be made in two hours. using
our warming units, price 35s. 21d. stamp will bring you the details.

DECCA GRAMOPHONE MOTORS with turntable, but less pick-up. 78 and 331
r.p.m.. 230 v. A.C.. 2317/6. plus 2s. postage and packing. Suitable pick-ups from
36a. led. Many other gram. units in stock, including autochangers, send 21d. for
list. Regret no H.P.

AQUARIUM AERATORS, quietest on the market, 2:30 v. A.C., 29s. 6d. thermo-
stats, 10s. 6d., 13s. 6d. and 18s. 64.. according to size of tank ; heaters 10s. 6d.
All 233 v. A.C.1D.C., all plus ls. postage and packing.

IVALEK CRYSTAL SETS, de -luxe type in white bakelite case, 21s. ; need head-
phones at 8s. 9d. and good aerial and earth. 5s. Postage on set, Is.

ELECTRIC MOTORS WITII GEARBOX attached, can be driven off 230 v.
A.C./D.C. or 24 v. D.C., or if driven by power (wind or water) will generate above
voltages. Motor can be adapted for many uses. Price with comprehensive
instruction sheet, 24s. Sheet separately. 21d.

MINIATURE HEADPHONES, super lightweight ; complete with length of flex
to plug into radio's extension speaker sockets, good for grandma to listen in. Quite
safe, no risk, 17s. 6d. per pair.

VIBRATORY POWER PACKS, 6 v. D.C. input, 230 v. output. These power packs
will work a midget radio set provided It has .15 amp. filament valves and enables
domestic radio to serve as a car radio. Price 57s. Bd., plus 2s. 6d. postage.

PHOTO ELECTRONIC FLASH GUN ; all parts supplied to enable you to build
your own at greatly reduced price. Data and price list, 9d.

VALVE AND COMPONENTS of all types in stock and quoted for by return. Please
let us have all details as shown on the old part. No lists, as stock is too vast to
catalogue, but all modern valves and components and many obsolete ones in stock,
including parts for television. Send 21d. stamp for reply.

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS for working model trains from D.C. mains. Output
12 v. at 2 amps. with 5 v. for track lights or signals, 230 v. D.C., 37s. 6d., 230 v. AR.,
47s. Ed. Postage and packing 2s. 6d. extra.

PARK RADIO. OF MANOR PARK
676/8 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.I2

'Phone ILF 2066.

oo rr
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BENNETT COLLEGE can help you to
success through personal postal tuition

THOUSANDS OF MEN in important
positions were once students of The

Bennett College. They owe their success to
Personal Postal Tuition -The Bennett College
way. You have the same chance to qualify for a
fine career, higher pay and social standing.

SEND TODAY for a free prospectus on
your subject. .lust choose your course, fill in
the coupon and post it

To THE BENNETT COLLEGE, Dept. L. 76, SHEFFIELD

Please send me free your prospectus on :

SUBJECT

NAME

ADDRESS

AGE (if under 21)
PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS

One of these courses will lead to your advancement
Accountancy
Auditing
Book-keeping
Commerical Arithmetic
Costing
Modern Business Methods

Agriculture
Architecture
Aircraft Maintenance
Building
Carpentry
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Electrical Engineering
Electric Wiring

Shorthand
English
General Education
Geography
Journalism
Languages

Engineering Drawings
I.C. Engines
Machine Design
Mechanical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Plumbing
Power Station Engineering
Press Tool Work
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Road Making

Mathematics
Public Speaking
Police Subjects
Secretarial Exams
Short Story Writing

Sanitation
Sheet Metal Work
Steam Engineering
Surveying

Telecommunications
Textiles
Wireless Telegraphy
Works Management
Workshop Practica
and many others

GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION : R.S.A. EXAMS.
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Einstein's Theory : Michelson-Morley
Experiment
SIR,-As a layman I have endeavoured, by

reading various books on the subject,
to obtain a mental picture of Einstein's
Theory of Relativity, but without success.
My experience is that, where a theory is
difficult or impossible to be imparted to a
reasonably intelligent mind, there is likely
to be a flaw or fallacy in it. Most books on
the subject set out with an account of the
Michelson - Morley experiment which
endeavoured - by despatching from a
common point two rays of light over equal
distances; one in the direction of the earth's
orbit round the sun and the other at right
angles thereto, both rays being reflected back
by mirrors to meet at their point of origin
-to ascertain, by interference between the
light waves of the two rays at the receiving
end, whether the earth is flowing through
space which possesses wave -transmission
qualities. As all students of the subject
know the result of the experiment was nega-
tive. A tangible analogy within the com-
prehension of the ordinary intellect can be
used to illustrate the principles involved in
the Michelson-Morley experiment, viz., by
assuming two objects moving, as in the
experiment, one in the direction of an air
wind or flowing river and the other at right
angles thereto. One book I have read quotes
the example of two aeroplanes each capable
of a speed of 200 yards a second operating
in a wind of the same speed. In order to
show that the 'plane setting out directly
against the wind will take longer for the out
and back journey, the author points out,
quite understandably, that it will never get
away from the starting post, i.e., eternity
will not be long enough to accomplish the
out and back journey. Thus the inference
is that the 'plane taking the cross -wind
journey has " all the time in the world " to
complete its task and must therefore com-
plete the journey in less time. The cross-
wind 'plane will be carried 200 yards down
wind for every zoo yards flight at right
angles to the wind and will continue in this
manner all the way out and back. The
author puts the case of this 'plane .as reach-
ing a point at the end of its outward journey
as far down wind as it has travelled at right
angles to the wind, and that thus the real
distance travelled is equal to the diagonal of
the square thus formed.

LETTERS
TO THE

EDITOR
The Editor does not necessarily agree, with correspondents' views

This may be true as to
distance travelled, but
where will the 'plane
finish at the end of its
return journey? It will be
as far down wind from its
point of departure as it has
travelled out and back at
right angles to the wind.

I suggest that the
example of a 'plane
travelling in a wind
blowing at a speed equal
to that of the 'plane is an
impossible one as an
analogy of the Michelson-
Morley experiment, but

as soon as one assumes speeds which permit
some headway to be made directly against
the wind " one quickly sees that in
the cross -wind flight the 'plane has to cope
with a lesser head resistance of the wind
than if it were flying directly into the wind,
but pays the price of having to face the
lesser resistance for a longer time (as this
resistance endures on both the outward
and the return journey) to get back to the
starting point. The result is, I suggest, that
the wind the same total net effect in
both cases.

I am not a mathematician but, with some
non-professional knowledge of mechanics, I
suggest that assuming a given speed of
travel and a steady wind blowing in a given
direction it would take a 'plane exactly the
same time to fly from the centre of a circle
to and back from any point on its periphery
no matter whether it flew on the line of the
wind, at right angles to it or at any other
angle. I suggest that such a result con-
forms with what I believe is a natural law,
viz., that the total resultant forces acting on
the 'plane in going out and returning to the
same starting point (which process is what
the Michelson-Morley experiment was
designed to represent) are exactly the same
whatever the orientation of the journey, and
thus the time occupied in the double
journey would be exactly the same in every
direction. If this is true it provides a good
reason why the Michelson-Morley experi-
ment proved " negative " and thus there
would be no need to invoke the Fitzgerald -
Lorentz contraction theory to account for the
result.

In the above remarks it has of course been
assumed that the speeds of the 'planes and
wind are mathematically exact and that the
'planes reverse instantaneously at their turn-
ing points.

I put forward the above suggestions with
temerity as it is difficult to believe that the
able scientists. who conducted the mentioned
experiment were not completely satisfied
that the principles involved would result
in different times for the two journeys. The
views of any of your readers who have given
thought to the problem would be interesting:
-C. W. CARR (Eastbourne).

Frosting. Electric -light Bulbs
QIR,-With reference to the query of Mr.S

G. W. Eyre, of Cleethorpes, regarding

the frosting of electric lamps. As hydro-
fluoric acid could be dangerous in the hands
of an inexperienced person, and as the glass
of an electric lamp is extremely thin, I would
hesitate to recommend, or even use, acid.

A safer way to frost a small number of
lamps would be with a mixture of water
and carborundum powder " F " grade. A
little of the mixture should be applied to the
lamp, and gently rubbed with a small piece
of brass, or any reasonably light and smooth
metal, using a circular motion. Rinse off
and dry to judge progress.

Sandblasting is a quicker method, but more
costly, with again, the risk of breaking the
thin glass.-J. W. DAWES (Ealing, W.5).

Drilling Ports in Oscillating Cylinders
SIR,-In connection with the articles by

J.E.J." on a Model Steam Launch
in the August and September issues, con-
structors may be interested in a method I
have used on many occasions for drilling the
steam ports of oscillating single- and double-
acting engines which is quick and certain.

Briefly, the procedure is as follows : Mark
off the cylinder block for pivot and single
steam port and drill right through to required
size ; tap for pivot and sweat block to
cylinder. Sweat cylinder head cover in posi-
tion and fit pivot. Build up the engine but
do not drill the mounting block for the
steam passages. Now take the cylinder, set
it up in a " V " block and drill through the
steam port into cylinder right through both
sides. Lightly countersink the hole where
the drill came through the outside of the
cylinder.

Assemble the engine, using a distance tube
in place of the spring, set the crank as
explained, and nut -up the cylinder fairly
tightly. Now using the same drill as used for
the steam passage, drill through the cylinder
and cylinder block into the mounting block
for about 1/32in. Turn the crank 18o

Pair of oscillating cylinders referred to by
Mr. Court.
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degrees and repeat for the other port. Finish
the ports in the mounting block as explained.
Lightly solder the countersunk hole in the
cylinder and clean up.

I find that 3/64in. is a good size for inlet
and 1/16in. for exhaust for a tin. bore
engine.

In the accompanying photograph the
soldered holes are just visible.-C. L.
COURT (Walsall).

Largest Aeroplane Hangar Doors
SIR,- We notice in your issue of September

among the " Items of Interest," a report
of doors for London Airport. We note that
Messrs. Head, Wrightson Aluminium, Ltd.,
are the manufacturers of what are claimed to
be " the largest aeroplane hangar doors ever
made."

The memory of the public must indeed be
short and that of reporters of such events
even shorter. In 1947 the doors for the
Bristol Brabazon Assembly Hall at Filton
were completed by our company, and we were
justly proud of the fact that we had then
constructed what we claimed to be, and still
claim to be, the largest hangar doors ever
constructed in this country or elsewhere.

Basing it on overall sizes the doors for
the Brabazon were, 345ft. over each bay
wide by 65ft. gin. high, and the total overall
size of opening was 1,o45ft. by 65ft. 9in.
high.

As pioneers in the use of aluminium for
hangar door construction, and with our
friends, Messrs. Northern Aluminium, the
originators of the idea for its use in such
a way, we trust you will bring this matter
to your readers' attention.

Incidentally, we are at the moment con-
structing a further two sets of larger doors
than those mentioned in your paper for the
Air Ministry, so that we feel our claim is
doubly justified. - ESAVIAN LIMITED
(Stevenage, Herts.).

Westminster Door Chimes
SIR, The continued interest in my

article on Westminster door chimes, as
shown by the letters from readers in your
recent issues, is gratifying. I wonder
whether it would be possible to find out
how many readers have made them ?

With regard to the letter on page 429,
September, I think it would be well to
publish a warning that if the weights are
increased, as required by suggestion No. 3,
it will be advisable to stiffen the supporting
frame by suitably arranged brackets.

Incidentally, I have already incorporated
all these suggestions in a new model which
I completed a few months ago, and which
rings two alternate tunes: " Westminster
Chimes " and " Oranges and Lemons."-
G. MURRAY (West Wickham).

[Readers who have constructed these
chimes are invited to notify us.-ED.

Treatment of Damp Walls
SIR,-Regarding the query of Mr. K. L.

Peers, in PRACTICAL MECHANICS, re the
trouble of condensation on smoothly
trowelled plaster walls, this appears to be
the fault in the trowelling of the plaster, and
to save the labour and expense of chipping
out this plaster and renewing, as suggested,
I would offer the following advice which
has proved very satisfatory on many occa-
sions.

First of all, ensure the plaster is perfectly
clean, and then mix one gallon of medium
strength concentrated size, and add two to
three pounds of Granotex and thoroughly
mix. Apply evenly to the plaster walls and
allow to dry and set really hard for at least
48 hours. Proceed by cross lining with a

very absorbent lining paper, using either
paperhangers' ready mixed paste or one of
the other varieties, mixed very round or
stout, the coarser and more absorbent the
lining paper is the better will be the job.
After lining, proceed in the normal manner
with necessary wallpaper as desired.

-E. A. GREGORY (Charlton).

Deep Well Pump

SIR,-I think a more suitable solution to
M. Senior's, Sheffield, deep well pump

problem, in PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Septem-
ber issue, would be a lift and force pump of
the Godwin type. In this type of pump the
cylinder and piston which does the water rais-
ing is down a considerable distance in the
well shaft, a rod reaches down to the piston
through the pump body and through piping

Outle

Well
shaft

Water
/eve/

Light conduit
steel or pitch
pine rod

Ground level
top of well shalt

Piping of
about 6"dia

Brass cylinder

Piston and valve

Head valve

Narrow gauge piping
--- from brass cylinder

to water.

Strainer and
foot valve

A lift and force pump of the Godwin type.

of about 6in. dia. The length required of
this wide bore piping will depend on whether
the water level keeps about the same or
varies in dry spells. A considerable safety
margin must be allowed for, so that the end
of the harrow bore piping is always well
covered with water. The rod reaching to
the piston may be solid steel, light conduit
in screwed sections, or rods of pitch pine
connected by fishplates. The wooden rods
are supposed to be the best for easy pump-
ing on account of the buoyancy floating in
the water gives them, with metal rods a
counterweight has to be used on the end of
the handle to give balance. It must be under-
stood that all deep well pumps, especially
of the lift and force type, are considerably
harder to pump than those for shallow wells.
This type of pump does away with the neces-

sity of having a second pump to help out,
and gets over the problem of a pump not
being efficient to lift water higher than from
25 to 28ft..-J. Gifisox (Ballynahinch, Co.
Down).

Re-covering Top of Car
SIR,-May I take this opportunity of

criticising your query reply on page
434, September issue, on re -roofing a car.
I venture to suggest that the writer has never
done the job-I have. A " leather " top
saloon is now either a rarity or non-existent.
The material used is a synthetic. " Bostic
321 " is specially prepared for this job.-
G. E. CRAW SHAW (Market Harborough.)

Interplanetary Space Travel
SIR,-I have read Mr. A. J. Bull's letter in

your October issue concerning the Theory
of Relativity and space -flight at speeds
approaching that of light. Mr. Bull's con-
clusion that such speeds would not shorten
the time of travel is incorrect, and his con-
clusion fallacious as he has overlooked a
fundamental point in the example he gives.
The moving rocket and the equally moving
Earth are not equivalent, as the rocket has
to undergo four periods of acceleration on its
journey out to the stars and back (i.e. speed-
ing up and slowing down on the outward
journey, and the same on the return).

As a result of this it has been shown by
McCrea (Nature, 167, 6'8o, April 28th, 1951)
and Tolman (Relativity, Thermodynamics and
Cosmology, 194) that time would appear to
travel more slowly to the passengers in a
spaceship moving near the speed of light. A
fuller resolution of this so-called " clock para-
dox " will be found in the November issue
of the journal of the British Interplanetary
Society. It follows, therefore, that it would,
in theory at least, be possible to travel many
hundreds of light-years and return to Earth
after a lapse of only a few years.-ARTHUR C.
CLARKE, B.Sc., F.R.A.S. (Bounds Green).

Nickel -ferrous Batteries
SIR,-In the article in the October issue of

PRACTICAL MECHANICS on " Improved
Cycle Lighting," by P. J. Pullar-Strecker,
there appears to be a slight error.

In the paragraph, " The Accumulator,"
Mr. Pullar-Strecker states that nickel -ferrous
batteries are fitted with an electrolyte con-
sisting of KOH (caustic potash) and dis-
tilled water. So it is, plus lithium hydrate.
The addition of this greatly increases the
capacity of the cell, surely a vital point to
a cyclist carrying such a battery. The elec-
trolyte is a 21 per cent. solution of KOH
plus lithium hydrate, having.a specific gravity
of 1.22, falling to about 1.16 after one year's
use, after which it is replaced by fresh elec-
trolyte having a density of 1.25.

The E.M.F. is 1.4 volts when fully charged,
falling to 1.1 before recharging. The cells
are 6o per cent. efficient in respect of energy,
and about 8o per cent. for quantity efficiency.
I am told that for every 'lb, of the cell,
to ampere hours can be expected. If two
cells, or units, are used, giving " 3o amp.
hours," the weight should be somewhere
in the region of 31b. for batteries alone.

The plates consist of nickel oxide positive,
and iron oxide negative. The formula of
the nickel oxide is unknown to me, but it
can be followed by assuming the Ni, 02, or
its hydrated form Ni (OH)4, the action is
then as follows:
Ni (OH), KOH + FE Ni (OH),

KOH 1- FE (OH),
-D.OzENBROOK (Nottingham).

(Continued on page 526)
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A PELMAN
TRAINED MIND

14ANf W H Y ,

el amongst
the brainiestC. 444 and most
successfula" iiinq vi men and

wee vo women in
England+VOIT

14IND to -day, are
there so

many Pelmanists ?
Why does being a Pelmanist

lift you right out of the rut ?
The answer to these and to many

other questions relative to Your
Success and its assurance through
Pelmanism will be found in
" The Science of Success." In
this book you will read accounts
by Pelmanists themselves of how
whole lives have been changed for
the better by Pelmanism.
What Pelmanism Does

Pelmanism brings out the mind's
latent powers and develops them to
the highest point of efficiency.

It eliminates such defects as
Shyness Timidity
Depression Indecision
Forgetfulness Pessimism
Indefiniteness Procrastination
Morbid Unnecessary

Thoughts Fears
which interfere with the effective
working power of the mind, and it
develops such valuable qualities as :-
-Courage -Initiative
-Judgment -Ambition
-Optimism -Reliability
-Perception -Confidence
-Will-Power -Self-Control
Your Unsuspected Self

Pelmanism teaches you to rely on
yourself. Every man and every
woman has within himself and
herself a mine of abilities that lie
dormant, ready to be brought into
service through the proper training
of the mind. This is the time to
bring them forth and to use them
for the benefit of yourself, your
dependants and your associates.

Reduced fees for serving and ex -Service
members of Her Majesty's Forces

(Ape)/ for Services Enrolment Form)

Thu Pelman Course is taught by
correspondence only. There are
no classes to attend. The problems
of each Pelmanist are considered
separately by highly trained,
sympathetic instructors. Under
this understanding system, even
the most timid gains self-con-
fidence immediately.

Remember -Everything you do is
preceded by your attitude of mind.
The Pelman Course is simple

and interesting and takes up very
little time ; you can enrol on the
most convenient terms. The
Course is fully described in
" The Science of Success " which
will be sent to you, gratis and
post free, on application to :-

PELMAN INSTITUTE
130, Norfolk Mansions,

Wigmore Street, London, W.I.
Callers welcomed.

Established over 50 years
PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES.'
DELHI, 10, Alipore Road. MELBOURNE,
396 Flinders Lane. DURB.4N, Natal Bank
Chambers (P.O. Rex 1489). PARIS. 176 Boule-
vard Hausmann. AMSTERDAM, Prinsen-
aracht 1021.

THE ARGUS
TELEVISION RECEIVER
A 21 -Valve Televisor for

the Amateur. All components
valves and Cathode Ray Tube
cost only £20105. Constructor's
envelope giving full details and
blueprints 51-, returnable if YOU
think you can't make the set.

ELECTRIC
CLOTHES

HORSE
Warms room as

it dries clothes -
chrome plated
rails- A.C. or
D.C.-650 watts.
Size 3ft. x 3ft. x
51n. Normally

12 gns.. our price only £4 19s. 64., carriage 7/6.

29 GNS. - AUTO RADIOGRAM - 29 GNS.
Full size walnut console cabinet. £11 10s. Od..

Plus 15/. carriage.
Five valve all

mains superhet
radio. 3 waveband
coloured illumin-
ated scale, fullyguaranteed.
£8 195. 6d., plus
7/6 carriage and
insurance.Autochange
Unit by Collard
or Decca with pick-
up for long Playing
and standard
records. £11 10s.,
Plus 7/6 carriage
and insurance.

Special Offer.
Three units for
29 gns., plus £1
carriage and ins.
Booklet of photos.
circuit diagram,
etc. 2/6 (return-
able).

3 -SPEED GRAM TUNI nduction
motor, instantly
changeable. 33-
45 - 78 revs..
£410s.. post and
insurance 3/6.
Precision b a 1 -
anced pick - upwith plug-in
heads for long

playing and standard records 54/.. plus 2/6 Post.
Both items, £7.

FREE
Constructional data
showing how to make
our " Handy Battery
Three ". (Total cost
70/-. including
cabinet.) Send stamp
to -day.

GIVE A RADIO THIS CHRISTMAS

You will be giving a £12 present
which coats you approx. £8. All mains.
4 -valve, Bakelite case. Send 1/8for returnable constructional data
and photo.

CRYSTAL SET
Two wave, uses latest

crystal valve -good re-
sults without batteries
or mains 18/-, or send
only 4/8 for crystal
valve, you can make
the rest, blueprint free.

DON'T FUMBLE IN DARK
Install two-way switching. 2 Hi -craft

two-way switches, two blocks, 24ft.
T.R.S. 3 -core cable, clips and illus-
trated instructions, 20,-, complete.

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES
5 amp surface switches one way 1/3.

two way 1/8. brown or white. Ceiling
pull type with cord, switchy, 9 9.o
way 4/3. Shuttered plug, 5 amp
3 -pin 2/3 less switch V, 15 amp switch
plug 816. Fluorescent control unit 40
watts 19/6. T.R.S. Cable, twin 1/- yd..
triple 1/6 Yd. Send for electrical list.

BE PREPARED

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT "rt
, 42-46 WINDMILL HILL.  IS2-3 FLEET ST. ---

RUISLIP. MIDDLESEX. LONDON E C4 print. 201-.

for a coldwinter by
making our
low cost Elec-
tric Blanket.
27 yards of

- special heater
wire and blue -

Blueprint only 1/6.

The Schoolboys' Exhibition
is coming again in January

If you have
a camera and
live anywhere
near London
during the
holidays come and learn how you can
and make your own prints.

PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATIONS
-AT WHICH YOU CAN HELP -
WILL BE GIVEN ALL DAY LONG

develop your films in daylight

Everything connected with print -making clearly shown and
explained. You will be allowed to do some of the work yourself
under the guidance of photographic experts. Don't miss this
opportunity. It's going to help you quite a lot.

Horticultural Hall,
Westminster, S.W

OPENS DEC. 31
CLOSES JAN. 10

Photography explained and made simple by-

JOHNSONS OF HENDON LTD.

WILCO ELECTRONICS
PRESSURE UNIT 3IK.23/AP.-61n. x
41n. x Bin., contains a- small compressor
operated by a 27 volt D.C. motor with
switches, fuse, Indicator lamp, 10ft. of air
line and 21ft. of twin flex in a flexible tubing.
etc. American made. Brand new. Only
451-, post 2;6.
" INEXPENSIVE TELEVISION." Re-
vised and enlarged edition giving circuit of
R1355, etc., also 45 Me/s Pye Strip. 2/6.
port 3d.
RECEIVER 8.1355 assPecilled for " In-
expensive Television." Complete with 10
valves. 38/8. Cge. 7/6.
POWER MICROPHONE INSERTS.-
Truvoir. Diam. 2lin. x lln. 5,-, post 6d.

MICROPHONES. -American
twin -button type with strap lead and plug.

HEAD SET ADAPTOR. -High to low
impedance, 2/6. post 6d.
MOVING COIL METER with 1 M/A
movement, 211n. flush, rectifier type, scaled
0/100 volts A.C. Resistance 100 k. ohms.
A very useful basic meter. 30/- post free.
PORTABLE TEST METER. Just, the

home constructor, in neat -case.
61n. x 5in. x 410.. -reading 1.5,,3, 150 volts, 6
and 60 mia. D.C., 5 k. and 25 k. ohms. 37/6.

CLOCK WORK MECHANISM. -Precision
made movement with contacts making and
breaking twice per second. can be used for
switching on and off lamps, etc. Brand
new in sound -proof cabinet with thermostat
temperature control. Ideal for flashing
signs. 17/6, post pg.
HEADLAMP complete with Battery
Case. Fits on forehead. Leaves both hands
free, 101-, post 1/-.
VEEDER COUNTER 0-9999, lin. x lin. x
lin. Very useful, 10/ -,post 64. ,

BROMIDE PAPER. --Glossy grade, soft,
511n. x 511n., 716 per gross, post 64,
PHOTO FLOOD. LAMPS. -1,000 watt.
230 volt. 10/-, post 1/-.
RESISTANCE MATS. -Make ideal heating
mats for Aquariums, Photographic solu-
tions. Print dryers. etc. Mains voltage.
.150 or 620 watts. Black heat, size Min. x Bin.

postMETAL free.218M

ET' RECTIFIERS. Bridge Types.
6 v:1 a.. 19/8 : 12 v. 1 a., 12/6: 29 v. 75 mA..
5/- ; 36 v. 2.3 a.. 30/-

.
48 v. 75 ma.. 7/8 :48 v. 150 mA., 10/- ; 96 v. 2.5 a., 75/, Post

AERIAL RODS.- 121n. long, lin. diameter.
Any number of sections can be fitted to-
gether. 2t6 dozen, 6/- for 3 dozen, 11/- half
gross. 20/- gross. £8 per 1.000.
SLOW MOTION DIALS. --sin. Scaled
0-100, reduction 200 to 1 or direct, Ideal for
wavemeters, signal generators, etc. Our
price, while they last, 5/8, Post 1/-.
THERMOSTAT SWITCH. typein sealed glass tube, 211n. x lin. 30 deg.
Cent. Ideal for Aquariums, Wax and 011
Baths, Gluepots. etc. Will control 1 amp.
at 240 v., 5/-, post ed.
THERMOSTAT.-Satehwell 121n. stem.
0/250 v. A.C./D.C.. 15 amps. A.C., .1 amp. D.C.,
10 to 90 deg. Cent, 35/, post 1i6.
FLASHING SIV ITCH UNIT with
contacts. Full rotation 60 seconds, operated
by a Sangamo Synchronous Motor. 230
volts A.C. 2 watts. In metal case, 3M. x
221n. x 2fin. 151-, port 1/-.
ACFIL PUMPS. -These pumps enable
You to fill all accumulators on the bench
with the carboy at floor level. Brand new.
only 30/-, post 2/-.
INTERESTED IN FISIIING?-Then send
for one of our tapered whip aerials and
make yourself a fine rod .worth pounds.
Consists of three tubular steel, seamless
copper plated sections 4ft. long, which screw
into each other and aro well finished, 7/6.
carriage 2/-. (Eire, 8/6.)
CUTTER HEADS.-" Recording " high
impedance. A bargain at 55/-, post 1/-.
CUTTER STY1,11, 8/- per doz., largequantity available at special rater.
PORTABLE ELECTRIC BLOWERS. -
=/230 volts 220 watts. Completely en-
closed. 8ft. flexible hose and nozzle, 7 yds.
C.T.S. Flex. Many uses where clean, dry
air is required. 27/10/-.
ACCUMULATOR CHARGERS in black
crackle case with fuses and meter, 6 and
12 volts at 4 amps. Bargain Price, £41916.
Pkg. and carr., 5/-.
" ELF " CIRCUIT BREAKER, 220 volts
2 amps., size 31n. round, 10/8. post V-.
KLAXON GEARED MOTORS No.
11(5SB3-W7. Torque 15 lbs. ins. 175 r.p.m.,
220/240 v. A.C. Induction type £10 each.
24 -VOLT D.C. MOTORS with double ended
shaft 210. x 31n., Ste, Post 1/-.
TWIN FLEX, In black braided covering.
approx. 25 -yd. coils 7,8, Post 1/-.
INTERCOM. CABINETS. -Solid back,polished all round, 1511n. x 91. x ak
with two 4in. circular frets forn speakers
and cut-out for control panel.' 25/-, post 3/6.
HAND TELEPHONE. Brand new with
cord. 15/- each, post
INERT CELLS, 11 volts, size 21n. x 21n. x
5in. Just add water, last for years. ideal
for Electric Bells, Telephones, Models. etc.
Only IV- each, post and pkg. 1/-, or 4 for
10/-, post free.
MASTS, TELESCOPIC. Extending to
12ft. In 7 sections. 15/6. Post 1/6.

These are lust a few of the items In our
stocks. Send 84. in stamps for compre-
hensive list giving full details of Poten-
tiometers, Condensers, Resistors, Tele-
phone Key Switches, etc.

204 LOWER ADDISCOMBE RD.,
CROYDON
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GALPIN'S
ELECTRICAL STORES

408, HIGH ST., LEWISHAM,
LONDON, S.E.13

Tel : Lee Green 0309. Near Lewisham Hospito/

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D.

All goods sent on 7 days' approval against
cash.

EARLY CLOSING DAY THURSDAY

MAINS TRANSFORMERS (New), in-
put 200/250 volts in steps of 10 volts, out-
put 350/0/350 volts 300 m/amps, 6.3 volts
8 amps, twice, 4 volts 4 amps, 5 volt. 4
amps, 70/- each, carriage 3/6; ditto, 450/0/450
volts, 250 m/amps, 6.3 volts, 8 amps, twice,
4 volts 4 amps, 5 volts 4 amps, 70/- each,
carriage 3/6; another, input as above, out-
put 500/0/500 volts 250 miamps, 6.3 volts
8 amps, twice, 6.3 volts 4 amps. 4 volts 4
amps, 5 volts, 4 amps, 751, carriage 3/6 ;
another, wound to (electronic) specifica-
tions. 350/0/350 volts 250 m/amps, 4 volts
8 amps, 4 volts 4 amps, 6.3 volts 8 amps,
01216.3 volts 2 amps, 70/. each, carriage paid;
another, input as above, output 500/350/01
350/500 volts 250 m/amps. 6.3 volts 6 amps,
0/216.3 volts 2 amps, 0/4/5 volts 4 amps,

- twice, 75/- each, carriage 3)6.

ELECTRIC LIGHT QUARTERLY
TYPE CHECK METERS, all for 200/250
volts A.G. 50 cycles I phase, 5 amp. load,
17/6 each, post 1/6; 10 amp, 21,1- each, post
1/6; 20 amp. load, 25/- each, post 1/6.
SWITCHBOARD METERS, 4in. scale
moving coil (D.C.) only 0 to 14 amps, 17/6
each, post 1/6.
RECTIFIERS, input 75 volts, output 50
volts I amp, 10,1 -each, post 2/-. Condensers
10 M.F.D. 250 volt wkg., 3/6 each: 8 M.F.D.
at 1,000 v/wkg., 7/6 each; 8 M.F.D. 2,500 v/
test, 10/. each.
EX-U.S.A. W D. ROTARY TRANS-
FORMERS, 12 volts D.0 input, 500 volts,
50 miamps, 275 volts 100 m/amps D.C.
output. Complete with smoothing switches,
fuses, etc., as new, 17/6 each, carriage 2/6.
Can be run on 6 volts giving half the stated
output.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW),
200/250 volts input in steps of 10 volts,
outputs 0, 6, 12, 24 volts 6 amps, 42/6 each,
post 116: another, as above but 10-12
amps, 55/. each, post 1/6; another, as
above but 25/30 amps, 75/- each, carriage
3/6; another, input as above, output
0/18/30/36 volts, 6 amps, 47/6 each, post 1/6.
AUTO WOUND VOLTAGE CHAN-
GER TRANSFORMERS, tapped 0/110/
200/230 volts, 350 watts. 55/- each, post 1/6;
as above, but 500 watts, 70/- each, carriage
36; as above, 200 watts, 40/- each, post 1/6.
ROTARY CONVERTERS, 24-28 volts
D.C. input, 1,200 volts 70 mjamps D.C.
output, 10/. each, P.F.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (By well-
known makers). Input 100 and 230 volts,
output 6 volts I,) amps twice, price 7/6
each, post 1/-; another 200/250 input, output
25 volts 4 amps C.T., 25/- each, carriage 1/6.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS (New). In-
put 200/250 volts in steps of 10 volts,
output 350/0/350 volts 180 m/amps, 4 volts
4 amps, 5 volts 3 amps, 6.3 volts 4 amps,
45/- each, post 1/6; another, 350/0/350 volts
180 m/amps, 6.3 volts 8 amps. 0/4/5 volts
4 amps, 45/- each, post 1/6; another,
500/0/500 volts 150 m/amps, 4 volts 4 amps
C.T., 6.3 volts 4 amps. C.T., 5 volts 3 amps.
47/6 each, post 1/6: another 425/0/425 volts
160 m/amps, 6.3 volts 4 amps. C.T. twice,
5 volts 3 amps, 47/6 each, post 1/6.
EX -RADAR MAINS TRANSFORMERS,
230 volts input, 50 cycles, I phase output,
4500/5000 volts approx. 80 mramps, 6.3
volts 2 amps, 4 volts 1.1 amps, 2 volts
2 amps; these transformers are new, im-
mersed in oil, can be taken out of the oil
and used as television transformers, giving
output of 10 m/amps, overall size of trans-
formers separately, 51in. x 4;in. x 4in. and
3in. x 3in. x 2;in., price 75/- each, carriage
paid.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS (New), suit-
able for spot welding, input 200/250 volts,
in steps of 10 volts, output suitably tapped
for a combination of either 2/4/6/8/10 or
12 volts 50/70 amps, 951. each, carriage 7/6.

EX -NAVAL ROTARY CONVERTERS,
110 volts D.C. input, output 230 volts A.C.
50 cycle:, I phase. 250 watts, capable
of 50% overload, weight 100 lb., price
110/10:- each, carriage forward.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 230 v. input,
150/0/150 v., 200 amps, 6.3 v. 8 amps, 5 v. 2
amps output, 231- each.
IN STOCK. -Meters, Chargers, Rheostats.
Transformers specially made to order.
Please forward your enquiry.

MYFORD-the name for lathes
A. J. REEVES -the name for Myford

Sales and Service
These fine lathes and accessories are available on our well-known "OUT OF
INCOME " TERMS -a sound commonsense method of planned expenditure. Examples :

ML.7 bench lathe motorised A.C. single phase, with Burnerd 4in. 3 -jaw G.S. and 6in.
4 -jaw Ind. chucks. Total cash price E70.12.2. Deposit
E17.13.2 and 12 monthly payments of 96/7. Alterna-
tively deposit £17.13,8 and 18 monthly payments of
66/7. WE PAY CARRIAGE OUT (Mainland only). Let
us know what you have in mind -detailed quotation by
return post quite free of obligation. Illustrated MYFORD
literature gladly sent.

A 1/- stamp will bring you a copy of our 1952 comprehensive illustrated catalogue with details
of blueprints, castings, materials and fittings for many " L.B.S.C.'' designed small steam
locomotives ; workshop equipment, etc,

A. J. REEVES & CO.
416, MOSELEY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM, 12
Grams : " Reevesco, Birmingham.- Phone : CALthorpe 2554

"THE CHOICE OF EXPERIENCE"

DIESELS
,MODELSR

E.D. .46 BABY.
Specification : Bore R.P.M.
9,000-12,000. Height 11/ in.
Stroke w in. cu. capacity 0.46 c.c.
B H.P. 0.04. Weight 1.4 oz. with
tank. Length 21 in. Width 11 in.

Fuel Control placed
at 30 deg. for easy
access.

E.D. 3.46 c.c. Mk. IV.
Developing 10,000 r.p.m. the three -
forty -six is one of the finest engines
for control -line and stunt flying.
Stroke 0.625 in.,
height 3 in., width
Il in., length 4; in.,
weight 51 oz.

Price £4. 2. 6

Price £2. IS. 0

E.D. Mk. III. 2.46
RACING ENGINE.
Specially designed for use
as a diesel, glo-plug or
spark ignition engine, the

2.46 develops
over 1 h.p. at
14,000 r.p.m.
plus. Total
weight 5 oz.

Price E4. 2. 6

ORDER THROUGH YOUR
MODEL SHOP

E. .ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS (SURREY) LTD.

E.D. I c.c. Mark I (BEE).
A compact little motor with an
overall height of 21 in. Weight
2/ oz. Bore 0.437 in. static
thrust 12 oz, stroke 0.400
r.p.m. 7,000 plus.

Price £2. 17. 6

E.D.2 c.c. COMPETITION
SPECIAL
Gives 23 oz. static thrust and in-
corporates vernier compression
adjustment. Height 3 in., width
t; in., length 4 in., weight 51- oz.

Price £3. 5. 0

,rrra DEYELOPME N T t NGINEERS
1223 IR, VILLIERS ROAD. KINGSTON -ON -THAMES. SURREY. ENGLAND.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
Crystal Sets.
Our latest Model
Is a real radio
receiver, which
is fitted with a
perthanent crys-
tal detector. Why
not have a set In
your own room ?
1.8'6. post 80. De
Luxe Receiver
in polished oak
cabinet. 18/6.
post 1'-.

Spare Permanent Detectors, 21- each.
When ordered separately. 2/6. With clips
and screws. 2'10, post 3d. Headphones.
brand new, S. G. Brown. G E.C., etc.. 15/-.
23/-, and super -sensitive, 30/-a pair. post V,
New Headphones, 10/- a pair. Balanced
armature type (very sensitive). 12/6 a pair.
Both post 1/-. New Single Earpieces,
3/6. Bal. armature type, 416 ex-R.A.F
earpiece. 2/6. post 40. Headphones, in
good order. 6/- (better quality. 7/6). all

mike11-. Headphones with moving coil
, 15/- Similar phones with throat

mikes. 1216. post 1/-. Headphone Cords.
1,3 a pair, post 3d. Replacement Bands.
1/3, post 40. Wire Bands. 6d.
(All Headphones listed are suitable for
use with our Crystal Sets.!

Bell Transformers.
These guaranteed
transformers work
from any A.C.
Mains, giving 3 5.
or 8 volts output at
1 amp., operate bulb.
buzzer or bell. Will

supply light In bedroom or larder, etc.
PRICE post Sd. BELLS for use with
either the above or batteries, 6/6. Post 61.
" Big Ben " Chimes. Housed in Cteam
Plastic Case. Easily connected to give
-Two-Note Chime from Front Door, and
Single Note from Rear. Operates from 6-9
volt Batteries or 'Transformer (shown
above). 23'-, post 1)-.
Ex-R.A.F. 2 -vane (2 -stilt) Microphone
-Amplifiers as used In 'plane inter-com.,
In self-contained metal case , can be used
to make up a deaf -aid outfit. intercommuni-
cation system, or with crystal set ; complete
with valves and fitting instructions, 20/,
post 2/-. Useful wooden box with partitions
to hold amplifier. 2/- extra. Ditto. less
valves, 10 -. One -valve amplifier, complete
with valve. 10;6. post 116.
Hand Microphones, with switch in handle
and lead, 4/8. Tannoy, 8/, Similar instru-
ment, moving coil. 7.6. post 1)-.
Sparking Plug Neon Testers with vest-
pocket clip, 3i. and with gauge. 3/6. post 3d.
S.R.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use on
mains showing " live " side of switches.
etc., Post 4d. Neon Indica tor, complete
with condenser (pencil type), with vest-
pocket clip, indispensable for electricians,
etc.. 7'6. post 50.

Soldering
-'n1reown5.5treamOur

lined iron 153fitted with
A Pencil Bit. 200/210 v. 50 watts, 11/8.
post 80. Standard Iron with adjustable
bit. 270;250 v., 60 watts, 13/6, post 641. Heavy
Dots Iron. 150 watts 18;6. post 80. All parts
replaceable and fully guaranteed. Small
Soldering Irons, for use on gas. 1'4. Pest
ad. Resin -cored solder for easy soldering
13(1. packets or large reels 51-, post 90.
Microphones. -Just the thing for im-
promptu concerts, room to -room communi-
cation. etc. Bakelite table model, 8,11
Suspension type. 8,8. Post 60. Mike
Buttons (carbon). 2'-. 8101/1116 C011. 408 :
Transformers, 51-. All post 4d. each.
Rotary Transformers, 24 v. input ; Output
1,230 v.,2 amp. in case with suppressors,
etc. easily converted to run as a high
voltage motor. 25/-, carr. 5/, Also 12 v.
input Output 6 v., 5 amp. ; 150 v., 10mA. ;
and alo v., 201240 mA.. 22,13. carriage 5,-.
Morse Keys.- Standard -size keys wired to
work Buzzer or Lamp, 31-. post 60. Slightly
smaller keys, 218. post 4d. BUZZERS,
310, or heavy duty. 4/6, post 5d.
Terminals, brass, 2BA, mounted on strip
6.1. pair. .0005 Airspaced Variable Con-
densers, 2,8. Post 4d. .00003 twin gang with
trimmers. 2/8 post 4d. 24 volt, 15 m/m..
M.E.S. Bulbs for model railways. etc.,
1/- each, 10/- doz., post 4d. Wander Plugs.
Brass. 18 doz., post 4d. Fuses. -1 amp..
1 fin., packet 01 10, 2'6. post 3d. Also 150 mA.
and 250 mA., same price Hydrometers,
Standard brie. 6'-. post 8d.
Bargain Parcels of really useful equip-
ment, containing Switches, Meters, Con-
de.-sers., Resistances, Phones. etc., 10,-.
or double assortment. 17/8: treble 251-.
All carriage 2/-. This country only.
Field Intercommunication Sets, complete
with ringing hand generator, bell, signal
lamp morso key, relay, in strong metal
case with circuit diagram, 30)- each, carr.
2/8 ; 57/6 pair, carr. 318. Ex-G.P.O. Tele-
phone Twin Bells, with box, 5/, post IM.
Telephone hand generator, with handle, 916.
post 116 ; Bell, 3'8. post 80.
Meters. 10 v., 24In. Rectifier (A.C.). In
wooden carrying case. 146 : 15 v.. 20n.
mfc.. 9 8 150 v., 210., m/c.. UN- ; 3.5 amp..
21n., T.C., 8/- ; 4 amp., 211n. T.C., in case
with switch, 9/6 ; 100 mA., 2in., rn/c. 7/8 :
Meter Units containing 2-500 microamp.
movements. 7/-, post 1/-.

All meters post extra.
Money refunded it not completely satisfied.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
53, New Wanstead, London. CAL

Letters only.
New Illustrated List sent on request with

lid. stamp and S.A E.
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lite"Worict of MOD
By "MOTILUS"

Realistic Models of Steel Working
AMONG the marvels of modern engineer-

ing at the International Machine Tool
Exhibition at Olympia this year I came

across a series of most interesting working
models: these were in tableau form and
revealed excellent workmanship in depicting
steel production over the past hundred years
at the works of Messrs. Samuel Osborne and
Co., Ltd., of Sheffield. All the models were
assembled at the company's works, and they
all have that most realistic atmosphere which
it is only possible to obtain with full know-
ledge of the subject which is modelled.

The exhibit was to show the history of the
company, who have celebrated their cen-
tenary this year; it also showed steel manufac-
turing methods of a hundred years ago in
comparison with methods of the present day.
The models were all to a scale of tin. to 'ft.,
and the work was beautifully executed with a
remarkable amount of realistic and authentic
detail.

The first three working models in the series
cif six represented the melting, forging and
rolling of steel as practised in 1852 ; the last
three represented corresponding modern pro-
cesses in steel manufacture. In each display,
scale model figures helped to give realism
to the operations being demonstrated. All the
figures had been made by students of the
Sheffield Art School.

Crucible Melting Shop
Model No. t (Fig. i) showed a typical

crucible melting shop of the mid -nineteenth
century, where melting was being carried out
by the method devised by Huntsman, later
improved by David Mushet. The crucible
process is still in use, although it has been
largely superseded by the high -frequency
electric induction melting process. In the
model, the crucible pots could be seen warm -

Plants

ing on a stove, prior to being put into the
furnaces, two at a time. When the metal
was molten, the pots would be lifted out and
the slag removed before the contents were
poured into the ingot moulds. Model figures
could be seen carrying out these operations

Fig. 1 (Left).-Crucible
steel melting in 1852.

Fig. 3 (Above).-Model
of a steel rod rolling

shop in 1852.

(By courtesy of Samuel
Osborne and Co., Ltd.,

Sheffield.)

under the watchful eye of a top -hatted steel -
master.

Water -driven Hammer
Model No. 2 (Fig. 2) showed a pair of

" helves " or old-fashioned hammers driven
by water power. In this model the hammers
were striking 120 blows a minute, and it was
interesting to see how the water -wheel pro-
vided the power, through cogged wheels, for
actuating the hammer shafts. The model
figures were particularly useful here, to show
the action of the swing seats that enabled the
men to follow the steel bars through the anvil
with minimum exertion. This type of seat-
ing is still used to -day with modern forging
hammers. A second water -wheel was used
to drive the bellows for the reheating furnace.
Some of these old forges have been preserved
in the Sheffield district as historic relics, and
one of them is still in working order to -day.

Rolling Mill
Model No. 3 (Fig. 3) represented a rolling

mill of about a hundred years ago, and in-
cluded an interesting model of a 24 h.p. Watt
beam engine. Nowadays, of course, an electric

motor is used, although the basic principle
of the rolling process has changed little since
1783, when it was first practised by Henry
Cort.

Electric -arc Furnace
Model No. 4 represented a 6 -ton Heroult

electric arc furnace, as used nowadays
for producing large steel ingots and
Castings. It included exact reproductions of
melting furnace equipment. After melting
and refining has been carried out in the

(Cont;nued on page 126)

Fig. 2.-Model of steel hammering in 1852. Scale tin. to tfr.
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Bassett-Lowke Catalogues
NEW editions of their " Gauge`O' Cata-

logue " and the " Model Shipping
and Engineering Catalogue " were issued
recently by Messrs. Bassett-Lowke, Ltd.,
Northampton. Items included in the com-
prehensive lists of the " Gauge O' Cata-
logue " are electric, clockwork and steam
locomotives, goods and passenger rolling
stock, clockwork and electric power units and
mechanisms, lineside features, stations, signals,
etc., permanent way and books, charts and
drawings. New products include a Southern
Railway electric train set, a station building
and some additions to the rolling stock.
Everything for the model railway enthusiast
is included, each item is priced, and the
booklet is illustrated with photographs and
drawings on every page.

The " Model Shipping and Engineering
Catalogue " includes all items which were
previously contained in the ships catalogue
and the model supplies catalogue ; there are

also many new parts. There are sections
devoted to boiler fittings, sailing yachts and
ship's fittings, power craft and ship
machinery, stationary engines, castings and
parts for locomotives and traction engines,
permanent way materials, model engineer's
tools and sundry other items. There is also
a section devoted to books, drawings and
plans. Every item is priced, and in both
catalogues full instructions on how to pur-
chase items by post are included.

Black & Decker Ltd.
BLACK & DECKER LTD., Harmon ds-

worth, Middlesex-manufacturers of
portable electric tools-announce the appoint-
ment of Mr. A. N. Greaves as advertising
manager. This position was previously held
by Mr. M. W. Boyce, who was appointed
sales manager of the company in January,
1951. Mr. Greaves joined Black & Decker
in April, 195t, as assistant advertising
manager.

BOOKS REVIEWED
Motor Cycle Maintenance and Repair

Series : B.S.A. Motor Cycles, by D. W.
Munro, M.I.Mech.E.; Royal Enfield
Motor Cycles, by C. A. E. Booker,
A.M.I.Mech.E.; Triumph Motor Cycles,
by A. St. J. Masters. Published by
C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd. Price 6s. net
each volume.

EACH of these which are
third editions, has been brought

up to date and includes the latest information
on the respective models. The books form a
practical guide for owners and repairers, and
deal fully with service and maintenance.
Engine dismantling, assembly and overhaul ;
repair and adjustment of clutch and gearbox ;
adjustment of wheels, brakes and chains,
and lighting and ignition equipment are
among the numerous subjects dealt with.
Each handbook is well illustrated and has a
full index.

Modern Motor -cycles. By Bernal
Osborne. Published by Temple Press,
Ltd. 86 pages. Price 8s. 6d. net.

THIS hook, which is another addition to
the Boys' " Power and Speed " Library

series, introduces young readers to a world
where highly skilled technicians contribute
to the fashioning of metals into sleek, fast
motor -cycles. To the novice, this book gives

. an insight into every aspect of motor-cycling
activity, including local grass -tracks, trials
and hill -climbs. The author also covers the
great international race meetings of Europe.

LETTERS FROM READERS
(Continued from page 122)

" Perpetual Motion "
IR,-I feel that Mr. D. A. Bell's claims

for even a working model of the perpetual
motion machine, described by him in the
December, 1951, issue Of PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, cannot go unanswered.

First, the " low ' temperature to which
he refers, at which mercury has no resistance,
is, of course, the Absolute Zero of tempera-
ture, i.e., -273 deg. C. approx.

This temperature has not so far ever quite
been attained, although scientists have
approached to within o.t deg. C. of it.

Secondly, even if it were possible to attain
this extremely low temperature, to maintain
any object at it would require a considerable
amount of refrigerating machinery, consuming
no small amount of power, which would have
to be supplied from an external source.

How, then, can the motion of the electric
current be considered as perpetual motion,
since the machinery necessary for producing
the " low " temperature would constantly be
consuming power ?-J. H. FRENCH (Bedford).

Tobacco Shredding Machine
SIR,-Can any reader offer a suggestion for

the construction of a simple machine for
shredding tobacco, incorporating these
points ? (I) simple in construction ; (2) cuts
by turning a handle ; (3) automatic feed of
tobacco to knife ; (4) the machine to be able
to cut tobacco fine, medium or coarse by a
simple adjustment.

I grow a lot of the tobacco I smoke, but
find the cutting up by hand very tedious.-
J. G. G. DAVIES (Tredegar).

Time Lag in Photocells
SIR,-A colleague of mine is an official
" A.A.A. timekeeper and was an official
timekeeper at the 1948 Olympic Games. He
has been very interested in the relative
accuracies of the recording of track times by
pistol and stopwatch and by electrical
methods.

We are aware of the personal error in the
use of the stopwatch and want to compare
this error with those which may be present in
electrical apparatus. We have discussed the
possible error introduced by starting a stop-
watch by operating an electromagnet because

E (L-e-Rt)
of self-inductance. [Using i=- -L 1.

We hope to be able to estimate the magnitude
of this error if we can obtain information of
the constructional details of the apparatus.
(Could you suggest sources here ?)

We had also considered the possibility of
a time lag in the operation of a relay actuated
by breaking a light beam (superimposed on
any inductance effect as at the start). Your
answer to a correspondent in the January
PRACTICAL MECHANICS led us to believe that
such time lags do exist and that they depend
on the nature and age of the photocell used.
What we want to know is, then, the magni-
tude of the lag in order to determine whether

it is worth while taking into account. We
should be glad of any information you can
give on this subject.-F. BUTLER (Merton
Park).

[Readers' suggestions are invited.-En.1

The Northern Association of Model
Engineers

THIS
association meets on the first Satur-

day in each month, at 2.30 p.m., in the
Milton Hall, Deansgate, Manchester. The
Society of Inventors, Manchester, meet every
second Tuesday each month in the Onward
Hall, Deansgate, Manchester, at 7.3o p.m.

RALPH Woons, Hon. General Secretary,
" Lilstock," Middleton Road, Hopwood, Hey-
wood, Lancs.

The Birmingham Society of Model
Engineers
ON DecemberLoth at 7.3o p.m. Mr. K.

Williams will talk about his speed -boat
Faro at the Crown Hotel, Corporation
Street, Birmingham.

Exhibition Announcement.-The Birming-
ham Society of Model Engineers are arrang-
ing to hold an exhibition in the Bingley
Hall annexe between May 4th and 9th, 1953,
This is not an annual event, but it is hoped
that it will be one of the largest exhibitions
held outside the London area. It is expected
to have approximately 15oft. of track for
passenger hauling in 31in. and Sin. gauge.

All enquiries will be welcomed by the
Society's Exhibition Management, 254,
Reddings . Lane, Birmingham, 28.-R.
PHILLIPS, Hon. Secretary, 92, Gilberstone
Avenue, Gilberstone, South Yardley, Bir-

Aylesbury and District Society of Model
Engineers

THE October meeting of this society was
devoted to a model night as a pre-

view of our exhibit in connection with the
Aylesbury Association Third Exhibition.
Several models were on show and a visit to
our stand on October 18th showed that
our standard has been maintained.-EwART
H. SMITH, Hon. Sec., Mulberry Tree Cottage,
Devonshire Avenue, Amersham, Bucks.

THE " WORLD OF MODELS"
(Continued from page 125)

electric furnace it is tilted so that the metal
pours out into a ladle, which is raised by a
crane, carried to the casting pit and the metal
poured into the moulds through a stopper in
the bottom of the ladle.

Hammer Shop
Another realistic model was of a 4 -ton

hammer shop. Power for the hammer now .

comes from compressed air instead of from
a water -wheel, and the heat of the furnace is
controlled. In the forge, ingots are ham-
mered down into billets or slabs, suitable' for
rolling into bars or sheets.

There was also a model showing a modern
double -duo rolling mill. Here could be seen
the modern steel rolling operations in pro-
gress. The steel billets are reheated in a
furnace similar to that in the hammer shop
and then they are carried by an overhead
runway to the rollers ; here they are rolled
into bars, passing, through an upper set of
rolls and then hack through lower ones. The
bars are then hot sawn, cooled, examined,
marked and prepared for despatch.

No doubt these models will be displayed
again on future occasions, and readers may
haile opportunities of seeing them.
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X-acto Knives are sold singly, complete
with one blade, from 3/- each.

X-acto Tool Kits from 23/-
X-acto blades in packets office

from 2/6

Made by craftsmen...
for craftsmen

X-acto
BURLINGTON
HOBBY CHEST

Complete with the threw
knives, 23 cutting tools, spoke-
shave, plane, sander, balsa

stripper and steel
rule in a gleaming
moulded cabinet. 84'

BURLINGTON HOBBY CHEST

You have to handle the Burlington to appreciate the
craftsmanship that goes into its making.

Once you've tried the perfect balance of X-acto knives
and tools and tested for yourself how scalpel -sharp
X-acto cutting edges really are you'll be convinced
that the craftsmen who made them know exactly what
craftworkers and modellers want.
If you are not using X-acto yet see your X-acto agent
as soon as you can. He'll show you the Burlington and
the complete series of X-acto knives, blades and tools.

Write for illustrated folder to

TRIX LTD., (DEPT. A), II, OLD BURLINGTON ST., LONDON, W.I.

THIS VALUABLE
BOOK

which details the wide range of Engineering and
Commercial courses of modern training offered by

E.M.I. Institutes-the only Postal College which is part of
a world-wide Industrial Organisation. Courses include: -

Mechanical Engineering Radio & Television Civil Engineering and Building Production Engineering & Management

Gen. Mech, Eng. Gen. Radio & T/V Eng. Civil Eng. Gen. Prod. Eng.

Diesel Engines Cadio & T/V Servicing Building Construction Industrial Admin.
Refrigeration radar Heating & Ventilating Works Management

Metallurgy Sound Recording Sanitary Eng. Production Planning

Workshop Practice Industrial Electronics Surveying Personnel Management

Maintenance Eng. Advanced Radio Clerk of Works Time & Motion Study
Machine Tools & Metrology P.M.G. Certificates Carpentry & Joinery Costing

Marine Eng. Radio Amateurs Licence Builders Clerks Office Practice

Draughtsmanship Electrical Engineering Automobile Engineering Aeronautical Engineering

Eng. Drawing & Design Gen, Elect. Eng. Gen. Motor Eng. Gen. Aero. Eng.

Tracing Installations it Wiring High Speed 00 Engines A.R.B. Licences

Jig & Tool Design I.E.E. Theory Garage Management A.A.M. Certificates

Also Examination Courses for: - General Certificate of Education, B.Sc. (Eng.), Common Preliminary, A.M.I.Mech E.. A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Strual.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.I.A. A.M.I.M.I., A.M.I.II. & V.E., M.R.San.I., A.M.I.San.E., A.M.I.Munc.E., A.M.I.E.D., A.M.S.E., L.1,0.3.
Also CITY and GUILDS Certificates in Mechanical, Electrical, Aeronautical, Automobile, Telecommunications and Structural Engineering; Refrigeration,
Heating 8, VentEatii n. Courson also provided for all branches
of Commerce and Business Management,

fARIOI v.NIPHONE M
Hv Master's

(is

TUTES
associated with

COLUMBIA & V. Voice)

INSTI
I POST NOW'

COURSES
FROMti

PER MONTH

Please send, without obligation, the above FREE BOOK.
E.M.I. Institutes, Dept. 144, 43 Grove Park Rd., London, W.4

Subject(s) which interest me

Name

Address.. .........

ICIOG
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TECHNICAL SERVICES CO.
SHRUBLAND WORKS,

BANSTEAD, SURREY
Terms : Cash with Order. No C.O.D.
All goods on 7 days approval against cash.
POCKET VOLTMETER
0-12 v., 0-240 v. AC/DC. Diameter, 2in.,
depth lin. Brass case, moving iron
system. For testing L.T. and R.T.
batteries, house wiring, etc. Price. 191 -
each. post and packing 1/-.
THERMOSTAT
Type L.A.40. 1 a. 240 v. A.C. 21n. x tin. x
lin. For tropical fish tanks, etc. Price.
3/9 each, post 3d.
THERMOSTAT
Type 13W/1. 3 amps., 250 v. A.C. For
control of hot plates, vulcanisers. etc.,
50-550 deg. F. Price, 1516, post 9d.
ROOM THERMOSTAT
Type PF. Wall mounting. 2 to 15 amps..
250 v. A.C. 5in. x Hin. x 21n. deep. In
temp. ranges, 30190, 401102, 40/80, 60/100
deg. F. Price, 62/0/0, post Gd.
AUTOMATIC FLASHER
Model MH. For signs, warning beacons,
etc. up to a total load of 1 kW. on
200/50 A.C. or 24 watts on 12 v. D.C.
3 seconds " On." 3 seconds " Off."
2 7/16 In. x 1 i in.x 7in. Price,21/0/2.post 6d.
DRAWING AND INSTRUCTIONS
For making a 60in. x 301n. electric
blanket from our heating cords. Price,
2/6 post free.
ASBESTOS HEATING CORD
Fully flexible for electric blankets and
experimental heating. Stocked in 15.
25, WO, 400 ohms per yd. Price, li- per
yd. post free.
BI -METAL
Standard thermometal ready cut to
Ilin. x 2161n. x .036in. For making small
thermostatic assemblies. Price, ed.
each, post free.
ASBESTOS SLAG WOOL
For thermal insulation. Price, 1/ -
per lb. or special price for our standard
56M. sack.
VARNISHED CAMBRIC TAPE
Bias cut, width lin., thickness .006in
In 72 yd. reels for coil insulation.
Price. 613 per reel, post 3d.
ELECTRIC MOTOR
200/50 v. AC/DC. 40 w., 8,000 r p.m. (light).
Suitable for hairdryers. blowers, drink
mixers, etc. Each motor is brand new
and by a well-known maker. Price,
£111743, post 8d. Four blade fan to fit
motor spindle, 2,- each, post 4d
MIRRORS
Circular 21in, diameter. Brand new.
Price. 8d. each, postage 41.
ELECTRIC BLANKET
Model TS/1. Single heat, 601n. x 30In..
100 w., 203/50 v. ACiDC. Complete with
detachable washable cover. Individually
boxed and guaranteed 12 months.
Price. 27/10/0. post free.
ELECTRIC HAIRDRYER
Model TS/A. Moulded bakelite. 1101
and cold air. 200/50 v. AC,DC. Weight
28 or. Overall size flin. An attractive
well balanced hairdryer. Fully guar-
anteed 12 months. Price 2341 0, post
free.
Ask for details of our Easy Payment Terms
on Electrical Blankets and Hairdryers.
ASBESTOS DISCS
510. diameter, lin. thick. Ideal as
soldering iron rests. Price, 2,- per doz.,
post Gd.
COMMUTATOR
7 segment, 39/64in. O.D. x 20/841n. bore.
Price, 2/- each, post 4d.
CONVECTOR HEATER BODIES
These bodies are ideal for the construc-
tion of attractive convector heaters.
Stove enamelled in cream and green.
All air vents are punched and only the
installation of an element is required.
Price. 21/5/0, carriage 216.
CONVECTOR THERMOSTAT
Model C.S. For control of space heaters.
low temperature ovens. To cover any
40 deg. F. between 40 deg. and 120 deg. F.
15 amps., 250 v. A.C. 41in. a Ili n. x lIin.
Price. £1/510. post 6d.
SILVER TIPPED CONTACT
SCREWS
lin. x 7 B.A. brass. Fitted with conical
fine silver tip. For making up small
electrical assemblies. Price, 6d. each.
post free.
CERAMIC ELEMENT FORMER
TUBE
Length 51n., O.D. 7/1610.. bore lin Spir-
alled for resistance wires up to 30 s.w.g.
30 till. For making immersion beaters
up to 400 w. loading as for fish tanks.
Price. 2/6 each, post 44.
THERMOSTAT
Model MB. For control of electric im-
mersion heaters up to 3 kW. range.
90490 deg. F., 15 amps., up to 250 v. A.C.
Stem length Ilin. Also for control of
platens, baths, drying cabinets and
ovens. Price, 22/010, post 94.
All our goods are Brand New and of High

Quality.
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MAKE MONEY -making casts

with VINAMOLD
A grand spare -time occupation

WITHOUT any previous experience, you can mass
produce any object from a chessman to a candlestick.
statuette or model ship, in plaster, resin, concrete, etc.

with " VINAMOLD," the flexible mould that gives
the BEST results. Easy to work, can be used over and
over again. Needs NO special equipment, provides a
profitable and enjoyable spare -time occupation with
minimum outlay.
" VINAMOLO " is the flexible mould employed by
leading industries, including the big film studios. Trade
enquiries are invited.

Write far Jull details and instructions.

VINYL PRODUCTS LTD. (Dept. P.M.21, Butter Hill. CARSHALTON.

IStilltvi WOOL
A

MASON MASTER
You can drill all building materials in half the time with a
Mason Master, the drill that ensures effortless and rapid
penetration without wear or abrasion.
PLASTIC RYNPLUGS and " Mason Master " Drill Bits form
an ideal combination. Easily cut with penknife. Moisture
and chemical proof. Send for free samples.
Write for illusaated booklet ' L Agents in most countries

JOHN M. PERKINS & SMITH LTD.
LONDON ROAD WORKS, BRAUNSTON, NEAR RUGBY, ENGLAND
Telephone : Brounston 238 Telegrams : Drills. Braunston, Rugby

TELEPHONE SETS, comprising 2
G.P.O. hand -phones, 2 bells, 2 pushes
and 80it. twin wire. Price 6.5'- post
tree. Makes an excellent inter -office,
works or domestic installation. Really
professional instruments. Brand new.
not rubbish. Single instruments. 18.6.
BATTERY CHARGERS for A.C.
mains. For charging 2 -volt accumu-
lators at I amp. Parts with diagram.
21/6. Complete, 21/6. Postage 10d.
FOR TRICK LE CHARGING CAR
CELLS, parts with diagram. Output
If amps. for 6v. or 12v. cells. Price 42/6
Post 1./.. 3 amp. output, 50/-.
POWERFUL H AND ENGRAVER
for all Metals, Plastics. etc. Operates
from 6 v. battery or through trans-
former from A.C. mains. Engraver,
22/6. Transformer, 15/, Post 11-.
Instrument Wires. Ebonite, Metals.
Workshop Materials. Illustrated List 2d,

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC Co.
64 London Rd., Twickenham

WIRING ACCESSORIES
1.044 Flat Twin TRS cable. £3. 3.026
ditto, £4. 7.029 ditto, 26/61. 100 yds.
All sizes and types of TRS available.
PVC cables. Impervious to weather,
oil, water, etc. 1.044 flat twin. 22/1311.
3.020 ditto 23/111. 7.029 ditto. 25'16/9.
Most sizes and types available. Ceiling
roses, 11W. Switches, 1'71. 2 -way, 21.
Lampholders, 10d. Junction boxes,
1/3. Poultry Time -switches with 2
timed circuits, 26/181, Weatherproof
lamp fittings. 17/9. 24/32 v. Lighting
plants. Press button start comp. with
voltage regulator and switchboard.
Powered by JAP 4B Industrial engine
1,000 r.p.m. New, 232/10/-. All goods are
new and covered by our money back
guarantee. Send for complete lists.

HUNT & CO.,
STEPCOTE HILL, EXETER

Price
f9 Is. OA.

C,rr. Extra.

Machine
Vice 25

The ' Adept Bench

EITHER IT IS
at itiat-1

JUBILEE nay been our registered trade name
for 30 years, and may not be used to

describe any other cip.

THE FINEST CLIP in the setnitti
L. ROBINSON di CO., (GILLINGHAM) LTD.,

tendon Chambers GILLINGHAM KENT PHONE 5282
L3262, R

SHE'LL LOVE THIS
Make her one of these GIFT!beautiful Needlework
Cabinets -We do the donkey -work -

You assemble it.
Think of it ! A solid oak Needlework
Cabinet, with beautiful natural grain,
hinged lid, extra drawer, all parts dove-
tailed, tenoned, sanded and ready for
You to assemble. Complete kit, includ-
ing all fittings, easy instructions, etc..
only 57 -. Finished .rob would cost double

in the shops. Money Instantly
refunded if you are not de-
lighted. Send 57- (plus 310
carriage) to :-

MACDONA LTD.
9. CANFORD WORKS,

PURLEY WAY, CROYDON

The SUPER
' ADEPT' LATHE

Hand Shaper I,ia. centres. Gin
Length of stroke of

ram :ins. centres
No. 21111 Shaper, 6jit.

Or sky. Price 63 150. Od A Good Range
Pries £18 174. ad. postage and packing 3/6 (U.R.). The of AcceascrieeA sk your dealer. " Adept - .2}In. 1' 11.13.F. 4 -Jaw hide- 1. available.

ey.,,,,,,,,,g y, pendent Chuck, Reversible Jaws, 884.
F. W. PORTASS, MACHINE TOOLS. LTD.

ADEPT WORKS. 55, MEADOW STREET. SHF:FFIELII, 3.

December, 1952
1952

CRYSTAL
SET

The LESDI X
N E W 1952
CRY STAL
SET in bakelite case Ellin. x
Sin. x Sin., fitted litz-wound coil,
variable condenser, everset Diode Detector,
telephone transformer, headphones, with
headband, cord and plug, aerial and earth
terminals, all aerial tested. Maroon or
Mottle Brown finish, 30/- each, postage 2/6.

DYNAMOS. -Shunt wound D.C. 14/32
volts 9 amps. : 2,500 r.p.m. for charging 12.
18 or 24 -volt batteries, f3 10s. As new and
guaranteed. Carr. 5/- extra. 12 volts
6 amps, 4 -brush type, compound wound by
Smith with pulley, 55/-. Carriage 5/-. D.C.
generators, 24 volts, 28/30 amps., shunt
wound, 900 r.p.m., new condition, 225.
Carriage extra.

MORSE PRACTICE SET.-A.M. Morse
Key with twin -coil buzzer, space for
battery, all on base, wired, 6/6, post 1/..

MORSE SIGNAL LAMP. -Metal body
6in. long, 2in. dia., crackle finish, fitted
lens and slide with three colour filters,
key and lampholder to take flash lamp
bulb. 716, post 1/,

CHOKES. -125 watt Chokes for Osira
Lamps. 12/6, post 1/6.

HEATER ELEMENTS. -24 volts 75 watts
flat copper clad with insulated connector,
1/6 each, post 6d.

M AG NETS. -Swift Levick S.L.S. 36
Horseshoe Instrument type, Ilin. dia.,
;in. thick, Dn. polar gap, drilled poles,
weight 2 ozs., lift 3 lbs., 2/6. Alni Disc
Magnets, tin. dia., gin. thick, 3/16in, centre
hole, 3/6, post 61. D.C. Electro Magnets,
6 volt twin coil type, weight 10 ozs., lift
4 lbs. 5/-, post 6d.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Dept. H, Queenstown Road,

Battersea, London, S.W.8
ff....-. Telephone: MACaulay 2159

There is something
for every modeller in

THE NEW

MODELCRAFT
HANDBOOK
THE newest edition of

this valuable catalogue
includes many new plans,
and the entire handbook has
been revised, extended and
modernised. It caters for a
very wide range of interests
and ages. It also includes a
cash refund voucher value
1/6 for spending on further
Modelcraft products. Send
postal order for your copy
now. Beautifully printed
and generously illustrated.
Post free -

11661

MODELCRAFT
(77 L), GROSVENOR RD. LONDON, S.W.1
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QUERIES and

ENQUIRIES

A stamped, addressed envelope, three penny
stamps, and the query coupon from the current
issue, which appears on the inside of back cover,
must be enclosed with every letter containing a
query. Every query and drawing which is sent
must bear the name and address of the reader.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, Geo. NeWnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Waterproofing Glue in Model Boat
T HAVE constructed a clinker -built model
1- sailing dinghy, the planks being overlapped
and pinned and glued to frames. On giving it
a water test I noticed that the water is softening
the glue, and it would appear that I should have
used a waterproof one. The finish I desire on the
boat is white inside and copal varnish outside, but
I am not sure whether this would effectively seal
the glue. -R. Millmore (Swindon).
AGOOD procedure would be for you to make up a

mixture of equal quantities of cold water and
commercial formalin, which latter you should be able
to obtain from any pharmacist. The mixture is
brushed over the glue between the boards of your
sailing dinghy and allowed to dry on. The process is
repeated three or four times. After a sufficient number
of repetitions, you will find that the glued joints will
have developed a very high resistance to water. In fact,
rather than soften under the influence of water they
will, after the formalin treatment, tend to be become
brittle and to crack. At this stage it will be as well to
paint over them two coats of a good bituminous paint
such as " Bitumastic," which is obtainable from Wailes
Dove Bitumastic Co., Ltd., Collingwood Buildings,
Newcastle -on -Tyne. These paints are now obtainable
in a number of different colours and they are highly
waterproof. The alternative to the above is to chip the
original glue away and to use in its place a casein glue
which is also very highly water -resisting and which can
be obtained from Messrs. Leicester Lovell & Co., Ltd.,
14(18, Nile Street, London, N.I.

For a white finish inside the vessel you will find a
white -lead paint protected by several layers of a good
copal varnish quite satisfactory, but we doubt whether
you will find copal varnish alone on the outside to be
efficacious. For the outside of the vessel we would
suggest one of the bitumastic paints in the colour most
suitable to your requirements.

Degreasing Compounds
T SHOULD like your advice concerning de-

greasing compounds, as I have a fairly
constant supply of parts in for repair which are
invariably covered with thick hard grease and
dirt. Please give the names and addresses of the
manufacturers of degreasing compounds. -A.
Longworth (Warrington).
TNEGREASING compounds generally consist of
,-"' various admixtures of sodium -carbonate, silicate
and phosphates, the precise composition depending
more or less on the work to be degreased. A simple
degreasing composition can be made by dissolving x
part of caustic soda or soda ash in 12 parts of water,
the work being immersed for about half an hour in the
warm or hot solution. Tin, zinc, aluminium, lead or
their various alloys must not be immersed in these
caustic solutions, since they will be attacked by the
solution. These solutions are cheap and effective.

Trichlorethylene is an excellent degreaser, although
expensive. Degreasing is effected -by immersing the
work in the liquid or by suspending it in the vapour of
the boiling liquid. Trichlorethylene must not be heated
in an open tank. Its vapour is toxic and anaesthetic, and
it has other dangers as well, chiefly its liability to
decompose into phosgene, which is an extremely
poisonous gas. If you are not experienced with tri-
chlorethylene, you had better leave it alone except for
very small degreasing work.

There is also " electrolytic degreasing," a method
which is gaining in popularity. This consists in putting
a solution of caustic soda or soda ash (a in 12) in an iron
tank which is made anode, the work,, which is made
cathode,. being suspended in it. A heavy current is
then switched on. Large volumes of hydrogen gas are
evolved, and the grease is quickly removed.

For medium -small. work, the following chemical
degreaser of the alkali type is very efficient

- Soda ash ... ... 6oz.
Caustic soda ... ... 2 
Trisodium phosphate ... 2 ,,
Sodium silicate ... x
Water ... . . gallon.

To the above may be added 202. sodium cyanide if it is
necessary to prevent any staining of the work, but the
cyanide addition will render the solution excessively
poisonous and it is, on the whole, better to do without it.

Various alkali degreasing compounds formulated on
the above lines are obtainable from :

Messrs. Wm. Canning & Co., Ltd., Great Hampton
Street, Birmingham ; Messrs. R. Cruickshank, Ltd.,
Camden Street, Birmingham, t ; Hoklykem, Ltd.,
Hockley Hill, Birmingham ; Messrs. Grauer & Weill,
Ltd., 3/4, Hardwick Street, London, E.C.I ; Laporte
Chemicals, Ltd., Luton, Beds.

Brushless Shaving Cream
PLEASE supply me with a formula for making

a brushless shaving cream. -G. Taylor
(Birmingham, 14).
THERE are many formulae for brushless shaving

creams, but the following is probably as effective
as any :

Stearic acid ... 16 parts
Lanolin (anhydrous) ...
Mineral oil (white oil) ...
Glycerin ...
Triethanolamine

3
9 ,,
5
1.8 t.8

Water (to make up) ... too

Readers are asked to note that we have
discontinued our electrical query service.
Replies that appear in these pages from
time to time are old ones and are pub-
lished as being of general interest. Will
readers requiring information on other
subjects please be as brief as possible

with their enquiries.

Melt all the fats together and bring to 75 deg. C.
Strain, and put the mixture into a blade mixer. The
glycerin is dissolved in water and heated to 70 deg. C.
The diluted glycerin is then added to the fats, which are
continuously stirred. If the cream is required to be
perfumed this can be added, but should be warmed to
40 deg. C. To obtain a smooth cream, one should use
a homogenizer, but this is not always necessary.

Making Dolls' Heads
USING Vinamold, I propose to make casts of

dolls' heads and I should be grateful if you
can advise me of the most suitable material for
making heads. Wax would, I think, be too ex-
pensive and plaster of paris too brittle and
porous. -R. M. Stewart (Fife).
THERE is no specially cheap material which you

could utilise for the casting of dolls' heads. An
ordinary white wax mixture would be fairly cheap for

THE P.M. BLUE -PRINT SERVICE

I2FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE. New Series. No. I,
3s. 6d.5

10 -WATT MOTOR. New Series. No. 2, 3s. 6d.*

COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE.
New Series. No. 3, Ss..
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"SPORTS" PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4, 5s.*
F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT. New

Series. No. 5, Ss.*
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New

Series. No 6, Ss..
ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 3s. 6d.*
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No. 8 (2 sheets), 7s.5
CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 3s. 6d.*

DIASCOPE, New Series. No. 10, 3s. 6d.5

EPISCOPE. New Series. No. I I, 3s. 6d.*
PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, Is. 6d.*
COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING

PLANT. New Series. No. 13, 7s. 6d.5

MASTER BATTERY CLOCK.*
Blue -prints (2 sheets), 3s. 6d.

Art board dial for above clock, Is.
OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT.
10s. 6d, per set of three sheets.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE.
Full-size blue -print, 3s. 6d.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.
Complete set, 10s. 6d.*

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK -2s.
"PRACTICAL TELEVISION" RECEIVER.

(3 sheets), 10s. 6d.

P.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE.
Is.*

The above blue -prints are obtainable, post free,
from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2,
An * denotes constructional details are available, free

with the blueprints

the purpose ; so, too, would plaster of paris, the plaster
cast being well sized with a solution of 15 parts of
gelatine and 85 parts of water. You could also use (at
a little greater expense) either ordinary white cement or
ordinary plaster of paris slaked with a rubber emulsion,
which latter can be obtained from Revertex, Ltd.,
Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4. The following
composition has also been suggested as an excellent
flexible dolls' head composition :

Rubber powder ... 35 parts
Coumarone resin  35
Heavy mineral oil ... 10-40 parts
Ester gum

Such a composition, however, is likely to give use to
difficulties in preparation. It is possible that you may
be able to purchase a ready-made dolls' head moulding
material from Dryad, Ltd., St. Nicholas Street,
Leicester, from whom books on this subject may be
procured.

Re -spraying Binoculars
TAM proposing to re -spray with cellulose a pair

of prismatic binoculars. There are no leather
coverings to be considered, and the present
cellulose has a very poor adhesion to the metal -
the application of a needle point causes it to flake
off freely ; the metal is bath brass and aluminium
alloy.

aIs special primer necessary ? Can I protect
the lenses with vaseline and spray without
dismantling ? How can the clear-cut maker's
lettering be retained ?-E. G. Carter (Orpington).
VIR ST of all strip away as much as possible of the
4- poorly adhering cellulose coating. After this wipe
down the binoculars' casing with a soft cloth impregnated
with acetone or a mixture of acetone and ethyl acetate,
or with some other liquid in which you know the
cellulose coating to be soluble. By these means -and
a little Patience --you will gradually be able to remove
all the unsatisfactory coating from its position.

It will not be necessary to use a special priming
agent previous to re -coating the binoculars for, since
you will obviously desire to use a perfectly transparent
coating, any underlying priming coat would not be
feasible in this case. The aluminium alloy portion
of the metalwork should be rubbed over with a soft
rag charged with a 5 per cent. solution of caustic scda.
This will effectively degrease the metalwork. The brass
portion may be treated in the same way, although it
may be blackened as a result. However, after the
caustic soda treatment the whole of the metalwork
should be gone over very carefully with fine glasspaper
and then with a fine abrasive such as Tripoli powder
in order to bring it up to a maximum degree of polish.
The metalwork, after this treatment, may be sprayed
or brushed with the lacquer. A suitable cellulose
lacquer for the purpose should be amply plasticised in
order to render it sufficiently flexible to resist peeling -off
influences. Sometimes such lacquers can be obtained
from a high-class local paint shop, but you could,
obtain good lacquer of this type from either Messrs.
Wm. Canning and Co., Ltd., Gt. Hampton Street,
Birmingham, or from Messrs. R. Cruickshank, Ltd.,
r, Camden Street, Birmingham, r.

The lenses can be protected with either vaseline or
Lanoline, so that the lacquer may be sprayed without
dismantling the parts. A fairly heavy coating of
vaseline or Lanoline should be applied.

The lettering on the lens mounts will best be filled
in by means of the black wax which is used by clock -
makers for dealing similarly with figures and fine
engravings on clock dials. The wax is supplied in
the form of sticks, the end of the stick being heated
and passed over the engraved figures which are thereby
filled with the black pigmented wax. Subsequently, the
surplus black wax is rubbed away by careful abrasion
with a soft cloth charged with a paste of fine emery
and water. The method is tedious but quite effective.
The black numeral wax here referred to can be obtained
quite cheaply from any dealer in clockmakers' requisites,
such as Messrs. E. Gray and Son, Ltd., 18 and 20,
Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C.t.

Waterproofing Spruce Planking
T AM building a boat which is planked with

lin. spruce and will be painted white. The
planking on similar boats when they have been
in salt water for a while absorbs water and in-
creases in weight considerably, despite the fact
that it is painted with both raw linseed oil and a
final coating (flat paint and gloss paint mixed).
How can I keep this water out of the timber ? The
objection is to the increase in weight. -Joseph A.
Kilkenny (Dublin).
WOOD, even if it is impregnated with linseed oil, raw

or otherwise, will always contrive to absorb a
certain amount of water. You could have reduced this
tendency towards water absorption by brushing the
spruce planks liberally with hot creosote, but this would
have prevented them from being painted afterwards. It
would have been better to use teak for the planking
instead of spruce; which is' a much more absorbent
wood. We can only suggest that you dissolve about to
parts of aluminium naplithenate in cio parts of white
spirit. This is brushed on to the wood fairly liberally
and allowed to dry in. Finally, the planks are painted
over with the chosen oil paint, to which a small propor-
tion of the stearate solution has been added. Aluminium
stearate is a powerful waterproofer. It can be obtained
from Messrs. Thos. Tyrer & Co., Ltd., Stratford,
London, E.15, the price being about 6s. a pound.

There is, however, no type of paint which will really
successfully waterproof the deck planks in the instance
which you quote.
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Alkaline Degreasing Salts
IWISH to obtain details of an electrolytic alkali

-I. for degreasing and removing rust from metals.
The process is apparently used in this country

for reconditioning and reclaiming metals, and I
understand that the process removes grease
and rust with very little damage to the surface
of the metals.

I shall be obliged if you will be good enough to
advise me of the name or names of the manu-
facturers of the above chemical.-H. S. Barton
(Farnborough).

THERE are quite a number of alkaline cleaning
and degreasing salts which can be used electro-

lytically. Such salts are usually trisodium phosphate,
sodium metasilicate and caustic soda. These may be
had (in bulk), from Laporte Chemicals, Ltd., Luton,
Beds, or from any firm of laboratory furnishers. It
must, of course, be recognised that alkaline salts are
not suitable for the electrolytic cleaning of all metals
indiscriminately. Some of these salts would actually
dissolve and corrode many of the lighter non-ferrous
alloys, but since you mention the de -rusting of metals,
we imagine that you are, in the main, referring to the
ferrous metals only. An all-round alkaline preparation
for electrolytic cleaning preparation is given in the
following formula :

Sodium carbonate .. 8oz.
Caustic soda ..
Trisodium phosphate
Sodium silicate ..
Water gallon

From Messrs. Wm. Canning & Co., Ltd., Great Hamp-
ton Street, Birmingham, you can obtain ready-made
alkaline salts for electrolytic cleaning.

All these cleaning salts are used as follows : The
salts are dissolved in water so as to form a moderate -
strength solution. The solution is poured into an iron
tank, which is made the anode. While the work to
be cleaned is suspended in the solution as the cathode.
A moderately heavy current is passed. Large volumes
of hydrogen are liberated at the cathode and the grease
is quickly removed therefrom.

Electric Fires : " Coal " Effect and
Sticking Vane

(T\
COULD you tell me how to get the "coal"

J. / effect for an electric fire I am building ?
I have tried silicate of soda on a fine wire mesh,
but this does not give the proper effect.

(2) I have a commercial fire and the small
vaned wheel which should revolve under the
" coals " only does so if one taps the fire or if
started by some vibration in the room. I can
see no wear in any of the parts. Can you suggest
a remedy ?-D. Beamont (Plymouth).

THE commercially made electric fires have the
" coals " made of glass which are fused together

in one piece. If the sodium silicate which you have
tried is in large pieces it should give a correct effect,
especially if the upper surfaces of the big lumps are
brushed over with a dead black paint or the blacklead
with which grates are treated.

(2) With regard to the sticking vane, it is evident
that the point on the top of the lamp is blunt and sets
up friction. Mould a small lump of Plasticine
or hard clay around the " pip " on the lamp and set in
it about fin. of the pointed end of a fine needle. On this
new point the vane will revolve without trouble.

Making a Kaleidoscope
COULD you please give me details of how to

make a kaleidoscope? I have some idea of
the principle, but do not know the most suitable
length and angles.-E. Spencer (Northampton).

THE most simple form to give a kaleidoscope is that
of an equilateral triangle with three strips of

mirror glass, all of equal width and fitting closely
together in a tin or cardboard tube, which tube should
be parallel. The ends should be cut square. At the
end opposite to that which you look into there should
be two pieces of plain clear glass with a space between
them. In this space are placed a number of oddly -
shaped fragments of coloured glass.

When the tube is rotated the coloured fragments are
reflected in all three mirrors and produce very beautiful
symmetrical patterns. The degree of beauty and
colour effects are dependent upon the shapes and choice
of colour in the glass fragments. The principle can be
very much elaborated by making the kaleidoscope
larger and increasing the number of mirrors. It is also
possible to have double sets of coloured fragments.

Reinforced Concrete Slab
WOULD a reinforced concrete slab be suitable

over the door of a garage ? The doors are
7ft. wide and the walls are gin. thick. The front
of the garage will be stepped up from a height of
about 6ft. 6in. to 9ft.

If it will be suitable, will you let me know what
composition of concrete to use and the number of
steel rods to use, etc. ?

I have tried to obtain an " H " girder, but have
met with no success, as they appear to be very
scarce.-S. Beckett (Farnworth).
A REINFORCED concrete slab would be quite
" strong enough for the purpose you name provided
that it was properly formed. For the concrete mix use
two parts Portland cement and two parts of aggregate.
The aggregate should comprise one part (by measure)
clean sand (NOT sea sand), one part fine sieved ashes

one part fine grit (i -lin. particle size) and one part fine
brick dust, or any type of fine inert filling material.
When slaking this mixture with water to make the
cement, it is a good thing to work into it a quantity of
well -wetted hair (horsehair, etc.) or any other fibrous
material. This gives extra strength to the material
when set. You should use as metal reinforcements
from six to to tin. iron rods, laid in the direction of the
length of the cast beam, but at different levels in it.
As a matter of fact, you may use as many of these as
you like, together with intervening scraps of metal mesh
and network, but you MUST be sure that the concrete
mix is well tamped down into the mould and well
consolidated therein so as not to leave empty spaces
and voids which would provide areas of weakness and
thus powerfully counteract the good influences of the
reinforcing material which you have provided. You
can also mix a small amount of angular stones with the
concrete. The stones must be well wetted beforehand,
and preferably soaked in water or left out in the rain a
few hours before mixing in the cement.

Projector Switching Device
IHAVE seen in an American journal a very

useful device for using with a cine-projector.
I would like to build something like it, and hope
that you can tell me the lines on which to work.

The device is in the form of a small box, which

Supply

r

Projector
lamp

Table lamp

Circuit diagrams o,
projector switching

arrangements.

Table lamp

plugs into a wall switch plug, rather as a two-way
adaptor does. It has two two -pin sockets-one
for the projector and one for a table lamp. The
current is switched on, lighting the table lamp,
and when the projector is switched on (it has its
own switch built in) then the table lamp goes out ;
when the projector is switched off, on comes the
table lamp.

It is specified for A.C. only, and no alteration
is to be made to the projector wiring, the flex for
which is a normal two-core.-Harold Gough
(N.W.lx).
TT occurs to us that the projector lamp may have a
A considerably lower voltage than the supply mains
and that this is connected through a choke coil to reduce
the voltage at the projector. The table lamp may be of
mains voltage and low wattage and connected across the
output terminals of the unit, to which the projector lamp
is connected. The projector lamp probably takes quite
an appreciable current. When the projector is switched
off the table lamp may take such a low current that the
volt drop across the choke coil is then negligible, giving
almost mains voltage at the table lamp.

When the projector lamp is switched on the volt drop
across the choke  coil may reduce the output terminal
voltage below the lighting value of the table lamp.

It is, of course, possible that there is a small relay
inside the unit. Such a relay could have its coil
connected in series with the projector lamp circuit
with contacts (which close when the relay coil is de -
energised) in series with the table lamp. In this case
the table lamp and projector may be of mains voltage
so that no choke coil is required. A shading ballet
would be required on the core of the A.C. relay.

Regilding Picture Frames
r HAVE been trying to regild some old picture
A frames, using gold paint, but it has dried very
unevenly. Could you advise me how to achieve

a good even coat ? Is there such a thing as a cheap
type of gold leaf which I could use instead of gold
paint, and if so could you please advise me in its
use ?-W. E. Greafell (Southsea).

THERE is no such thing as a cheap gold leaf. Gold
is gold the world over. " Dutch metal," a zinc -

copper alloy of golden colour, can be had in leaf form,
but it rapidly tarnishes and is hardly suitable for your
purpose. Gold leaf can be attached to picture frames by
lightly brushing over them a 5o : so mixture of egg
white and COLD water. When this has dried, it is
then breathed on to moisten it slightly, and the gold
leaf is merely rubbed down over the surface, the thin
paper backing of the leaf being peeled off. The opera-
tion requires some skill and practice and it is expensive,
particularly when operating on big picture frames.

A very good substitute for real gilding can be effected
as follows

Obtain from Shawinigan, Ltd., Marlow House,
Lloyd's Avenue, London, E.C.3, about lb. of poly-
vinyl acetate resm (" Gelva " Resin, No. 7). Obtain also,
from Messrs. Johnson & Bloy, Ltd., Metana House,
Hind Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4, an ounce or
two of " Rich Pale Gold " bronze powder.

Dissolve zo parts of the polyvinyl acetate resin in 80
parts of warm methylated spirit. Pour a little of this
solution on to a shallow dish, and work into it a quan-
tity of gold bronze powder. This will give you a freshly -
prepared gold paint which will be quick -drying and
whose spreading qualifies will be governed by the
amount of the resin solution which you incorporate
into it. This paint cannot be kept. You will have to
make it afresh every time you require to use it. But you
will find it better than the majority of proprietary gold
paints, and, moreover, much cheaper than the latter.

Carefully applied to a clean and grease -free frame
with a hard, flat brush, the effect will be brilliant and
lasting. In fact, the only drawback to the result, from
an artistic standpoint, will be the inner realisation of
the fact that " all that glitters is not gold."

Other shades of gold bronze powders can be obtained
from the above -mentioned firm, but the shade above
quoted is about the most brilliant for average picture
frame purposes.

Negative Reversal: Stereoscopic Pro-
jection Arrangement

T AM interested in stereoscopic photography
A and would like to know :

I. Is there a method by which an ordinary
negative film can be developed to give a positive
transparency instead of a negative ?

2. If a stereoscopic pair of transparencies
were superimposed by projecting both onto one
screen, each having first to pass separately
through a polarising glass filter so that they were
polarised at 90 deg. to each other, would a stereo-
scopic effect be produced by viewing the screen
through a pair of polarised spectacles with the
glasses arranged so that each eye would only be
able to accept one of the polarised images on the
screen ?

Any information or references to books on the
above queries would be appreciated.-T. J. H.
Bate (Devonport).

\ GENERALLY speaking, methods of negative
I reversal are not very successful, when the reversed

negatives (otherwise positives), are required for trans-
parency purposes' the reversal process taking away a
good amount of the fine detail. However, for your
information here is a process with which you can
experiment :

The reversal bath is made up as follows :
Potassium dichromate 8 grams.
Sulphuric acid ... 12 cc.
Water ... r,o0o cc.
Develop the plate or film in the ordinary way. Wash

it well but do not fix it. After washing for a few minutes
immerse the negative in the above reversal bath, and
then turn up the full artificial light, or, alternatively,
place the dish in full daylight. After about II minutes,
the negative image will be dissolved away and a faint
positive image will be seen. When the negative image
has gone, wash the plate or film in running water for
five minutes or so in order to get rid of the dichromate
stain. Then re -develop in any ordinary developer, the
plate or film being kept in artificial or daylight all the
time. Finally, wash the positive well and dry it in the
usual manner. No fixing is necessary.

(2) The arrangement for; stereoscopic projection
which you outline would not work because despite the
fact that the arrangement would enable each eye to dis-
cern only one particular image, the required image -
separation (in a spatial sense), would not be present.
As a matter of fact, we believe that something very
similar to your suggested method has been tried out
for stereoscopic screen viewing, but we have not been
able to find the precise reference to this experiment.

A modern standard work on stereoscopy and its
applications is :-

A. W. Judge : " Stereoscopic Photography " (Chap-
man and Hall). This should be available in your local
reference library or from your county library.

Model Boat Building
BY F. J. CAMM

5/-, By post 5/6
From GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2



Army Carbon Microphones with handle
and switch, 5/9. Trans., 4/6.
I lin. Pulleys, take tin. spindle. Double
groove. Cast Ali. 1/6.

M/C. Microphones with switch in
handle, 7/6. Trans. to match, 5!-.
High Resistance Phones, 12/6. Low
Resistance, 8/6 pair.

Powerful Small Blower Motors, 24 v.
A.C./D.C., 14/6. As used for the Hedge
Trimmer.

24 v. Blower Motors, double the size
of the above, 71/6.
Transformers. Input 200/240 v. Sec.
tapped 3-4-5-6-8-9-10-12-15-18-20-24-30
volts at 2 amps., 21/6. 12 months'
guarantee. This is ideal for use with the
24 v. Blower Motor.
Selenium Rectifiers F.W. 124 volt, 3 A.,
14/6. 4A., 261-. 6A., 30/-. 24 v. 2 A.,
30/, 250 v. 120 mA. HW., 9/-.
D.P.D.T. Relays. Operate at 200/300
volts D.C., 8/6. D.P. Make and Break,
8/6. Any combination or voltage can
be supplied at varying prices.
24 v. A.C./D.C. Motors. 31in. x 2iin.
14/-.

New Exide 2 v. Accumulators I I A.H.,

VCR97. Cathode Ray Tubes, New
and Crated, 45/-. Bases, 3/6.

Multimeter Kits with calibrated
meter, reads volts 3, 30, 150, 300 and
600. MA. 0-60. Ohms 0-5,000. 24/6.

A/C. Motors I -I H.P. From 50/-.
Price list and details sent on request.
Trans., Input 230/240, Output 50 volts
I Amp. Tapped at 25 volt, 16/6.

All Carriage Paid.

THE RADIO &
ELECTRICAL MART
253B, Portobello Road,

London, W.I I.
Park 6026

A REALLY SMALL RADIO RECEIVER
This radio receiver 19
only half the size of
a matchbox but gives
loud, clear reception
of the B.B.C. Home.
Light. and Third Pro-
grammes on the
medium waveband.
about 180-550 metres.

No catswhiskers, POST FREEcrystals, valves, or
batteries are required, and the set
works off a short indoor aerial in many
districts.

Instructions are included for making
a small, simple, and cheap loading coil
for tuning the Light Programme on
1,500 metres.

This offer applies only to Gt. Britain,
Irish Republic and Northern Ireland.

SWIFT RADIO (P),
137, Cotham Brow, Bristol, 6.

ORDERS BY POST ONLY.

PRICE

TARGET BLOWPIPES

The " Target " FINE
FLAME Gas Blowpipe
(self -blowing) is ideal for
all those small and deli-
cate soldering and brazing
lobs essential to model mak-
ing. Fine, intense flame easily
melts small copper rivets. Sold-
ering and small brazing lobs done

1,, in no time. PRICE 2s. 9d. each.
POST FREE.
The "Target" FIERCE FLAME Gas
Blowpipe (self -blowing). For soldering
and brazing LARGER lobs.
Gives a fierce roaring 4 -inch
flame. Guaranteed to melt

in. copper tube. PRICE
(with full instructions).
3s. 6d. each. POST FREE.
Retailers' Enquiries Welcomed.
TARGET MFG. CO.
Wallas ton,Wel I ingborOug h

(Dept. P.M.)

BATTERY CHARGERS
2-6-12 volts one amp.

Brand new In steel cane with Ammeter
for ffi0-250 volt A.C. mains.

Onis, 59/6
(delivery 216) guexanteed.

THAMES VALLEY PRODUCTS (P)
"Oran." Eleanor Ed., Chalfant St. Peter. Reeks,

Plastic Marble
The entirety new Karlena artificial Stone for casting Bookends, Ashtrays, Wall -vases,
Statuettes, etc. Sets rock hard with a scintillating crystalline structure like marble
or alabaster for colour, veining, texture, density and hardness. It is enormously
strong, highly resistant to heat, impervious to water. Natural " veining " can be
simulated in any colour. A range of pigments is available for this purpose. Most
attractive marble effect in models, plaques, statuary and Coronation designs.

Make your own Elastomold

Rubber Moulds
ELASTOMOLD is high quality synthetic rubber for making flexible moulds that
faithfully reproduce the most minute details of ornamentation and surface texture.
ELASTOMOLD is permanent and ideal for repetition casting or plaques, bookends,
ashtrays, and art models. Moulds can be taken from any type of material including
Karlenite, wood, metal, plaster, cement, stone, glass, ivory. Elastomold is incredibly
simple to use and has great dimensional stability, but flexes easily for the release
of cast without damage to fine detail or undercuts.

Send for full details of this new, fascinating and profitable craft
KARLENA ART STONE COMPANY LTD.,

PLASTICS 2.F. DIVISION,
KARLENA HOUSE, 270-272, OXFORD ROAD, MANCHESTER, 13

BARGAIN LINES
COLLARD 3 -Speed Autochangers, play
9 lflin. or 12in. records at 330 or 78 no.m.,
also 71n. at 95 r.p.m. Our price 612-8-2.
Single -speed ditto- 29-17-4. P.U. Heads
from 25!-.
COLLAR() 3 -Speed Gram. Units, complete
with Pick-up and Autostop. Price 28.PORTABI,E RECORD PLAYER
CABINETS in brown rexine, 39/9. PORT-
ABLE MICROGRAM CABINETS, take
gram unit. amplifier and 6)In, sneaker,
price 00/, " SYMPHONY " AMPLIFIER
for A.C. mains, amazing realism, separate
Bass, Treble and Middle controls, scratch -
cut, negative feedback. 5 -watt model.
10 ass.: 10 -watt model, 15 ans. BASS
REFLEX CAB LNIET KITS, 30in. high, com-
plete to last screw, 85/- to 10716. Ready -
built, 7/6 extra. Send Old. for full catalogue.
NORTIIERN RADIO SERVICES. 16,Kings College (toad, Swiss Cottage,
London, 76.W.3. PRImrose 13314.

WIND CHARGING
Height ensures success and reduces
battery capacity. Lattice tube pylon
masts, easily climbed, erected and
extended. Lighter type for aerials.
Also Lucas " Freelite " Sets, new,
used and spares.

S.A.E TUBECRAFT
Long Itchington, Nr. Rugby.

ADANA PRINTING MACHINES
Print in the odd hours with an
Adana -still the most absorbing

of crafts. No. 1 II/S
Machine 64-17-6

No. 2 IltS Machine
6:10 - 15 - O. Will
quickly pay for itself.
Send for illustrated
folder to Dept. P.M.59.

ADANA t Printing Machines) Ltd., Twicken-
ham, or call 8, Grays Inn Rd., London, W.C.1

MULTI -PURPOSE BENCH TOOLS
Combination Tools for Sawing, Groov-
ing, Multiple Slitting, Grinding &
Drilling. Standard range from 29/44.,
Circular Saws, Motors, Vee & Flat
Pulleys, Vee Belts, Bearings, Saw
Benches, Log Sawing Machines, Saw

Spindles and Flanges.
Send Bd. for fully illustrated Catalogue.
BEVERLEY PRODUCTS. Ranskill

Notts.

PLASTICS
sold ; Perspex sheets and oticuts
in stock, large quantity of clear
and all colours, thick
at cheap price ; Cellulose Acetate
film, Moulding Powder, etc.
Please send your enquiries to:

MULTITEX LIMITED
10-11, Archer Street, London, W.1

Tel. : GERrard 9520 and 5728

IMPETUS Precision PLANERS
Circular safety type cutter -head High
Quality tempered steel knives. Tables
mounted on machined Inclined ways.
Ground table -surfaces. Fences
adjustable to4

MO
deg.

DEL,£9.10.0In.
Motorised, 118.10.0. 8 in. MODEL
228.10.0. Motorised 244.0.0. Send for
Catalogues of other ' Impetus' Products.
JOHN P. M, S. STEEL, Dept. 80.

RINGLET, YORKS.
Phone : BINGLEY 3551 (4 lines)

ARE YOU STUCK?
Do you NEED a MOTOR,
TRANSFORMER, RECTI-
FIER, METER, RELAY,
VALVE, POWER UNIT,
or a BOOK to complete that
MODEL ? Send Requirements
and S.A.E. and LIST and
QUOTE will follow.

LAWRENCE FRANKEL
MAIL-ORDER

134, Cranky Gardens, London,
N.10. Phone : TUDor 1404.

PORTASS

CASH OR 1 ERMS

DerADROuGilT

Heavy Duty
S.S.S.C. Lathe

BUILT FOR
PRODUCTION.
Dept. P.M.,

Portass,
Ruttermere

Road,
Sheffield, S.
Tel. 51353.

£1

RADIO, TELEVISION.
Short -Wave Kits. Viewmaster Com-
ponents, Pickups, Loudspeakers, Valves.
Write for our New Catalogue, Free
RADIO EQUIPMENT COMPANY
(Dept. P.M.), Castor Road, Brixham,

Devon.

200 SHAVES -2d.
Amazing Cyclop  ATOMIC '
Blade Keener keeps razor
blades equal to new or
better. 2 0 0 superb shaves
from only ONE 2d. blade.

Here is a Wonderful rost6d.
Xmas Present I

Send s.a.e. (lid.) for leaflet-- 3/6
KORVI NG LTD., (PM 2)
54. Frederick St.. London. W.0
10 English Lever Watch Movements from
Gold and Silver Cases, accept 30/- the 10.
Ten Geneva Movements, 20/- the 10. Ten
Swiss Jewelled Lever Movements. 30/- the

le. Very useful to Watchmakers.
Merkel's Jewellers. Grey Street

Neweastle-on-Tyne. Postage.

THE INSTITUTE OF EXECUTIVE ENGINEERS AND OFFICERS
MEMBERSHIP IS OPEN TO THOSE HOLDING, OR EX-

PERIENCED IN, APPROPRIATE ADMINISTRATIVE
EXECUTIVE. PROFESSIONAL and/or TECHNICAL APPOINT-
MENTS or POSTS.
PARTICULARS OF THE WIDE INTERESTS COVERED BY

THE INSTITUTE MAY BE OBTAINED BY SENDING THIS,
DULY COMPLETED, TO THE SECRETARY, EXECUTIVE

CHAMBERS. 241, BRISTOL RD., BIRMINGHAM. 5.
FULL NAME (in block letters)
ADDRESS (In block letters). INDUSTRY -APPOINTMENT and AGE

SPARKS'
DATA SHEETS
are the Safest, Simplest and Finest
Constructional Sheets of Guar, iteed

and Tested Radio Designs.

THE " MIDDY "
The Finest little 2-Valver ever offered to the
Constructor. It covers Ship -to -Shore
Transmissions and Medium- and Long -Wave
Broadcasting. All -dry battery operation.
Fine Speaker results. Most widely Praised
by the many hundreds who have made it in
all parts of the Country.
Full-size Data Sheet. az! Post Free.

THE " BOSUN " 3
Last month I asked you to meet the

Bosun," and I still say that if you want
something more Powerful than the

Middy," then the " Bosun " is IT. It is a' Straight' 3-Valver. All -dry batteries.
Ship -to -Shore plus Medium and Long
waves. Well and Truly Tested in Dorset.
Economical and Reliable. Full-size Data
Sheet. 3/21 Post Free.

NOW MEET
THE " SKIPPER "

Here Is yet another New Design. The
" Skipper " is a T.R.F. 4 -Valuer. All -dry
battery operation specially designed for
those who want Range and Power. Single
Knob Tuning. Ship -to -Shore transmissions
plus Medium and Long waves. The ideal
Set for Reliable Trouble -Free Listening.
Full-size Data Sheet. 3'2/ Post Free.

IMPORTANT, If you own the " Middy "
you can use ALL the parts and Valves In
the " Bosun." if you make the " Bosun,"
YOU can, st,, a later date, use all the parts and
Valves for the " Skipper."
Progressive Construction Without Waste.

SPARKS LEADS AS ALWAYS.
SPARKS' DATA SHEETS COVER DE-
SIGNS FROM A CRYSTAL SET TO A
9 -VALVE RADIOGRAM.

Send Stamp for List.
Components Supplied.

L ORMOND SPARKS (M)
48A, HIGH ST., SWANAdt, DORSET

SPECIAL XMAS OFFERS
GENUINE NEW and PERFECT

EX -GOVT. SIGNAL LAMPS
for day or night use. Olin.
lamp, Morse key, view
finder, mirror reflector,
fully wired in strong water-
proof case. Swivel base,
metal screw -in stand. Com-
plete with spare parts, tin
and coloured discs. Adapt-
able as car, motor cycle,
workshop, studio spot-
light.

/3
Post and packing, 2,-. 13/6Special spare bulbs 1

Free Morse Code Leaflet given with each.

NEW ASTRO-COMPASS
Precision Instr. containing
parts of use to Photographers
and Model Engineers. Grad.
360" ; viewfinder, univ. joint
for all -way levelling ; 2 -way
spirit level ; Tiber fitting
for mounting. Complete in
ease. PRICE ONLY, 8;'8.
Post & Pkg., 118.

ELECTRIC MOTOR
1/6th h.p., 200/250 v.,
also 110-v., 50 cyc. A.C.,
1140 r.p.m. App. 101n. x
tin., 210. x lin. shaft,on platform. Used,
tested, guar. good work-
ing order. Worth 80/-.
Special Price, 45/-.
Carr. & Pkg., 76.

NEW ALTIMETERS
Ex -Govt. Single Arm
0-20,000ft. IDEAL FORCONVERSION TO
BAROMETER.
Special reduction.
Post & Packing. V-.

6/6

1 AMP. BATTERY
CHARGERS
New and fully guaranteed.
200/250v. A.C. Charges 2, 8and 12v. batteries and
maintains 1 amp. output at
all voltages.
Posh Pkg. 1/9.
(List price .951-.)

Also 2 amp. He Luxe Model (List price
126/6) 89/6. Carr. 218.

55/ -

Send for Free New Illustrated Catalogue.
PRIDE & CLARKE LTD.
'Dept, P.M.), STOCKWELL ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.9, BRIslon 6251.
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SCOTCH BOY
THE ORIGINAL

aelAfe TAPE

for 1,001 sealing, mending
& fastening jobs

Scotch Boy Tape mends books,
plastic materials, toys and
models, broken tool handles ...
seals parcels ...holds snapshots
in albums.

When buying, look for the
Scotch Boy Trade Mark and the
handy red plastic Dispenser.

IMMEDIATE DELFILRI

ELECTRIC WELDER
AND COMPLETE KIT
For Welding. Sold,

Brazing,lering,
effecting all metal
repairs in the home ,'

and on the car or
cycle. Instant heat. 6,000
F. Works from 6v.
or 12v. car battery or trans-
former from A.C. mains.
Complete kit of Welding
Tool, 9ft. cable, clip, car-
bons, cleansing fluid, fluxes,
filler rods, goggles, instruc-
tions, hints. Thousands of
these amazingly low priced -
but remarkably effective -Electric
Welders are in daily use in
workshops. garages, factories.
throughout Britain and Over- 53/6
seas. Welds all mrtaN. Up
to One eighth gauge. C.O.D.
IF 11 ROUTH ED. Post Free.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY

with 3 in. saw blade and 41 x 31 saw
table, 19 in. bed, 14 in. between Centres,
4 in. face plate. 3 speed pulley. A few
hundred to be sold at,an UNREPEAT-
ABLE just above cost price offer I

Beautifully constructed and finished.
Send money now plus 4,6 For Only
for packing and carriage.

C.O.D. IF REQUIRED

HARRIS ENGINEERING Co.
1..31.Egisog7INnI,ANI)

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

Ask for
Leafier No. 1817

Speed up to
6,000 r.p.m.

B.& F. CARTER
& Co., Ltd., Bolton 6

Members of 13.E.S.T.E.C. Organisation.

CHEMISTRY

EQUIP YOUR HOME LABORATORY
USEFUL APPARATUS

BASIN 2/6 GAS 1AR & PLATE 2/6
BEAKER 1/6 GLASS TUBING (I doz ) 1/6
BEEHIVE SHELF 1/6 MORTAR & PESTLE 3/6
BLOWPIPE 2/. PIPECLAY TRIANGLE 9d.
BUNSEN BURNER 3/. SAND BATH 9d.
CHARCOAL BLOCK 9d. SPIRIT LAMP 2/6
CLEANING BRUSH 6d. TEST TUBES 2d. & 3d.
CRUCIBLE 1/6 TEST TUBE HOLDER 9d.
CRUCIBLE TONGS 116 TEST TUBE RACK 2/6
FILTER FUNNEL 1/6 THISTLE FUNNEL 7)d.
FILTER PAPERS 9d. TRIPOD STAND 2/6
FLASK 1/6 WIRE GAUZE 9d.

(Postage extra.)
SEND V,cl. STAMP FOR COPY OF COMPLETE PRICE LIST

which includes choice of 120 chemicals at 4!E and

OUR SPECIAL SELECTIONS
APPARATUS ONLY APPARATUS & CHEMICALS

(Post free.) 2.5/ -

BOOKLETS
" EXPERIMENTS IN CHEMISTRY " 10A.; "CHEMICAL
FORMULAE & TABLES," 10A.; "EASY HOME CHEMISTRY

FOR BOYS " 2/3.
(including Postage.)

ORDER BY POST OR PAY US A VISIT

A. N. BECK & SONS.
60, STOKE NEWINGTON HIGH STREET,
LONDON, N.I6 (Dept. A). 'Phone : Clissold 0335

Car style lighting for Cycles-
"IfIf/

L.

Modelled on famous Lucas Car
Lighting equipment, Silver
plated brass reflectors. Intense
beam with ample local light.
Twin wiring eliminates earth-
ing troubles. Detachable cable
connectors. Powerful 6 v.

3.3 w. generator with com-
bined universal bracket

and rear light. Ask your
local cycle dealer to
show them to you.

Prices: 34/6 to 4716

Minor Illui : 34/6

"icisif 'foe afar

CYCLE DYNAMO SETS
JOSEPH LUCAS (CYCLE ACCESSORIES) LTD., CHESTER STREET. BIRMINGHAM. 6

December, 1952

EX GOVERNMENT BARGAINS

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS. -Approximately
8ft. bin. long, suitable for light grinders.
etc. Price 5'6. postage lie.

ROMEC VACUUM PUMPS. -These are,
of course, suitable as air compressors, size
approx. less shaft, bin. long. 4in. x 41n. dia.
fitted 2in. long, hie. dia. splined shaft, pumps
are rotary vane type and give a constant
pressure or vacuum. develops approx.
40;60 lbs. sq. in. New, unused, 351, post 21.

MOTOR FLASHER I:MTS.-Contains
small 24 v. motor coupled to a worm reduc-
tion gear running at about 60 r.p.m. and
fitted with four sets of make and break con-
tacts, connected to six coax. sockets this
unit is ideal for flashing signs, etc.. 124.
postage 1/6.

ARMY RANGE FINDERS by " Barr &
Stroud." complete In wood transit case.
Offered elsewhere at L15. Our price, soiled.
23:10/0, carriage 101-.

TRANSFORMERS. -Suitable for charg-
ing units or model railways, etc. where 12 v.
D.0 is required. The. Actual A.C. output
from these transformers is 15 v. at 21 amps,
which will give 12 v. D.C. after rectification.
Price 12/6. post 2!-..

RECTIFIER. METAL 3 AMP, to suit
above transformer. 14,-. post 1/3.

ROTARY BLOWER UNITS. -Consisting
of # h.p. D.C. motor, driving an 8in. x 21n.
fan, llin. dia. outlet. This unit is mounted
on the top portion of a trolley 8in. wide x
10in. long. On the lower portion of the
trolley is fitted a rotary compressor also
driven by the motor via a belt drive. Two
oil tanks are provided with filters, etc. to
work in conjunction with the compressor.
These units would be suitable for the con-
version of oil fired boilers. etc.. or would
make good rotary compressors. 2411010.
carriage 10/-.

Our new list. No. 9 containing over .400
ex -Government items, Is now available, price
6d. inland. 116 overseas Air Mail.

A. T. SALLIS
93, North Road, Brighten, Sussex.

Phone: Brighton 25400.

G.E.C. & B.T.H.
GERMANIUM

CRYSTAL DIODES
G.E.C. GLASS TYPE Slmin. x i3/loin.
B.T.H. LATEST TYPE MOULDED IN

THERMO-SETTING PLASTIC
Both Wire Ends for Easy Fixing.

4/6 each, postage 21d.
B.T.H. SILICON CRYSTAL VALVE

3/6 each, postage 21d.
Fixing Brackets 3d. Extra.

Wiring instructions for a cheap, simple
but high quality Crystal Set included
with each Diode and Crystal Valve.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,

COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
All gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

FORMERS AND TUBES.
ALL DIAMETERS.

Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS.

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE
Adjustable Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet, 15/ii, post 1/...
A REAL CRYSTAL SET NOT A TOY

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

REFILL YOUR OWN BALL PEN
V1SCOID REFILL KIT
Post Free 318 ice. ta

COMPLETE WITH TOOL AND
ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS

Contains Ink lee Blue, Red Of Green
15 Large Refills Trade supplied.
PBC= INKS (P111), 6, Sherlock Mews,

Baker Street, Landau W 1.
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Comments of the Month
The W.R.R.A. and Eileen Sheridan

ON more_ than one occasion we have had
to criticise the Women's Road Record

Association because of its inexperience and
wrong handling of its affairs. When
Margaret Wilson was making most of the
members of the W.R.R.A. jealous by the
consistency with which she made and broke
records, finally holding every one on the
books, some effort was made to strike a
distinction between amateurs and professionals
and a proposition was actually tabled suggest-
ing a change of rule which was to be
retrospective so as to upset some of those
records. It may be that women have not
the ability to legislate so well as men and
this curious institution which seems to be
specially created to watch their interests
certainly has not taken a leaf out of the
book of its older counterpart, the R.R.A.
The W.R.R.A., as a fact, is an unnecessary
institution, for the homologation of women's
records could equally well be undertaken
by the older institution, whose long experi-
ence would have avoided some of the
mistakes which the W.R.R.A. has made.

Take its latest antic over Eileen Sheridan's
Land's End -London record ; when the Asso-
ciation met to consider Eileen's claims to
record they rejected out of hand the Land's
End -London record because there had been
an infringement of rule 44, which lays down
that " any preliminary notice specifying the
intended date or time of a record attempt
appearing in the Press with or without the
consent of a rider may be regarded by
the committee as a sufficient ground for the
rejection of the rider's claim." This rule
is quite monstrous and militates against the
rules of natural justice ; for on no grounds,
ethical or otherwise, should a rider be held
responsible for the action of another. In
this case Eileen Sheridan was unaware of
the unwitting infraction of this specious rule
and to reject her record for something of
which she was unaware and could not
prevent is just the sort of thing which one
would expect from this committee. The
rule, it will be noted, is framed in the
subjunctive mood. It says that such infrac-
tion may be regarded as sufficient grounds
for the rejection of a record. On what
grounds, therefore, was the record rejected
in view of the facts ?

Unless this rule is removed we foresee an
early demise of the W.R.R.A.; for what
woman, is going to risk riding against the,
watch from Land's End to London only to
find at the end that because of some
accidental prior publicity the record has
been rejected ? There will have to be some
relaxation of this advertising rule, not only
in connection with road records but with
time trials and road racing. We are living
in 1952 not in 1892, which seems to be the
spiritual home of the old fogies of the past
who still think that a cyclist clad in black

By F. J. C.

tights is inconspicuously attired. It should,
perhaps, be hardly necessary to state the
name of the paper which published the
" offending " paragraph giving news of
Mrs. Sheridan's attempt. Frank Southall,
the team manager, and the rider were both
unaware of the paragraph.

Now that mass start racing is accepted
firms will not be interested in it unless
publicity for both rider and machine be per-
mitted. If the W.R.R.A. continues to act
in this captious, frivolous and irresponsible
way it will find a schism within its ranks
and another body will be born. This is
what has happened in other cycling organisa-
tions. Hell hath no fury . . . !

B.L.R.C.-N.C.U. Affiliation Rejected
THE B.L.R.C. has rejected the terms of

affiliation offered to them by the N.C.U.
All hopes, therefore, of a peaceful settle-

ment of this long-standing dispute seems to
have vanished like a cloud upon the silent
summer heaven. The rejection was made in
the following terms: "That this meeting
turns down any proposition for an affiliation
to the National Cyclists Union. We are
prepared to negotiate an agreement with the
N.C.U. on similar terms to the R.T.T.C.,
i.e., equal terms. The B.L.R.C. feels that
they have earned and are entitled to be
recognised as the controlling body for road
racing in this country." The N.C.U. presi-
dent replied: "You will know from my
previous letters and my statement when the
League, the Union and the R.T.T.C. met
the Manufacturers Union in Coventry that
your letter closes the door to further negotia-
tions. . . ' The N.C.U. is not prepared to
acknowledge a governing body for any
form of cycling sport. That is the position
to -day. The N.C.U. made concessions
which most probably exceeded anything that
my members in Council would make, but we
did that in an effort to bring peace to the
sport. These concessions are now withdrawn
and the Union will now only admit the
League to membership on the terms of my
letter dated June 14th. The Union intends
to maintain its position as the governing body
of British cycling."

The letter of June 14th referred to above
from the N.C.U. to the B.L.R.C. contained
the following terms of membership:

(x) That the B.L.R.C. applies for affilia-
tion (as an affiliated organisation under the
Union's Article to (b) ). The minimum
subscription under this article is Ea is. per
year, and the organisation is allowed one
Centre Councillor (to the N.C.U. Centre in
which its headquarters are situated) for each
£i is. paid (By-law 41 (b)).

Acceptance of this would allow the
B.L.R.C. to retain its identity and give it a
similar official status as the Army Cycling
Union.

(2) All B.L.R.C. clubs to have the option

of affiliating to the N.C.U. as clubs-affiliat-
ing their individual members in the club's
name, each affiliated member to get full
N.C.U. benefits, including the right to one
Centre Councillor for the first to affiliated
members and one for each 15 thereafter.

Any Centre Councillor representing the
League or its clubs would, of course, be in
a position to stand for election for the
General Council on the same terms as
present N.C.U. members and clubs. Any
General Councillor so elected would have the
right to stand for election to any standing
committee of the Union or any official
position. Any club can include B.L.R.C.
in its name if it wishes.

(3) Affiliation of non -racing members of
League clubs may be optional, but all racing
members of League clubs must be affiliated
to the N.C.U. and must hold Union Racing
Licences.

(4) The B.L.R.C.-as an affiliated organ-
isation-would be able to organise events
(a) confined to League members (this would
enable the League to hold its own champion-
ships) or (b) open events, but under N.C.U.
rules, e.g., Tour of Britain or Brighton -
Glasgow race, organised by the B.L.R.C.
(under N.C.U. rules).

(5) All open events (whether B.L.R.C. or
N.C.U. promotions). to be open to all holders
of N.C.U. licences. Holders of U.C.I.
licences to be able to compete under the
usual conditions applicable to N.C.U. events.

(6) B.L.R.C. independents who had
received money prizes or trade sponsorship
(whether from the cycle trade or any other
commercial source) will be reinstated as
professionals.

(7) B.L.R.C. independents who have not
received money prizes or sponsorship would
be reinstated as amateurs.

At a meeting between the N.C.U. and
B.L.R.C. on September 27th the Union
agreed to amendments to the original terms,
to provide that racing members of League
clubs wishing to participate in open events
must hold N.C.U. licences and that major
open events (Tour of Britain, etc.) should be
under agreed B.L.R.C./N.C.U. rules, with
all open events to be free to " holders of
internationally recognised licences. . ."

1953 Tour of Britain
TN the meantime the League, in its official
-I- journal, states that it will be promoting
the 1953 Tour of Britain. This seems to
deny the rumours that the Daily Express
had applied to the N.C.U. for next year's
event to be run under their rules. Their
attitude towards the N.C.U. is expressed in
the following words. " The B.L.R.C. seeks
to bring unity to the cycling world. They
wish to make it quite clear, however, that
they are in no circumstances prepared to
accept the original N.C.U. terms as they
stand at present."
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Fifty Years of S.A. Gears
THE first Sturmey-Archer gear appeared

in 19b2 so this year it celebrates its
Golden Jubilee. The company now produces
eight different hub gears, five brake hubs
and combinations, three dyno-hubs and com-
binations and a full range of cycle lighting
equipment. Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd., of
Nottingham has signalised the Golden
Jubilee of the S.A. gear by publication of
a book entitled " Fifty Years of Leadership."
The company is, of course, part of Raleigh
Industries, Ltd., which to -day employs
nearly 7,000 people in what is probably the
largest and most modern cycle plant in the
world, covering an area of 4o acres. The
company was founded by the late Frank
Bowden, who also founded the Raleigh
Cycle Co. To -day over 2,000,000 hubs are
sold every year and they are exported to
practically every country in the world. The
story of Frank Bowden is quite remarkable.
He took up cycling after a long illness and
became so interested in cycling that he
secured a financial interest in a small
bicycle workshop in Raleigh Street, Notting-
ham. In those days bicycles were heavy
and roads were bad. He realised that a gear
was the solution to the problem. It was
whilst he was searching for a design for
a variable gear that Henry Sturmey, a
Somerset schoolmaster, who was not by any
means an engineer, offered to him a device
which he had designed in collaboration with
Arthur Pellant, who was a London cycle
dealer.

Round about this time Bowden met James
Archer, who had invented a three -speed gear
on lines somewhat similar to Sturmey's.
Combining the advantages of both, the first
Sturmey-Archer three -speed gear patents
were taken out in 1902 and a new depart-
ment was formed to develop it under the
foremanship of Archer. Shortly afterwards
the first gears were marketed. Later G. P.
Mills, one of the greatest racing cyclists,
joined them and so did William Reilly, who
had himself invented a two -speed gear. Gear
succeeded gear and culminated in the pro-
duction of the now famous X hub. The
original hubs were three guineas each, but

0,6.- 44-, 0 4? -44....
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increased demand led
to increased production
and the price dropped
to a guinea. The three -
speed gear and coaster
hub combined was
marketed in 1908
under the name of the
Tri-Coaster. The K
hub was produced in
1918 and four years
later a new single
coaster hub, type CC,
was marketed. Many
famous racing cyclists
have raced using
Sturmey-Archer hubs,
including H a r r y
Green, Jack Rossiter,
Sid Ferris, Bert James,
Charles Holland,
Tommy Godwin,
Charles Marshall, and
many others. The hub

gear to -day is more popular than ever in
spite of the competition of the derailleur
gear.

A Bottom Brake and Gear
R. G. H. KENDALL tells me that in

Sweden the greater majority of
bicycles are fitted with back pedalling brakes
only and that they are also fitted with Novo-
Vaxel hub type two -speed gears. This
revives memories of the James two -speed
gear which was built into the bottom bracket.
An illustration of the Vaxel gear is given on
this page.

I have often wondered why the Eadie
coaster hub went out of popularity. I used
one for many years and had no trouble with
it, although I know that some cyclists never
really got used to the back pedalling action
and were apt to apply the brake when they
did not wish to do so.

Death of Harry Payne
I GREATLY regret the passing of my old

friend, Harry Payne, who had such
a distinguished racing
career. He was a
member of the Road-
farers' Club and often
recounted his early rac-
ing history. His very
first ride was on Good
Friday, 1894, at
Putney, and during his
long racing career he
managed to win well
over 200 prizes in this
country and on the
Continent. Although
he was at his best in
the sprint, he won
four national cham-
pionships which in-
cluded the 5o mile.
He maintained a keen
interest in cycling
events right up to his
death and regularly
attended all Road-
farers' functions.

He was well
acquainted with almost
everyone of note in
the cycling world.

The Financial Position of the N.C.U.

THE fact that the N.C.U. has scarcely
managed to keep its head a bove

water during recent years has very naturally
caused them great concern. At the recent
meeting there were many proposals for
methods of increasing revenue. One of those
proposals was that the membership fee should
be increased for, although the N.C.U. is

The Novo-Vaxel hub type two -speed gear.

still solvent, it requires about £2,000 a year
more to make it a paying concern. However,
the proposal to increase fees was defeated, but
it was agreed that administration costs must
be reduced. A resolution was accepted that

Ashley Clarke, R. D. Young, F. .7. Camm and w.y. Bassett-Lowke at
the Model Engineer Exhibition.
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a levy of threepence per rider be imposed on
all entrants in open circuit and road racing
and open track meetings. A new scale of
representation on the General Council was
agreed to by 56 votes to 14 and this will
reduce the numbers of those attending the
General Council meetings, which take place
twice a year, by nearly 25 per cent. and
save nearly Lino a year. There are to be
reductions also in three committees, the
Management Committee from 9 to 7, the
Track Racing Committee from 7 to 5 and
the Touring Committee from 7 to 5. The
Legal Committee remains at 5. Professional
licence fees are increased from Is. to £2
and managers, licensed trainers and masseurs
must pay an annual fee of xos., an increase
of 7s. 6d. The National Rally will con-
tinue to be held at Leamington, probably in
the second week in July.

The secretary said that the Centre spirit
scarcely exists and that racing alone is in-
sufficient to support the N.C.U. What is
required are more rallies and centre functions.
Next year the N.C.U. celebrates its 75th
anniversary.

Sid Cozens
SID COZENS, who has done so much

for the sport, has been called upon to
resign by the N.C.U. in which he holds
a number of official positions. This was
circulated in a statement to the Press after a
meeting of the Appeals Committee.
Previously he had been suspended for con-
travening Rule of Racing No. II and Article
of Association 7o. His appeal against the
decision succeeded as far as Rule of Racing
II was concerned, but under Article of
Association 7o his conduct was considered
prejudicial to the interests of the Union.
"For this reason the Appeals Committee
calls upon Mr. Cozens to resign all his
official positions not later than October t4th
failing which he shall be removed from all
such official positions." Sid Cozens is
employed by B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd., and acted
as manager to their winning team in the
Tour of . Britain. He is chairman of the
Birmingham and Midlands Centre MaSs
Start Committee and a delegate to the

"Daily Express " Tour of Britain -
AWELL -ILLUSTRATED booklet telling

the full story of the second Daily
Extvccs Tour of Britain 16 day cycle race,

eo.,, set "'AK< -

organised in conjunction with and under the
rules of the British League of Racing
Cyclists, from August 22nd to Septem-
ber 6th, has just been published by the
Daily Express at 2s. It is not only an
interesting record and souvenir of the race
but a glowing tribute to the efficiency of the
B.L.R.C. Copies may be obtained from the
newspaper named at their Fleet Street office.

New Use for the Dynohub ?
I HAVE received the following interesting

letter from Mr. G. Harris, of Notting-
ham. Perhaps readers would like to discuss
the technical points he raises. I will give
my own comments on the matter next month.

derived great
pleasure and interest by reading your excel-
lent articles relating to inventions and dis-
coveries, that I have decided to tender an
important discovery to you for the benefit
of your readers who care to try for themselves
the facts I state herewith. The benefits con-
cern those of the cycling fraternity, and can
be attained by anyone who cares to try out
for themselves the method I have discovered
for making a cycle so easy running as to be
self-propelled.

" No doubt many of your readers have been
confronted with the eternal question of per-
petual motion and many vague ideas have
been met with such as utilising an electric
motor to drive a dynamo whilst using the
output of the dynamo to drive the motor-
and so on, ad lib. It is no use, however,
for it has not been possible to attain too
per cent, efficiency from any electrical con-
version to power. The falling balls and
weights on loaded wheels have failed for
the same reason, but there has been one
small electric device overlooked in this search
for the ideal, and it is to be found in the
hub -dynamo or dynohub' now so common
to cyclists.

" Experiments with this device have shown
that the principle of the multi -element
magnet array of this instrument can possess
certain little understood factors which, when
properly arranged and paired together, can
produce surges, one within the other, when
revolved whilst connected with terminals
joined together. It is difficult to explain
to the lay mind, but the facts are well known
to the power engineer engaged in running
tandem alternators for, under certain con-
-ditions, there will be periods of unstable
running in which no current flows either to
or from an 'alternator, and at this critical
period it is possible to obtain a slight torque
from no apparent source of energy. This

is known as hunting,' and can be a source
of danger to the machines so afflicted.

" You may say it is not possible to see the
connection of what I say above to the benefits
I wish to offer cyclists, but the dynohub,
with almost frictionless bearings running with
considerable flywheel energy (impetus of
rider), will be found to possess this yet un-
explained source of free energy or torque
when run in tandem whilst connected
together externally by conductors from ter-
minal to terminal.

" Proof has been found in these statements
on actual tests with dynohub in rearwheel
and front wheel. For anyone with rear
dynohub it is a simple matter to borrow
from a friend an identical one to try at the
front. The procedure is to join them to-
gether electrically and venture out on the
road. Depending upon the actual electrical
phasing at any given time some rather
astounding results will be apparent from
time to time as the wheels allow of syn-
chronism, or rather, it would be more correct
to say, during those periods of slight slip in
the near synchronism, for this is the cause
of the source of free power or torque.

" It is possible to explain on paPer by
drawings and graphs why this is so, and also
to produce in practice with heavier machines
excess momentary torques which would
strain the machines severely, but the best
proof for the layman is to try the two
dynohubs, for, as I have said, there is, in
these devices, just the mechanism to bring
the facts to the notice of the rider.

" At first there will be noticed nothing
different, but on the level when the cycle
is under way with the easiest of pedalling
a condition will arise when the rider will
be conscious of an added torque resembling
that found with the wind to the rear. This
will undulate according to the relative sizes
of the front and rear wheels, and experiments
should be tried by releasing air from one of
the tyres (although both must be really hard).
The result is both gratifying and uncanny,
but on those periods when the synchronism
is slightly lagging in one of the hubs the
rider, if he be sensitively acute to the result,
will 3e drawn along on the level whilst the
' feel' of the magnet poles passing over
the central stator will be apparent. Speed
is increased for a while until near -synchro-
nism passes into complete dis-synchronism
and pedalling will have to be resumed. After
a short while (depending on the relative
diameters of the two wheels existing at
the time) a further accelerating will be
noticed and a cycle of periods will reoccur.
Tuning up to quicker repetitions can be made
by adjusting the pressure in the tyres, but
it must be made clear that tyres must be
hard and the cycle bearings in good order
for the effect to be really worth while. It
is really astounding what can be done by
carefully noting the periods of self -accelera-
tion of the machine, and if two cycle wheels
are set up to revolve freely and synchronised
with strobic light they will run for whatever
period desired. Unfortunately, this cannot be
attained as the effects cancel eventually owing
to the ' slip ' and lack of re -synchronising
effected whilst on the road by the rides
pedalling during the periods of no torque.

" I trust you will find this information
interesting and that it may be tried easily
to lend assurance to the claims made here-
with, and a report made in your paper accord-
ingly.

I should add that if no results are
apparent at first, the rider should dismount
and spin one wheel, or move it slightly, to
position the poles of the magnet. It will
be readily seen that certain positions of the
wheels are unfavourable for the torque to be
available."
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Wayside Thoughts
By F. J. URRY, M.B.E.

GREAT rOSTERJS
EGHAM.

A lovely Ell3alaethan. house
whtet, was once on the edge
of dm great forest of Windsor

These Swift Times
WHILE I'm thinking how to ride com-

fortably, if slowly, the younger
generation of racing cyclists is wondering
how to squeeze in that other bit of speed
and complete the unpaced out -and -home
" too " in four hours. In my day we
deemed such a feat impossible, and even
when the " 25 " was completed in less than
an hour, the " too " was still half an hour
off the " even time " of these modern days.
Then, only a few years ago, the " 50 " was
hauled down under two hours, and now the
" too " times are creeping nearer and
nearer to the magic four hours, the fastest
yet, as I write, being but a trifle over six
minutes outside. I remember when a certain
journal offered a gold medal for the inside
five hours' ride for the out -and -home " too,"
and this was eventually won by the late
Leon Meredith after several attempts by him
and other great riders of that day. Who is
going to offer a " gold " for the four hours'
performance ? It almost seems as if it were
on the Lapis, and I shouldn't be surprised
to see it accomplished in the near future.
Many people have speculated about the
reasons for this quickening of human
endeavour in the athletic field and especially
in the cycling branch of sport, and some
have wondered if our simpler diet has had
anything to do with the matter. Personally,
I don't think that side of the question
counts very much. We must recollect that
improvements in athletics with the aid of a
machine must owe something to the vehicle,
and in the latter sport particularly to tyres ;
but there is no doubt the boys know better
how to train, to use every ounce of energy
in the effort, with a nice calculation of
unleashing such energy with splendid
judgment over a period of time. I like to
see these things happen, and in my ambling
gait find the lads whizzing by me with a
speed undreamed of in the days when I
thought I could ride.

How Worthwhile
OF course I know I'm growing older and,

maybe, foolish in the eyes of some folk,
but the fact is I can just bout cope with the
exuberance of the new generation, and, in-
cidentally, teach them how to ride, to see
things, to recognise birds by their songs and
to love the heart and soul of this delightful
land. And besides I like to share the
favours that have fallen to me, and am

and
and
fast

convinced if more folk
did this who can afford
it, their lives would be
the happier as a result.
By and large, too, it
is plain to me that
young and old can
enjoy the thrills and
quiet delights of tour-
ing. In a year or so
will come the day when
possibly the young-
sters who were my
companions will also
be attracted by speed,
but, maybe, they will
remember their earlier
days when " the old
man " prowled around
with them and realise
there are better things
in life than all the
modern invasions that
attract and distract us,

that one of them is cycling, that simple
satisfying form of travel-neither too
nor too slow-that makes every day

a holiday and some of them an unforgettable
experience.

Motor Snobbery
THE other day the B.B.C. asked me to call

at a certain time, and I went there on
a bicycle, my usual method of travel. The
cheerful janitor told me my bicycle must
remain outside, and my reply was to the
effect that I should accompany it, for if the
B.B.C. wanted information from me that
bicycle was part of my needful equipment.
A 'phone message to authority put the
matter right, and the merry janitor said he
was very glad to communicate my protest,
but had to carry out his instructions. So
much for that ; but isn't it strange that a
man on a bicycle should be counted such
small fry, and his machine less still by people
who ought to know better. I've reached the
time of life when I care little enough what
people think of me and if they care to be
rude to me or my belongings I can give
them the correct change without, I hope,
jangling the coin too fiercely. I am tired of
this sense of importance attaching itself to
the car -owner, probably not by the driver
but certainly by the individual he calls to
see ; though curiously enough the importance
immediately disappears if the man is driving
a lorry or van, yea, even though he be the
owner, and may even have a multitude of
such vehicles. The spit and polish of com-
mercial life to -day has transferred itself from
silk hats to steering wheels, and it is about
time that phase ceased, and an individual
was accorded the right to present his
credentials without any outward display of
ostentation.

The Intolerance of Youth
IREAD a letter printed in a certain journal

in which the writer describes the old
cyclist as a " holier than thou " artist scaring
away from the sport and pastime the younger
element who love all the adventure and hard
riding attractive to youth. How good it is
to hear these young people talk of their joy
in " taking acid," and their firm belief that
that condition of cycling will last for ever.
To ride two hundred miles over a brief week-
end, partly through the night, for the pur-
pose of seeing one well-known beauty spot
was an adventure to me once, but fortun-
ately for my health and happiness, as l grew
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up through the fifties and sixties, I came to
recognise there was far more in this game
than the ability to ride fast and far, so I
remained a cyclist. Others of the golden
friends of my youth didn't, and most of
them still alive are sorry, but few of them
would publicly say so. Youth in the hey-
day of its prime is a fine thing to stretch
into miles of personal travel, to revel in
such exercise and feel on top of the world,
but the passing seasons will change the
individual, and if he or she is to remain a
cyclist with all a cyclist's freedom, the
change must occur naturally in relation to
age ; and while one may regret the passing
of youth, there is left to one then the
delight of activity heightened by the greater
appreciation of this lovely land. I say that
now with knowledge ; indeed, years ago I
might easily have been the author of the letter
referred to because my attachment to cycling
then was concerned with speed and sport.
The sport, goes on, and I still revel in it by
proxy ; the speed has lost its attraction
because it is now more enjoyable to see, hear
and contemplate beauty than to chase it from
county to county and miss something on the
way. The old rider and the quiet rider know
these things ; the vigorous youngster can't-
yet, but one sincerely hopes he will in the
years to come, 'and so broaden his outlook
on a game that is as wide in variety as the
characteristics of the people who play it.

The Right Cure
IN the early part of this season, just before

the entry of spring, there occurred one
of those days as harbinger of the gay time,
and I had the luck to enjoy it. During the
daylight hours I drifted through the heart of
Warwickshire, without touching any town-
ship and invaded the counties of Oxford and
Gloucester in a round of some seventy miles,
and never I think was I more in love with
the pastime. I had lived through a winter
of work and disappointment, and the
promised land of leisure had seemed remote.
Except for a short Sunday ride in shower or
shine, only one week -end of riding had fallen
to my lot since July, and though fit by reason
of my daily journeys, I was beginning to
wonder if all work and no play could
develop into a nasty habit sick with acquisi-
tion. That day out cured me of the doldrums
as nothing else in my philosophy could. I
heard and saw the birds, the under -note of
the wind surging in the thickening hedges ;
the sunshine fell on my neck and hands, the
hills looked mysterious and the fresh love-
liness of the earth entered into my soul. I
went lonely because I wanted to travel that
way, to think things out and solve the prob-
lem ; actually nothing of that sort happened,
for the day and the changing scenes claimed
me, and I was willing to be so captured and
captivated. I made three stops in all, a long
one for lunch, and two lesser ones to smoke
a pipe where hill streams came foaming
under bridges, and the whole conversation of
the day would not make a paragraph. I
suppose some people will say such an
experience is " potty " ; but I wonder if any
other game could supply so excellent a cure
for what appears to have been a close
approximation of self-pity, the most horrible
mental disease an otherwise sensible mortal
can contract. That was a beautiful day out",
in the fullest meaning of the term.
Those Tasty Snacks

HOW I do envy those people who can eat,
raw fruit and enjoy it. I saw quite

a lot of them during a recent week -end run
revelling in the juicy flavour of Victoria
plunis, and the old desire to emulate them
during thOse warm hours in the valley of
the Avon very nearly overcame me. I resisted
it, though, remembering that if I did I
should soon be paying the penalty, as I have

(Continued on page 23.)
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You'll always ride in greatest comfort ...

/ Friction -
Free

Cool
Riding

Greatest
Comfort STANDARD NARROW

CL.7 Available in three widths to
meet all requirements. The highly
polished frictionless surface ensures
coolness on the longest ride. No
breaking -in is necessary. Two -wire
frame with finely serrated seat pillar
clip. Strong bag loops.
STANDARD 11" x 6i" '. -29 oz.
NARROW 11" x 6" . 27i oz.
SPRINT 11" x 41" . . 24f oz.

SPRINT

ON A DUNLOP SADDLE

HARDMUTH DRAWING SETS METERS

Krovi RES

Surface mounting instru-
ments with back bolts for
wire and fixing. Made by
leading British makers. Brandnew

moving -coil instruments,
2A in. dials. Ranges available
D.C. Voltmeters, 0-8 v.
1,120 v. D.C. Ammeters,
0-0.5 amps ; 0-1.5 amps ;
0-20 amps.
Each. Post free. 10/ 6

,

......

':13==!---
Made by Koh-i-noor (Czechoslovakia).
Kin 628c. 13 piece set : Sin. self -centring fixed

point dividers, Sin ditto, fully jointed compass with
pen/pencil/divider attachments and 3/in. extension
leg with knee joint ; I spring, bow dividers ; I rotat-
ing compass with fine adjustment and pen 'pencil
attachments ; 2 ruling pens ; spare pen/pencil holder' :
screw driver ; tube of spare leads. All heavily plated
and engraved with maker's name. In good quality
lined and fitted case.

Regd. post free. 48/6
Asko 627: 10 piece set : Sin. self -centring fixed

point dividers ; Sin. ditto, fully jointed compass with
pen/pencil attachment and extension leg ; spring bow
pen/pencil compass : ruling pen ; spare pen/pencil
holder ; tube spare leads ; screw driver. In fitted
and lined case.

Regd, post free. 37/6

SECTIONAL DRAWING
PAPER Orange, profile,
by Hall, Harding, Ltd. Graph
Paper 20in. wide x 20 yards
long. Ruled orange ;in.,
heavy rule 2/in. Per roll.

Post free. 8/9

PEDESTAL CLOCKS
7 -day fully jewelled
movement. For
up to 3.)in. width.
signed for Met.
use. Base easily
by 3 screws. Solidly

;4:instructed of
brass. For
barometric

16?' or other re-
.41,4) cording gear.

1 geo.%%t *SA :4 s i Our price;
:?...z -yew reg. post free.

-NOVeR..-..k.w g4/12 /6

paper
De-

Office
fixed

sheet

TRANSFORMER A2408
A 50 w. 12 v. output for 230 v./50 cycle
working. Heavily made to Admiralty
spec. and designed for continuous use.
Base Sin. x akin. Total height 4/in.
Brand new and unused. All tested before
despatch. . 37/6Carriage paid. i

AERO-SPARES CO
(Dept. 76) 70-71, HIGH HOLBORN,

LONDON, W.C.1
Telephone: AMBassador 2871-2

et1

THE FLUXITE QUINS"
AT WORK

" And now let's begin Lesson Two.

Heat the bit is the next thing to do,

And when it is seen

That the flame's showing green,

jThe bit's nicely heated right
through.''

For all SOLDERING work-you need FLUXITE-the paste flux
-with which even dirty metals are soldered and " tinned." For
the jointing of lead-without solder ; and the " running " of
white metal bearings-without " tinning " the bearing. It is
suitable for ALL METALS-excepting ALUMINIUM.

111141h Flossite joints can be "wiped"
suceesurylly thatare impossible

by telly other method
Used for over 40 years in Government works and by reading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers-in tins,

from 1/- upwards.
TO CYCLISTS! For stronger wheels that will remain round
and true, here's a time -tested tip. Tie the spokes where they cross

with fine wire AND SOLDER It's simple-with FLUX1TE-but
IMPORTANT.

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Write foe Book on the ART OF "SOFT" SOLDERING and for Leaflets on

CASE -HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.
Also on - WIPED JOINTS." Price lid. Ea.h.

FLUXITE LTD., Bermondsey Street, S.E.I
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I.C.S. TRAINED MEN
are in Greater Demand
than ever -Maximum production
depends on high technical skill, such
as that acquired by I.C.S. Students
TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE TRAINED
MEN ARE URGENTLY NEEDED NOW
-BUT THERE IS NO WORTH -WHILE

PLACE FOR THE UNTRAINED
Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through
I.C.S. Home -Study Courses. So also can you.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects
listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.

Electrical Engineering Motor Mechanics
Electric Power, Lighting, Motor Vehicle Elec.

Transmission, Traction Municipal Eng.
Eng. Shop Practice Plumbing
Farming (Arable and Production Engineering

Livestock)
Fire Engineering
Foremanship

Accountancy
Advertising
Air Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural DrawIng
Boiler Engineering
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry and Joinery
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry, I. & a
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Coal Mining
Commercial Art
Concrete Engineering
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Drawing Office Practice

Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.

Fuel Technology Refrigeration
Heating and Ventilation Sales Management
Horticulture Salesmanship
Hydraulic Engineering Sanitary and Domestic
Illumination Eng. Engineering
Industrial Management Sheet -Metal Work
Machine Designing Short -Story Writing
Machine -Tool Work Steam Engineering
Maintenance Eng. Structural Steelwork
Marine Engineers Surveying
Mechanical Drawing Television Technology
Mechanical Engineering Welding, Gas and Elec.
Mining Engineering Woodworking Drawing
Motor Engineering Works Engineering

Students intending to sit for examinations in Architecture, Quantities, Civil Eng.,
Mech. Eng., and others, should enrol NOW for preparatory Courses.
Using a specially prepared Study Programme, the student studies in his spare
time, at his own pace and, with time for revision, sits with full confidence of
success.
Courses are also availabe for most other Technical, Professional, Commercial,
Civil Service Exams., and for General Certif. of Education.

(I.C.S. Examination Students are coached until successful.)
Moderate fees include ALL books required.

GENEROUS DISCOUNT TO H.M. FORCES.

If you need technical training, our advice on any matter concerning
your work and your career is yours for the asking-free and without
obligation. Let us send our special free booklet on the subject in which you
are specially interested. DON'T DELAY. Make ACTION your watchword.

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY

Dept. 169A, I.C.S., 71, KINGSWAY, W.C.2.
CUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.
Dept 169A, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Please send me the free booklet describing your Courses in

Name Age
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

Addresses for Overseas Readers
Australia : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney.
Egypt : 40, Sharia Abdel Khalek Sarwat Pasha, Cairo.
Eire : 13, A.nglesea Street, Dublin, C.4.
India : Lakshmi Bldg., Sir Pherozsha Mehca Rd., Fort.

Bombay.
New Zealand : 182, Wakefield Street, Wellington.
N. Ireland : 26, Howard Street, Belfast.
South Africa : Dept. L., 45, Shortmarket Street, Cape Town

ICS

FRANK'S of GLASGOW
EPISCOPE LENSES
This is the only Optical equipment required for the construction of a " Home
Episcope." This single, unmounted, optically ground and polished Plano -Convex
Lens is 10in. focal length and 4in. diameter. Prints of up to P.C. size can be projected
to give a bright and large image of excellent definition. We will gladly demonstrate
our " Biscuit Tin " Model to callers. Supplied with constructional
diagram. Post free. 12/6
EX -GOVT. BARR & STROUD RANGEFINDERS
Coincidence Type. 80 cm. base. Ranges from 250 yds. to 20,000 yds. can be read
directly, with speed and accuracy on measuring scale. Magnification 10X. Nett
weight 13 lbs. Overall length, 351in. Each instrument tested and guaranteed to be
in perfect condition. Maker's price over E100. Complete with 112
wood transit case, carriage free U.K.

EX-A.M. PRISMATIC BINOCULARS
6 x 30 Eyepiece focusing. Complete with web case. Guaranteed
condition. Post 2/- extra. Leather case, 101- extra.

M.S.E. OPTICAL UNITS
This is an optical locating device for fitting to own Jacob's chuck. It is totally
enclosed and a sight can readily be taken down the spindle centre through the
chuck on to the workpiece markings. Shank No. 3 Morse e6.1 5.0
Taper. Unused, at almost half maker's price. Post free. ow

POLAROIDS
Red Polaroid, mounted between optical flats of IJin. diameter.

Per pair

17.19-6

EX-R.A.F. MARCHING COMPASSES, MK. I
Approx. tin. square, jewelled bearings. A precision Compass with which
accurate bearings can be taken. As new. Post free

LENSES & PRISMS
Useful parcel of ten assorted. ChiPped or Imperfect.

the lot

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED ON
ALL PURCHASES OR FULL REFUND.

A few oddments in precision measuring tools available. Unique and interesting
stocks of Astro Telescopes and Binoculars ; Drawing and Surveying Instruments ;
Navigational equipment ; Photographic goods ; Lenses and Prisms, etc. Lists
available.

Phone : BELL 2106
Grams : BINOCAM GLASGOWCHARLES FRANK

Instrument Makers and Dealers since 1907,
67-73 SALTMARKET, GLASGOW, C.I

6114166 " gc.on   
OUT AND ABOUT on B.S.A, Bicycles. That's
the holiday- programme for Britain's most
carefree and fare -free families. On their
comfortable, smooth -running B.S.A.s they
travel when and where they please. And
when holiday time is over, B.S.A.s mean
fare -free working days for Father, fare -free
shopping trips for Mother and fare -free
journeys to school for the children.

But all the world wants
B.S.A.s. More and more go for
export. Hurry to your dealer!
He' may still have the model
you want. Make your choice from
the fully -illustrated catalogue.
9 out of every so B.S.A.s produced
go ro swell the export drive.

.&'f -To"". B.S.A. Cycles Ltd., 12, Armoury Road, ..

- -- - - - - - - - - - -- - --1
I Birmingham, 11. Please send Bicycle Catalogue I
I
1 NAME I
1

DRESS
I

Its tim:7114 i

m.,......-u bad a __Post this coupon TODAY 1qa in unseal,d envelope bearing ltd. namP. I
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WAYSIDE THOUGHTS
(Continued from page 20)

on so many occasions before, the last one
being during the strawberry season. It
seems absurd that an otherwise healthy man
runs into trouble after eating fresh fruit;
but there it is, and the knowledge of con-
sequences keeps me from the temptation.
Chocolate, another favourite pick-me-up for
the cyclist, is completely outside my taste,
and makes me shudder. Not so with fruit:
I could enjoy it, but it doesn't like me, so
I have to be content with lesser things like
the common humbug.

On this particular day I called at an old
refreshment place which aforetime under-
stood how to cater, but alas, the standard
had fallen to thick slabs of bread and mar-
garine skimmed in grease and served with
mass-produced jam of no particular kind.
Not a lettuce or a home-made cake, but the
kind of meal that just kept you going, devoid
of a memory of the pleasure of eating it.
Many of our caterers have become terribly
stream -lined in this matter of offering
refreshment at top prices, and it is about
time they were ostracised until they mend
their ways. It seems a pity such people are
doing their best ter dampen the joys of the
outdoor life, and damning the once good
name of British catering.

Then and Now
STREAMS of lads and lassies went by me

in gaily -coloured, scanty raiment as I
sat smoking on a comfortable hedgerow seat
one Sunday morning some weeks ago, and
I marvelled at their vigorous activity and
shiny faces as they passed by in an atmos-
phere which must have been 8o deg. I sat
there for half an hour watching the proces-
sion and during that period did not observe
one rider meandering quietly along, as I
had done, but all seemed in a hurry to get
somewhere. Then I remembered I was in a
state of similar urgency once, gathering the
miles for the sheer joy of activity, nor
stopping to consider the heavily -burdened air
of a full-blown summer's day. I remem-
bered, too, when I was young and touring
in the good company of the guv'nor, how he
would insist on a rest by the way, and how
I used to wonder why, despite his then sixty
years of existence. Now I know and,
 furthermore, am sure he was right, as I'm
certain I am now. The time of life makes
a difference, but adds to the quiet joy of
the pastime much that one missed years ago.
Then anything less than 5o miles was not
considered a ride ; we youngsters were as
much the captive of our vigour as the
youngsters of to -day, and it is pleasant to
admit that tolerance and to hope that most

of them will remain cyclists and capture the
real charm of meandering with the aid of a
couple of wheels. I like to see the riders
of to -day on their excursions, and how neat
and airily clad most of them are. A similar
spirit moves them to enjoy the freedom of
cycling, but fine and fresh as this is I'm
still of the opinion that the best is still to
come if they remain cyclists and all that happy
condition connotes, for I've grown old enough
to know delight in individual activity is not
confined to how fast or how far, but rather
how comfortably you can make the grade,
gather the beauty on the way and finish the
day with sense of satisfaction and well-being.
In a car you are glad when the journey's
over ; on a bicycle you regret the end of a
glorious day, and that is the difference.
Remain a cyclist and you will retain the
quiet glory of individualism that is lost when
activity ceases to function.

The Art of the Game
OUT recently with a friend and an

occasional cyclist, I noticed how stiff
was his action ; there was nothing smooth
or flexible about it. We discussed the matter
and he agreed, after a few miles of practise,
ankling was helpful and that it is wise to
completely relax when free -wheeling. For the
next week, on the way to work and home,
I looked at the cyclists, and was once more
astonished, such a huge percentage of them
were completely indifferent to style and
thereby imposed a penalty on themselves.
Even those among them whose feet were
properly placed rode stiff -legged-, with the
minimum movement of the ankles, which is
a bad waste of muscular power ; and even
the youngsters, who danced up the slightest
rise, seemed to me to need a lesson in ank-
ling. It has become a speed fashion to
depend on the fierce thrust helped by the
weight and swing of the body, but it is a
tiring method of covering the ground when
purely pleasure jaunting, and, in my opinion,
this part of the racing man's technique is
something for the tourist to avoid. Sit still
and claw the pedals round ; that is what
I was told in my young days, and for
pleasure riding I think it is still correct. Use
your ankles like a toggle joint on a press,
and flex your knees and thigh muscles to
match that lower movement ; the trick is
quickly learned and its result brings ease to
the pedaller in -all conditions. There is no
secret about the matter, anyone can acquire
it and become a better cyclist, because pro-
gress is easier, and the end of the day more
comfortable. I am one of the " foot -
flappers " as the young, swift men say, but
I'm very comfortable in the saddle, and
though I may get tired, it's a very long time

since I was weary.

The Graceful Way
THE hard work label

attached to cycling
by non -cyclists and
the occasional rider
will persist so long as
correct pedalling is
n o t considered a
matter of importance
by the trade, maker
and dealer alike. I
have a collection of
old books and cata-
logues on the art and
pastime of cycling,
some of them anti -
dating the invention
of the Dunlop tyre.
All of them stress this
matter of leg power
and the best and
easiest manner o f

A perambulator -cycle -trailer recently demonstrated by Mr. Holman,
of Skcgness, in the television programme " Inventors' Club."

obtaining it by adopting a style bringing all the
muscles into play without overstrain on any.
That is the point, the power of the drive
can be and should be divided with the result
of easing the process of movement and giving
it a symmetry of grace. You sometimes
hear an individual say " look at that girl,
how well she rides." She does ; she has
acquired the art and therefore made the pas-
time easy. And so can all of us if we take
a little trouble to perfect our pedalling action.
It is a pleasant thing to ride a bicycle with
the perfection of your own muscular energy ;
it is not hard work then, but a joyous exer-
cise giving to the individual a sense of style
that is with him on every trip. I am not
pretending that storm and wind and long
hills should be sought to prove my point,
but I do know such conditions will neither
deter nor distress if a man is well mounted
and knows how to ride. Those, indeed, are
the two essentials to perfect cycling, the
bicycle and the style of the rider, and, having
acquired them, then the country is yours in
which to scatter your leisure hours and gather
delight. That's how I find it, and how I
want to find it, for without my bicycle to
waft me into the country and all it con-
notes I should be a very handicapped man
in movement and happiness.

The Easy Way
WITHOUT my bicycle ! It is an

unkind thought, and yet I suppose
thousands would be glad to change it for
a car. There is no virtue in not feeling so
inclined, it is merely the nature of the
individual who prefers to exercise his body
rather than be whisked around in cushioned
ease. The result of that is a body that still
functions with ease if not grace. The vigour
has tamed a little and it takes me -longer
time to gather the miles, but I do gather
them, and in comfort, which seems to be
the answer to the folk who think it's time
I retired from the saddle. That time may
come, but it isn't here yet so my quiet
activity will go on in thankfulness. How
much we old riders have to be thankful
for can never be told, which is one good
and commanding reason why the young folk
should never put the bicycle aside. I've just
been working out a little journey a couple of
us intend to take before winter settles on
the land, and we've had a lot of interest in
planning our intentions. Whether we shall
ever make the journey remains to be seen,
but the intention is quite sound at the
moment and that is a long way toward
implication. I rather revel in these excur-
sions into possibilities, for running over maps
brings to the mind so very many happy
memories of happy journeys and there seems
little reason why they should not be repeated,
tamed in tempo and performance, but
sparkling with all the recollections of the
years. I would far rather do these things
than settle into the static manner so many
folk appear to think designed for the three-
score and ten period of life. There are far
too few of us oldsters doing this kind of
thing or wanting to, and yet here is the
very pastime to fit the years and bring them
that touch of youth worthy of living.

EVERY CYCLIST'S POCKET BOOK
(Vest Pocket Size)

400 pages, fully illustrated.

7/6 or 7/10 by post from
GEO. NEWNES, LTD.,

Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2.
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Christmas in the Country
IT is true, perhaps, that in these
k somewhat unromantic and
utilitarian days Christmas has
been shorn of some if its old-
time traditions and charm, but in
the heart of the English countryside traditions
are apt to die hard, and certainly in this grey -
green Derbyshire land where I reside Yule-
tide will be celebrated with something of the
old vigour and rejoicing. The bells of the
village church will peal merrily on Christmas
morning ; the interior of the church will be
gay with holly, ivy and mistletoe decorations ;
on Christmas Eve there will be the waits
singing outside the inn ; in many a heart
there will be the age-old feeling of goodwill
towards everyone ; and on everyone's lips
the old, old greeting " A Merry Christmas."
I plan, as in former years, to go for a bike
ride on Christmas Day, and I hope the sun
will shine and the rime gleam like silver on
the hedges, for I like my Yuletide to be
" seasonable " ! Out into the " stone -wall "
country-the true Derbyshire ; out through
tiny villages which have altered little in a
hundred years ; out to the,wide moors where
the winds blow, and all is clean and
invigorating. Then, in the afternoon or
evening, a log, fire, a book (and I suspect
it will be a book by Charles Dickens, the
great interpreter of Christmas), a pipe and,
maybe, a tankard of warmed ale !

The BBC and the Bike

CYCLING,
whether viewed from the point

of view of the tourist or the racing
man, does not, in my opinion, receive the
publicity it deserves. I have voiced this
opinion before and mentioned the rather
slender volume of publicity in the Press.
And what of radio ? I am not sure how
many programmes have been devised about
cycling or cycles, but I am sure that the
" movement " deserves some time on the air.
What a thrilling and absorbing programme
could be devised about the history and evolu-
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CYCLORAMA
By H. W. ELEY

tion of the modern bike ! What memories
could "be kindled into flame about old-time
clubs, and tours, and experiences in the
early days when the first machines took to the
roads, and a new era of personal transport
was launched. The early cycling costumes ;
the coming of the pneumatic, tyre ; the early
long-distance rides ; Land's End to John o'
Groats. I can visualise a whole series of
most fascinating programmes, with the
bicycle as the centre motif: what about it,
you busy producers ? The material is
there . . . and there are lots of " old timers "
who could recall the glorious past and make
history live.

For Coronation Year

ALREADY we hear and read much of
the great plans which manufacturers

have in mind in connection with the
Coronation celebrations next year. Pottery
manufacturers are busy with designs for
loving cups and mugs ; executives in our
textile factories are evolving all kinds of
special designs of fabrics to capture the
trade, which the crowning of our beloved
Queen will bring. Folks are looking out the
bunting and flags, and I have heard whispers
in many cycle factories that there are plans
well advanced to produce special Coronation
models of cycles . . and colour will natur-
ally be the main attraction. The British
cycle manufacturer has shown all through
the " difficult years " that he can cope with
every problem and surmount every snag
-and I am sure that 1953 will see a worthy
effort on the part of the cycle trade to put
cycles and cycling on the map in the year
gracious Elizabeth will be crowned, with all
the pomp and ceremony embedded in the
long history of our royal line.

Beauty in the Black Country
TC! some folk the .Black Country means

just smoke and grime and squalor, and
the scarring hand of King Coal and his
allies-but it would be quite wrong to
imagine that all South Staffordshire is black
and unappealing ! I know Darlaston, and
Tipton, and Wednesbury, and all the curious
area around busy Wolverhampton, and
whilst I admit its smoke and grime, I also
know of some of its green and lovely oases-
Kinver Edge and the good country around
Stourbridge, and Dudley Castle with all its
history and legends of the past. " Stafford-
shire is a many-sided county, with the lush
green valley of the Trent to charm one ;
with the one side of glorious Dovedale
within its borders ; with ancient Uttoxeter
to 'bring back memories of Roman times ;
with little Lichfield and its cathedral of
wondrous grace, all in the county_ which has,
on the debit side, the Black Country. It's
worth while to tour Staffordshire, and seek
the green and lovely-so near to the domain
of coal, and iron -foundries, and chain -
making.

Still They Come
MY post continues to contain friendly

letters from cyclists who are regular
readers of these notes and I always appre-

ciate the comments made about
places and scenes and holiday
tours. This year I have had quite
an exceptional batch of letters
and have gained from them a lot
of information about various parts
of England and Wales. It is

evident that holiday cycle -touring is as
popular as ever with those knowing few
who realise that the best way of seeing the
countryside is by bike Recently came
letter from a rider who had been thrilled
by a tour through homely East Anglia. Like
many another he had always imagined
Suffolk to be flat and -lacking in beauty and
interest, but visits to Clare, and sweet Long
Melford and Woodbridge, and the ancient
port of Dunwich, had altered his views !
He had explored the beauties of " Constable
Land " ; had seen Flatford Mill ; had talked
with old fishermen at Southwold, and 'heard
the story of the old battle of Sole Bay, and
he had been to Framlingham Castle. He
returned to London an enthusiast for the
eastern land where so much peace still
reigns ; where the noble Suffolk " Punch "
horses draw giant wagons along the lanes ;
and where there is such good fun in fishing
for eels in the reed -fringed dykes. Yes ! East
Anglia is good . . . and I know it well.

Pink Coats and Panoply
T AM writing these notes on a November
-I- day. The sky is dull, but a robin sings
cheerily from a gate -post at the bottom of
my garden, and the day has been splashed
with colour and romance. The hounds have
met at " The Golden Cup " inn, and I have
enjoyed a glass of toddy with the
whipper -in, an old friend who just lives for
horses and hounds, and all the glamour of
the chase. Hounds moved off to Brackley
Gorse and all the village was out to see
them. Anti -hunting folk are very vocal and
sometimes furious ; not everyone believes in
the hunting of the sly Reynard ; but here,
near the classic Meynell Kennels, the hunt
is still venerated, and pink coats and fit men
and horses, and hounds which are worth I
know not what, are things to love.
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Cub
OMPLETE 4eG4

E CONSTRUCTOR OUTFIT
Every handyman-young or old-will
obtain endless profitable pleasure from

the Wolf Home Constructor Outfit,
capable of doing a host of useful home

repairs and construction jobs; it makes
light work of everything from I" drilling

in steel to sawing wood as a powerful
4" circular saw bench-from removing

old paint or rust to polishing a table top

-from turning table legs to building a

model ship. The "Cub" Electric Drill which is the power unit
costs but £5.10.0. or you can add a Bench Clamp or Drill Stand

or select Conversion Sets to transform it into a powerful electric

saw or wood turning lathe and the complete outfit including the

Cub Drill costs only £15.0.0!

Write for free
fully illustrated

descriptive brochure today

STOCKED BY ALL LEADING TOOL MERCHANTS

WOLF ELECTRIC TOOLS LTD  PIONEER WORKS  HANGER LANE  LONDON  W5
3ranches BIRMINGHAM, MANCHESTER, LEEDS, BRISTOL, GLASGOW Telephone : PERIVALE 5631-4

" Practical Mechanics " Advice Bureau COUPON
This coupon is available until December 31st, 1952, and must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together with 3 penny
stamps. A stamped, addressed envelope must also be enclosed.

Practical Mechanics. December, 1952.



One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design
Press Tool & Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works M'gmnt. & Admin.
Practical Foremanship
Ratefixing & Estimating
Time & Motion Study
Engineering Inspection
Metallurgy
Refrigeration
Welding (all branches)
Maintenance Engineering
Steam Engine Technology
I.C. Engine Technology Aerodynamics
Diesel Engine Technology Electrical Design

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine
Automobile
Structural
RiF Concrete
Structural Engineering
Mathematics (all stages,
Radio Technology
Telecommunications
Wiring & Installation
Television
Radio Servicing
Gen. Elec. Engineering
Generators & Motors
Generation & Supply
Aircraft Mainten. Licences

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.R.San.l. M.R.San.l.
A.M.I.S.E. L.A.B.S.S. A.R.I.C.S.
Building Construction Builders' Quantities
Costs & Accounts Carpentry & Joinery
Surveying & Levelling Building Inspector
Clerk of Works Building Draughtsmanship
Quantity Surveying Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Gen. Cert. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.I.Hsg.)

Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Office,
Sanitary Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed "Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SIXTY YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE Of ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA : E C.S.A., P.O. 80X NO. 8417. JOHANNESBURG

Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
132- PAGE BOOK FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR COPY

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :
Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.
How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

MINY WRESTING COURSES !IT
70 SELECT FROM!

A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E.
A.M.I.E.D.,
London B.Sc.,

A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.I.P.E.,

A.M.I.Struct.E.,
M.R.San.I.

A.F.R.Ae.S.,
Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses jot
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide.
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THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS --OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you. are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 1885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

FOUNDED'1885 - FOREMOST TODAY

Free Coupon
To: NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148-15o, Holborn, London, E.C.i

Please Forward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

x0102k

SEND Off
T11/5 COUPON

NOW AND 8E)
5EfFOR

SI/CCESS

My general interest is in : (i) ENGINEERING (Place a cr against
(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING the branches in which
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK you are interested.)

The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(x id. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)
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